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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
. Problem
This treatise of the radio as an educational factor in
.the classroom is intended to be an introductory and provocative suggestion of what may be accomplished; to indicate some
ways in which teachers are taking the ra~~o into account in
their teaching, with emphasis on the achievement of leaders
in the field rather than a conclusive survey of what has been
done.

The radio as an educational agency is growing in pop~

ularity and will be suppleme·nted each year by larger and more
intelligent programs for classroom u~e.

The value of the

radio in the classroom should be determined not only on the
basis of its direct contribution but also in terms of interest
it arouses, activities it stimulates, information it imparts,
and attitudes it creates.

ducators have it in their power

to cultivate an appreciation of the higheI' standards of I'adio
material and to enhance and c'r ys talli·z e their cultural values
in an educational program.
The writer has endeavored to reveal the trends and high
points of this new tool, for "1 ts office is to bring fr·e shness, variety', interest and enrichment to the classroom today."l

Emphasis is placed on the radio as a teaching device

1Sister Anne Catherine, c.s. J., 11 Radio in the Classroom,
Catholic School Journal, XXXVIII (June, 1938), 181.
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in all classroom activfty extending from · the kindergarten
through the elementary, secondary and college classes to adult
levels.

Mary Agnes

chI'oeder of the Chicago Badio Council

Staff gives t wo cardinal objectives of the radio in the classroom that can be achieved only on the primary level.
The . fir .a t is ps_ychological--if' the child learns to associate radio with classroom activities and experiences from
babyhood uppst :aa we associate the omnipresent wall maps,
charts and erasers in an objective picture of our earliest
school life, the radio will have assumed status in his academic experiences,
econdly, in our nation ·of notorious listening habits, the formation of correct list!ning habits in the
very young child is of inestimable value.
Method of Study
The writer, through investigation and study., has endeavored to present with authoritative statistics the picture of
-activities in the classroom to-day with further suggestion for
its utilization.

comprehens 1 ve forecast by leading educa-

tors, as to the probable place of the radio in the classroom,
was compiled._
Personal interviews with the directors of educational
programs from each of the three radio stations -in · 1chita were
made.
with

Profitable information was obtained in the interview

r.

Vernon Reed, director of KFH; Mr. J • • Todd, directer

of KANS; and Mr. H. Hollister _<;>_f KFBI.

The eagerness of these

directors of commercial stations, to co-operate ·a nd assist in
1Mary Agnes Schroeder, 11 Radio in the Schools, 11 Chicago
School Journal, XXI (March-April, 1940), 218.

---
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promoting the interests of educational activities and school
productions ·in their respective studios,

as impressive.

Requests were mailed to 140 broadcasting comp~nies and
educational stations seeking information- regarding their educational programs and the nature of material presented for classroom use.

Eighty st~tions responded; fifty, sent material.

Forty-five requests were sent to outstanding _leaders in
the field of education asking for their personal opinion regarding the place of radio in the classroom in the future.
Nineteen responses

ere received.

The promptness and good

will that attended the responses gave evidence of the manifest
interest in· this field of education.

ome individuals asserted

interest in the project but refrained from expressing an opinion· because a

11

personal opinion11 had not been formed; others

admitted that the radio has its place in the classroom and
will, ~o doubt, have a more important place in the f'Uture
classroom, but what that place may be they could not satisfactorily determine.
ecretaries were courteous and prompt in responding; bu~
due to the fact that all the requests were mailed in July,
many failed to reach the educators who were away teaching,
studying, or on vacations.

For these reasons opinions ·solic-

ited from many educators will not be included in this work.
study and careful analysis of all pamphlets, bulletms,
and program materials submitted by the various broadcasting
agencies was made.

It was found most enlightening and helpful

-4-

i~ of'f'ering program material suggestions -for both in-school
and out-of-school listening.
All recent publications of books pertaining to radio
that were available in the libraries ot: · iehita were perused
by the author in this study.

Periodicals of recent ye~s were

. surveyed for articles pertaining to the direct or indirect
use of radio in the classroom.
The working bibliography and the supplementary bibliography included in this work indicate the multiplicity of writ-

ers interested in this timely subject.

The lists are by no

means exhaustive. ·The myriad articles published reveal the
increasing tendencies toward the present and future utilization of radio in education.

Previous Investigation
As an evidence of the work being _done in Radio Education

the following will be of interest:
Perry Van Miller, Teaching By Radio, (Master's) 1935,
University of Nebraska.
Edwin ·• Reinke, Radio and the In-Service . Training of
Teachers, (Doctor's) 1935. T. c. Columbia University.

Helen Dorcas Rewey, The Use of Radio in Education: with
special emphasis on home economics, (Master 1_s) 1935. vUsconsin University. ·
Roy E. Cramer, The Use of Radio and Motion Pictures in
Ohio State
Universlty.
Teaching Hi~h School Biology, (Master's) 1935.

1 Bibliography of Research Studies in Education, 19341935, Bulletin 1936, No. 5, u. s. Department of Interior,
Office of Education, Washington, D. c.
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Ruth Taylor ·, A Study of Some of the Developments in
Radio Broadcasts for School Use, since 1931, (Master 1 s) 1936.
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Ray Marsh Stone, Radio in Education with a su~v.ey of
its use in Texas _high schools, {Master's) 1936, Texas.
John Van J)wyn, The Use of Radio For Formal Education in
Great Britain and in the. United States with special emphasis
on the teaching of history, {Master's) 1936, T. c. Columbia
University.
·
. illiam Henry 0 1 Connell, Radio Has an Important But
Litni.ted Function in the Field of Education., (Master's) 1936.
Boa ton College, Bos ton, Massachus.e tts. I
_ Boyde E. Baldwin, An Evaluation of the Radio as a Classroom Device, (Master's) 1937.
ashington University, Seattle, ·
ashing ton.
Edwin H. Barnes, Utilization of Radio For Educational
Purposes in Maryland, (Master• s) 1937. Maryland. ·
Irving L. Cohen, The Relative Values of Silent Reading
and Radio Broadcasting, (Doctor's) 1937. New York.
Dean c. Cook, The Value of Radio as an Educational
Factor in the Detroit Public Schools.
John H. Hinkle, Radio and Its Implications in teaching
the social studies, (Master's) 1937. Feabody.
· G. M. Krahl, ijadio as an Activity in the Secondary
Schools, (Master's) 1937. Colorado, College of Education.
Gregor D. Ziegelman, Radio a Teaching Device, {Doctor 1 s)
1937, isconsin.
Jewell York, Radio in Education, (Master's) 1937.
Methodist.
Levering Tyson, Education ·Tunes In, 1937.
University.

South

Columbia

.
·Dorothy Estelle Troeger, The Influence of Radio Advertising on elementary school children, {Master's} 1937.
1Bibliography of Res·earch Studies in Education, 19351936, Bulletin. 1937, No. 6, u. s. Department of Interior,
Office of' Education, ·ashington, D. c•.
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Southern California. 1
Violet Gooch Stone, Children's Preferences for radio
programs, (Doctor 1 s) 1937. Southern California.
Olin

• Stead., A Comparat~ve Study of Schools · of the
Wyoming. .
· · . -. _

Air, (Master 1 s ) 1937.

Myrl Howard Ahrendt, The Use of Radio in Educational
Ins ti tu tions, (Master·• s) 1931. . University of ic~i ta.
The Ohio Project of Research3 is studying the ways in
which programs broadcast over commercial stations and intended
for the gener·al listener may be effectively use.d in the work
of tne schools.

A great dea~ of time has been devoted to the

creation and valid~tion of measuring instruments to determine
the result of this listening.

The

isconsin Project of Research4 is studying in-school
(_,

.

broadcasting and has attempted to measure the educational
effectiveness of series

of

radio programs heard in the class-

room and intended to supplement the work of the teacher.
Broadcasts in music, nature study, geography, community living,
English and speech planne4 by teachers of these subjects were
written and produced by trai~ed staff members.
1 Bibliography of Research Studies in Education, 19361937, Bulletin 1938, o. 5, U. 8. _ Department of Interior,

Office of Education,

ashingtori~ D. C.

2 Bibliography of Research Studies in Education, 19361937, Bulletin 1938, No. 5, u. s. Department of Interior,

Office of Education,

ashington, D. C.

3H. L. Ewbank, ' 'l rends in Research in Radio Speech,u
Quarterly Speech Journal, XXVI (April, 1940), 285.
4 Loc. ~ -
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·Preview
A collection of the general and specific objectives for

use of the classroom radio offered by various educators is
explained in Chapter II • . The problems that may be encountered
in the effort to accomp1ish the C?bjectives are . pointed out in
·. Chapter III.

Various solutions are offered.

Chapter IV

directs attention .to the technique and method of pedagogy
designed for classroom procedure of radio programs.

In Chap-

ter V the work being done in the Cleveland 8-chools is discussed in detail as typical of the accomplisbments of a school- ·
owned and operated ·system of r~dio.
The author found that many city schools and consolidated
rural schools arel... doing commendable work in radio education,
but - the Cleveland plan has an especial appeal.

In contrast

to the Cleveland system the American School of the

ir, an

educational offering of tremendous value presented daily by a
comrpercial broadcasting company (CBS), is explained.

Example

programs of social s.tudies for classroom use for the elemen~
tary grades and of English Lfterature for the high school
level are submitted.

The course offered by -alter Damrosch

in "The Music Appreciation Hourn is explained as typically
outstanding of the -instructional music programs offered- by
the radio networks.

In Chapter VI the seven programs pre-

sented have been worked out through the collabor.a tive efforts
of educational and commercial broadcasting experts.

The

possibilities encompassed in these offerings are overwhelming

-8-

tq the uninformed who is not alert to the potentialities of
radio contributions.

The means ·by whi.c h the teacher or

student may learn to utilize this new addendum to the classroom is suggested in Chapter VII _.
tional areas are proff"ered.

Few of the_ many informa-

The increasing ·number of agencies

·_ extending information in this realm presages- this ascending
influence in the classroom.
Chapter VIII touches briefly the recent trends that
portend an inevitable resultant on radio in the future.
issues discussed are:

The

television, frequency modulation,

facsimile broadcasting~ ultra-high frequency channels, and
recordings.
The author l evades the coercion of including a chapter
entitled "Conclusion" because it would be subjective.

How-

ever, in -conforming obeisance to the conventions of thesis
writing she submits Chapter IX presenting the worthy opinions
of those whose thoughts and ideas have weight in the field of
education.
Beyond the personal inspiration and encouragement that
have accrued to the writer from compiling this dissertation,
.

.

she entertains the secret hope that other _teachers may be
stimulated to a more vital use of this efficacious instrument
that technology has given us for the diffusion of knowledge.
There is much to be accomplished in the classroom use of this
device.

illi.am I. Painter of the University of Indiana

states that:

-9-

.
Something is lacking 'in the general adaptation of the
radio as an educational agency within the claseroom. Teach~s
and educators . have been tossed a highly potential tool and
they do not know what to do with it. The failure to · make
some definite use of the radio .in the classroom when for
fifteen years it has been one of the dominant aspect·s of
American life suggests that teachers have been unable to make
adaptation to life as it exists.l

1 illiam I. Painter, "Radio in Teaching,n Educational
Administration and Supervision, XXVI (February, 1940), 115.

CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES OF R IO IN THE CL ·s -00
Gradual

cceptance of Radio for Classroom Use

The· word "broadcast" as applied to :r:-adio is one of" the
,,

most beautif"ully chosen in our language.

ccording to

ster it is a word of agricultural origin and means:

ebcast-

ing or throwing of seeds in all directions, as from the hand
in sowing. '1
The harvest that this sowing, or broadcasting, shall
bring in the years to come, must, in its abundance, be of
great benefit to humanity.

It is the most far-reaching medium

yet devised by man for the dissemination of thought and ideas
to the people of the earth.
Broadcasting as we know it to-day had its birth on
ovember 2, 1920,. when the returns of the presidential election of that ye·e:r were broadcast from station KDKA in East
Pittsburgh. So successful was this effort that other stations
came on the air in rapid succession until in 1922 there were
four hundred of them operating.I
By July 1, ·1936, there were six hundred fifty-six
opera.ting.
e now have seven hundred fifteen broadcasting
stations, thirty-three million receiving sets, and seven
million auto sets. 2
Radio has grown as an industry in a scant ~venty years
to a point where it is included among the six largest industries .of the United tates.3
1 John J. Flaherty, The Story of the adio on the ir,
ew York: Doubleday Doran
Company (1938), 13-14.
2 H. L. Ewbank, ''Trends in Research in Radio Speech,''
The Quarterly Speech Journal, XXVI ( pril, 1940), 2.
3F. • Arnold, 11 Radio as an Industry," Vocational
Guidance Digest, VI (~ay, 1940), 271.
-10-
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The twentieth century is an age of momentous changes,
in which appear agencies that require a readjustment of our
educational institutions, our curricula, our program~ of
instruction and our methods.

It is significant that the radio

in its incipiency of less than twenty yea.rs, for the first
decade regarded as a fad for leisure hours, has now developed
into one · of our most potent educational influences .

The

necessity of counteracting some of the undesirable influences
has led to its use as a sign~ficant educatio~al medium.
The radio, like all

cientific inventions in a virgin ·

field, found its way with difficulty into our program because
of a lack of background of experience.

Consequently, it has

already had its use, misuse, and abuse in the classroom .
o quickly were the educational possibilities of the
radio recognized that material was purchased for hundreds of
schools before supervisors, principals and teachers were ready
to adapt it to .school situations.l
The school first viewed the use of the radio in the
classroom with suspicion; then it tolerated it; and now it is
clasping it to its bosom, 2
Contributfon to the General Objectives of Education
J.
11

s.

Carlile , director of radio programs, states that ,

The radi? is still in the swaddl·ing clothes stage of develop-

1Margaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, PrenticeHall, Inc. ( 1938) , 3 .
2 1 . Keith Tyler , 'Recent Developments in Radio Education , n English Journal , XX.VIII { arch, 1939), 199 .
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ment. 0 1
alone.

a classroom ·device it is not nearly re ady to stand
It must be viewed in its relation to other devices -to

supplement classroom instruction for desirable child growth.
·I t must contribute to the general objectives. of education,
namely:

to further in ·ea.ch child health, . the _command of the

f'unda.mental pr_o cesses,_ worthy home membership, citizenship,
worthy use of leisure time, ethical character, and vocation.
The radio will contribute directly or indirectly to all of
these objectives.

The radio can not displace the classroom

teacher as was feared by conservative teachers at the qeginning.

It is a devic·e :for supplementary material that must be

vitalized and developed by a living personality, the teacher.
Sidney Hook assert:
. . The radio can never supplant the laboratory, the classroom, the solitary thinker's study, but it can supplement
them by offering a continuous demonstration of how to handle
ideas. Its function is to enlighten rather than inspire
those wh~ a.re willing to think in this passion-inflamed world
. o:f ours •.
Again Hadley Cantril in "The Psychology of Radio" maintains that the radio should always be regarded as a supplement
to, and not a sub~titute for, regular school work.3

He

lJ • • Carlile, Radio Programs, New York:
Inc. (1939), 397.
2 Sidney Hook , "Critical Analysis as a Method of Radio
Education," chool and ociety, XLVIII (December, 1939), 868Radio,

3Hadley Cantril, and Gordon • Allport, Psychology of
ew York: Harper and Brothers Pub. (1935), 253.
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furthermore summarizes the advantages of radio instruction as
follows:
Radio can reach incomparably larger audiences·;
- Figuring per capita cost, its services are probably cheaper
tnan any other medium of instruction; . _ ._
The varied content . possible in its programs promotes interest
and at.t ention;
Its varied methods do the same;
Dramatization and showmanship make education pleasurable;
In many regions it can· supplement poor local teachers with
good radio teachers;
It probably has a favorable effect upon the exercise · of visual
imagination;
It can make important events and personages more real to the
pupil;
It · can bring good music into every locality;
The pupil becomes less provincial in his outlook; the excellence of talks and music heard may fire his ambition and
arouse talents that might otherwise lie dormant.l
As compared with classroom instructions, radio has cer-

·tain di~advantages:

~

It cannot count upon the habits of disciplined and attentive
l~stening that the classroom calls forth since it is usually regarded as a medium of entertainment rather than
. instruction;
11 visual aids in education are absent, save only -the aid of
visual imagery;
,
Spontaneous questions are impossible;
Humor is less appreciated;
Circular phenomena are absent, and the invention of new ideas
from class dis ·c ussion becomes impossible;
There . is less opportunity for the students to analyze and
dissect the presentation;
Suggestibility is enhanced (though perhaps no more so than in ·
a. congregate face-to-face assembly);
Lectures are impersonal with a consequent loss in friendliness
and human interest;
.
Students do not, as inquiry shows, favor ~adio education .as
an exclusive substitute for classwork.2

1 Hadley Cantril, and Gordon • Allport, Ps7chologyof
Radio, New York: Harper and Brothers Pub. (1935, 253.
2 Loc.

ill •
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Some of the disadvantages here quoted would not exist
in many of the classroom situations and could be refuted by
other educators to-day.
Desirabl"e growth should be the purpose of all subject
matter and devices.

The classroom radio shou14 be judged in

terms of its contribution to the general educational objectives set up for the school in which it is used, rather than
in terms of its endowment to specific subject-matter fields.
In so far as certain radio programs may contribute to subject
(

J

matter that in itself contri·b utes to the general educational
objectives, they are desirable; if they merely contribute to
abstract subject matter,

hich of itself will not further the

general educational objectives of the school, they are not
desirable.

The radio as a means of gaining vicarious experi-

·ences contributes directly to attaining some of the objectives
of education and indirectly to others.

Boyd H. Bode has said:

• • • • Life is a process in which the present is continuously enlarged and transformed • . • • Our horizon retreats
as we proceed. . • • • Our aims and ideals change with the
·
changes in our environment and with our· growth in intellectual
stature.
Specific Values
The following objectives of the radio are more truly
regarded . as specific values:
The radio serves as a source of material that o·therwise
might not be available; for example, a symphony or a concert.

The

1Boyd • Bode, Fundamentals of Education,
acmillan Company ( 1921), 11-12.

ew York:

-15It offers new material riot yet included

in

text books--the

dramatization of new plays--important current events, such ·as
the inaugur~tion of a president~-foreign expioration~ · as they
occur--new presentation of old material in many forms-familiar material in new forms.

The radio may sugges~ many
'-

l

new kinds of activitie_s for the child.,,
"t>

The radio may set standards for pupils in spee_c h.

Even

though not all standards are good, they offer opportunity for
evaluation and selection. • The radio may offer criteria for
play production, debates, discussions, and club meetings.
The radio increases the number, variety, and intensity
of children's interests-~radio's greatest contribution to
education.

It stimulates new i'nterests and intensifies exist-

ing ones.
The radio exposes the child to conflicting -points of
view in the open forums, debates, and dis cuss ions.

"The Town

Meeting of the Air" series, which treats of social problems,
attempts to present a variety of view points.
The radio acquaints children with other parts of our
country and other parts of the world.

They hear the speech,

customs, arts, prose, poetry, and music of other lands which
tends to intensify geographical interests.
The rad:Lo contributes to worthy use of leisure .time.
~he school may devote some time to listening for pleasure and
~hus develop better home listening.
worth

The teacher may discuss

hile programs that may·be heard out of school hours.

· -16-

. The radio introduces to the children well-known and
prominent p~ople such as our President, -Lindbergh, Madame
Curie, famous writers, poets., musicians, actors, scientists,
-inventors, and economists.

The radio familiarizes children with significant topics
of the day.

The radio transmits news items more rapidly than

the press or movie, and the radio is more discriminate in
broadcasting news than is the press.

The programs of "The

March of Time", "Let Freedom Ringn ,· "Twenty Years Ago", and
"Today" are he~pful as well because each station has regular
hours for current events.
The radio facilitates interpretation because it is oral
in presentation and selective in its material.

It serves to ·

guide pupils in forming judgments and evaluating.

It intro-

duces history in the making and encourages and stimulates
thinking.

It cultivates the power of thinking and the ability

to listen.

broadcast lesson gives directions once s.nd calls

for quick, accurate response; thus, it develops an alertness
seldom witnessed in an ordinary lesson in classroom instruction.
The radio makes classroom work less formal and conventional.

It brings activities of civil. government, social-

welfare, and new developments in science and technology before
the pupils.
In purely cultural or aesthetic fields of literature
and music, the radio contributes obvious possibilities.

-17-

Thua all radio objectives are not obtained in every
program nor are all schools equally served by them.

The radio

promises to fill a real need in education, but the realization
of' this promise depends upon the attitude . of. the teacher
toward radio, and the amount of intelligence she bestows on
her plans for the utilization in the classroom to serve her
group advantageously.

She will concede that good use of the

radio is merely good teaching, and she needs to apply desirable teaching technique to the schoo·l radio to make it a part
of her teaching equipment.

CHAPTER III
PROBL

S ARISING

ITH CLASSROOM USE OF RADIO

Use and Abuse
Theoretically, the potential value of the radio to
education is as Herculean as the potential value of the
written word.

Its force in the classroom is as unlimited as

the teacher is resourceful in using supplementary material.
To use radio p:r:-ogr ams without a definite purpose just be eaus e
they are available, or to look upon radio listening as a
unique type of learning complete in itself, isolated from
relevant learning experiences in the cu~riculum, is to abuse
this new media of communication.
Determining Objectives
The increasing use of classroom radio listening as a
type of learning experience is evidence of its vital contri·bution to education.
The objectives of radio listening must not be resiricted
to acquiring information only, ,b ut it must also be directed
to the interests it arouses, the enthusiasms it engenders,
the questions , it evok;es, the thinking it stimulates, the
taste it cultivates, the appreciation it deepens, the character it enriches, the attitudes it formulates, and the discussions it facilitates.

Accumulating an organized body of

facts may be an important objective of the school, but it is
not the ultimate goal of teaching.
-18-

It is an acknowledged

-19- ·
pedagogical weakness that undue emphasis is given to the
measures of attainment of facts because they are concrete and
objective and readily evaluated; whereas, determining· growth
1n attitudes, associations, discriminations, understandings ,
and cultures, is chiefly subjective and involves difficulties.
This devotion to factual knowledge has disastrously limited
teaching · activities.

tany of the finer va lues of classroom

radio listening are overlooked and programs rejected because
they do not present tabulated facts ready for assimilation;
even though they breathe life into the very problems the

student encounters irt his strug gle for"· •• life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness.~
Some of the earlier broadcasts catered successfully to
this _craving for information upon which the children were to
be tested after the broadcast.

It was a novel method of

receiving facts from a geogr pher or historian.

To-day the

tendency is to develop the sensitivity of students toward
social and econom_ic problems by directing a critical analysis
of the sources of public opinion in the social study groups;
for example, by evaluating various news commentators accordint to prepared standards, including good canons of news
value, fair and impartial treatment of con troversi_a l is sues,
consistent biases and prejudices.

The goals of thoughtful

development can be achieved in social studies, and all subjecb: 1
by employing purposeful objectives in the use of radio in the
classroom.

-20Other school subjects, science, art~ literature, home
economics, .foreign language, all have many objectives apart
from those involving facts and skills.

If procedure . ·is cir-

cumscribed by custom and· textb ook, the advent of r adio into
the classroom will be further retarded.
another monotonous -device.

It will be just

But if the radio is deemed an

adjunct for accomplishing objectives heretofore impossible,
it shall be utilized to capacity for t he attainment of those
objectives, because:
It enables us to break down, to a degree, the isolation
of the classroom. It makes possible the marshalling of drama
and music for educational ends. It brings to the pupils at
their desks or in their homes a first-hand contact with the
great personalities who are shaping our world. And it makes
impossible the closed mind that hears but one side o.f any
question. The use we make of radio reflects in no small
degree the breadth of our educational thinking.l
Network l?rograms Versus City School

ystem Broadcasts

Another problem which occurs with the utilization of
classroom radio is the objection r aised to the school series
type of presenta tion, that the order in which the topics in
the series is treated does not coincide with topics treated
in the local course of study.

An adjustment is required on

the part of the teacher to rearrange the order of topics to
conform to the radio series and orga nize the interests of
her pupils around the topics presented, utilizing the content
and structure of the radio series as a means of developing a

1 1. Keith Tyler, "Introduction :' ··hy Lis ten' , n Teaching
ith Radio, Radio Bulletin No. 6 (19 0), 2.

· -21continuity of in tares ts frorn one topic to - the next.
The educationat broadcast tor the. classroom can hardly
be expected to fit every specific need.

rhis fact introduces

1

the _type of central school radio system broadcast that is
growing in prominence and popularity.

Many large cities

prepare programs specifically for use in their own schools,
adhering .strictly to the local course of . study.

Efficiency

and economy of time and effort result because topics can be
presented by a highly skilled teacher to all classes at one
time.

This superior teacher, using expert methods, affords

the benefit of example to the classroom teacher who in turn
may be assigned a radio presentation in another field in
which she excels.

This method of ·teaching music has been

used _for some time with remarkable success in European
countries.
In the local school broadcasts there are many advantages which shall be pointed out in Chapter Vin the discussion of the Cleveland city school system.

It is sufficient

to note here that in the school broadcasts planned for local
use, the topics presented can be judiciously selected and
arranged to meet the imn1ediate problems and interests of the
· pupils for whom they are designed, at their respective grade
levels.

Programs planned for larger areas have a greater

chance for conflict, but they are used extensively by teachers
who orientate the material to the immediate and actual needs
of the class and find it a valuable supplementary aid .

If
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the eritire series cannot conveniently be fitted into the
program, that portion which is acceptable should be welcomed
because it often contains material that the teacher, .through
limitations of time and ability, c;ouldnot prepare for the
class.
These two factors, so cogently vital to radio classroom
procedure, should c·o nverge at a po_int of maximum utility for
the teacher and serve as co-operative agencies in the service
of education.

The objecti-v e of one should complement the

task of the other and obliterate the · problem presented by
dual conflict of activities.

:Many programs requiring hours

of preparation by skilled artists· would be lost to the· student
if only the program produced by the local agencies were
presented over the central school system.

So it is with a

discreet use of the combined net-works, proffering to the
school the best material, and the use of that material in
conjunction with that provided by the central system, that
the problem can· be satisfactorily solved for the use of the
radio to the greatest benefit

or

the student in the classroom.

Fitting the Program into the Schedule
An unfailing criterion of an educator .worthy of the

name is her acumen for discreetly accepting or wisely rejecting "as aids 11 the myriad devices that clamor for admittance
to the schedule of the progressive curricula of to-day.
Tha·t the radio is a powerful agency for classroom
activity is conceded by most educators, but fitting it
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effectively -into the schedule presents a problem whose
solution demands careful thought and planning.

Placing the

radio: in the routine classroom schedule requires meti-c ulous
.handling.

Harry A. Jage:r- poignantly express es it when he

states:
'

Educational radio for school use has been unemployed.
Like painting by compressed air, it suffices for broad
surfaces •without nice detail, but it is too clumsy for the
delicate work of .the daily school schedule • • • • Many educators fail to recognize the almost limitless possibilities
of the radio as a full time implement in administration,
_supervision, and instruction. l
The number of desirable programs available is surprising and bewildering to many teachers who endeavor to arrange .
time to fit them into an already crowded schedule.

The

problem is not so complicated for the elementary teachers
whose work is not departmentalized, for they can shift class
schedules more readily; but for the junior and senior high
school teachers the task is greatly complicated.

Some of the

specific difficulties that arise in using radio programs in
high schools are:
The various sections of the same class meet at different hours.
Lack of space and overcrowded conditions prevent large
groups auditing the same progr~.
Topics discussed are not treated in the order that
they are presented in classes.

1 Harry A. Jager, '1 Educational Radio Is off the Dole, tt
School Executive, LVIII (October, 1938), 11.

-24Often the classes ·are · not prepared to use the material
presented in educational broadcasts.
· Static sometimes interferes and prevents prope~· reception of program.
The task of re-scheduling is inevitable., b\l,t., due to ·
the intricacies of -administrative problems in each locality,
a uniform class s_chedule is impossible. -The school day may
begin an hour earlier in one system than in another in the
same state or locality.

The varying degrees in standard time

presentations present an item of con.flict.

Hence, no matter

how vigilantly a broadcaster prepares a program . for high
school use, there will be some schools unable to fit the
program into their daily schedule.
In some of the large cities the transmitting facilities
of the local radio stations have been utilized by the schools.
By this system a practical., uniform class schedule is estab-

lished.

In other cities., schools are installing their own

high-frequency transmitters.

btill other school systems

transmit programs over the public service lines of the city.
It is plausible to think that in the near future all large
city schools will have provided their own facilities for
broadcasting and the re-scheduling dilemma will be _minimized •

..-

.

R.R. _Lowdermilk in his Radio Bulletin aptly summarizes
the problems involved in the conflicts a.rising in determining
a radio schedule:

.-.-..-------~--------··-........--------.....--------~

...-._.....

And it so chanced that, in a certain region, there
dwelt a broadcaster who, bethinking himself to .serve the

_.._~.......,.

I
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•public interest, . convenience and necessi'ty, 1 called unto
him certain men wise in the councils of education, saying
unto· them, 'Name ye that kind of program which is most desire
in the training of the youth of the land against that day
when manhood's .estate shall devolve upon them. Name ,ye, also,.
the day, the hour when it be desired that - all shall hear and,
verily, such a program series will I deli vex- unto you at the
appointe~ day and hour.'
Straightway dep~ted the wise men and betook th:emselves
to a serious council. And they came again, after the t'enth
day, and laid before the broadcaster a plan for a program
series that should be acceptable to all .and named therefore
the day of the week and the hour of the clock when the progr
should issue forth on the air.
Thereupon, the broadcaster called in artisans wise in
the art of program building and instructed them, saying, 'Go
ye into the archives of wisdom and seek out therefro~ that
which has been accorded the sanction of authenticity and the
approval of sages and philosophers. These pearls of wisdom
shall ya then weave into an artistic arrangement that shall
cause the souls of listeners to aspire to noble thoughts and
deeds. 1
And it came to pass that the program series was
finished., and, on a certain. day, the broadcaster sent the
first program speeding out through the ether that all might
hear and wax strong in the wisdom o.f the ages and the heri tag
of the race.
·
And there arose, straightway, a mighty clamor and a
confusion of voices, each naming a different grievance.
1 Verily, the program come t h at the wrong hour of the clock
for my students to listen,' said one. 1 The voice of thy
transmitter faileth to prevail against the local static, 1
complained another. 1 Thy program floweth rich with merit, 1
said another, 1 but it cometh at an hour when yet another
meritorious program seeketh to be heard so that we needs must ·
forsake the one in order to cleave unto the other. 1 1 our
course of study doth forbe.a.r to treat the topic of thy program
until the next semester hath come ·upon us,' protests still
another.
And the broadcaster waxed heavy at heart that. this
blame should come upon him., and blamed he the wise men that
their plan availed not. And the wise men blamed the keepers
of the temples of knowledge, and they all blamed one another
mightily until there remained none upon whom might be placed
the blame.
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.-26· And then, after they had taken thought among themselves
spake the broadcaste and the wise men and the keepers of
the temples of knowledge, one to another, 1 Thy labours be
my labours. For what profiteth it that one should blame
another? Let us cleave one to another that our labours be
combined. Only so may we hope to free the minds that walk in
darkness\' l ·
.
·
----···- ··•--·----------tDr.· John

· • . Studebaker, United Sta tea Commissioner of

Education .furthermore declares:
It -is worth any trouble it takes to rearrange and
organize the high school or college schedule these days to
enable the students to hear first hand the most important
pronouncements being made by history-making leaders. The
student who missed he aring Chamberlain or Hitler because he
was forced by an i nflexible school program to conjugate
German verbs or to report on the El_izabethan ~eriod of Englis
history, was deprived of some real education.
Quality of the Program
There are two general types of programs presented for
consumption by the great American public.

They are the

sustaining programs, for which there is no charge, and the
commercial programs from which the station derives revenue.
11

Under s~staining programs are listed drama, conversation,

interview, music, and talk. 113

It is from the sustaining

programs .that most material qualifies fDr classz oom use.
1

1R •. R. Lowdermilk, "Schedule . Conflicts, tt Teaching
Radio, 1938, sec. 6, 10.

i th

2 How To Use Radio in the .Classroom, (by) . Committe_e
of 'I eachers and Radio Educators in ssociation wi tb. the
Evaluation of School Broadcasts, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, a.tional Association of Broadcasters, ashington, D. c. (1940).
·
1

3 clarence M. Morgan and Horace Copps, ·r eachers College
Journal, XI ( eptember, 1939), ·25.

\
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-27· The quality of the program for classroom us·e should be
such that it is "more effective when produced on the radio
than if produced through any other medium of · education such
as the theater, l .e cture hall, or · classroom."l

It should be

based on ·student· interest and should stimulate a high degree
of spontaneous reaction.

In selecting a program of the best

quality, · the teacher is "using the golden opportunity open to
educators to utilize an educational medium that will pay
tremendous dividends in results.n2
Next to the ad.minis trati ve procedure no aspect of
American broadcasting has been so important as is the quality
of individual programs. There is no phase of his task on
which ·the broadcaster in the past has worked more diligently,
or on which he is working harder today • • • ~ Building a good
program appeals alike to the broadcaster wholly interested in
making money and to the :f'arther se.eing executive · who also has
a pride in radio . as an art.
A program is developed through four potential stages:
Conception, script writing, casting, and rehearsal. • • •
Broadcasters must have workers who understand both
educatior.L and the art of broadcasting. If he creates the
·program himself, he must provide an adequate writer, such as
an advertising agency would employ for a sponsored program.
Good quality in one program begets it in another.
Perhaps our chief difficulty wi,th education on the air has
that we have not done it well. Certainly our outstanding
successes indicate this. When we have used efficiently the
resources we have in day-to-day broadcasting, we shall then

lflow To Use Radio in the Classroom, (by) A Committee
of' Teachers and Radio Educators in Association with the
Evaluation o'£ School Broadcasts, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, National association of Broadcasters, ~ashington, D. c. (1940).
2 clarence M. Morgan and Horace Copps, Teachers College
Journal, XI (September, 1939), 25.
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be able to define more confidently the limitations of educational a ctivity . One suspects that the limitations will
break down, and the horizons of practical accomplishment will
extend before us, as a good wo k is attempted on a general
scale instead of sporadically. .
·
.

1

ost educational programs have been sponsored by
commercial ·s~ations, but
Educational programs have usually been considered as
risks by commercial broadcasting companies.
o demands must
be met; namely, the audience demand for entertai nmen t and the
educator's conviction that such programs : should off.er thought
provoking ideas. The stations have tried to meet the demands
through co-operation with experienced pers.ons in each field.
Like any commercial .program each educational series is
built upon a basic idea. ·'or instance 1 Let Freedom Ring, 1 th
:tionday night series, is an attempt to present drrunaticaily the
development of our civic liberties. The ' ave ·i ou eard'
series seeks to make vivid the fascination of science and its
accessibility to the average man.
uch ideas meet a need for
information that will be useful and entertaini ng to a ride
public and at the same time v ill s.timulate interest.
11
proposed ideas are subjected to a test. Is there a public
need of the series?
ill it interest a wide group of listeners?
hat services in addition to the broadcast can accom
pany the series? How can the listener be stimul~ted further
to acquaint himself with the subject?
Then the prospectus is examined by a joint jury of
specialists in r dio and education. Hecently seven out of
sixty-five were accepted as suitable in educational and enter
tainment value. If the prospectus is tentatively approved, it
is given to the script writer, who prepares the first four or
five series. His work is c1arted by certain guide posts
prepared by Dr • . Boutwell, Director of Projects in the United
States Office of Education, at ··ashington, D. c.
1. The program must have unity. That is, the parts
must contribute to a central idea, which in turn is a logical
part of a program series.

2. The subject matter must be of educational importance.
The test of validity is that the fact or story could be included in the curriculum of a progressive school system.
1 Frank Ernest Hill, ''Listen and· Learn," American
Association . for Adult Education, New York (1937), 222.

-29· 3. It must effectively induce a considerable portion of
the listeners to explore the subject more completely by re ading, discussion, or some oth er self-educative activity.
4.
summary must be i ncluded at t he close of the
program to fix in the listeners I minds the major points
brought out by the script.
5. · rhe selection and presentation or material must be
1

such that· voluntary interest of the student and listener will
be aroused.l
·
The quality of the programs can not be superior to the
combined agencies producing them.
The teacher should select programs which are presented
as effectively as possible in terms of the purposes she has
determined upon. She must guard against the danger of selecting programs so poorly executed and presented that they may
hinder the use of radio as a teaching device.
o matter how _
worthy the content and objectives, a radio program is ineffective if poorly presented • • • • When the broadcast
attempts direct te a ching, simplicity and vividness ofterminology are prime requisites .2
.
Authenticity
Good scholars hip should be the prime requisite of every
educational program.
by

The script writers should be assisted

research workers,

Who gather, analyze, and summarize the facts upon which
the program is built. The data are verified by a specialist
in the field and his approval i ,s attached to the script.
i'inally a -committee of experts pass on the whole. If the
material is stimulating and accurate in point of fact, if it
is in general a good educational presentation, it is approved
for production.3 .

1 illiam D. Boutwell and "' llen Shannon, n Airways to
Learning, 11 ·S chool Life, XXII (June, 1937), 299.
2 How To Use Radio in the Classroom, " uali ty Perform-

ance,"
1940.

ational Association of Broadcasters, Washington, D. C.
3Boutwell and Shannon,

..Q.12•

.tl.t·, 300.
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The task of program building should -be intrus ted to
those who a.re scholastically able for the hallowed trust.
Mr. Sterling It isher, Director of Education of C<;>lumbia
1

Broadcasting System, recently made a grateful acknowl·e dgment
of the distinguished co-operation of professional educators
and commercial broadcasters to the field .of radio education
when he said, 1 Thanks to the intense and sincere interest of
educators and public men in America, to-day's radio education
programs have a solii foundation upon some of this country's
finest scholarship.'
•
If educational programs are to be lasting and durable
for classroom use, they must be authentic •.
The teacher should use every means available to her for
checking the authenticity of the broad~ast content. She
should know the source of the broadcast; if educational, what
institutions are spo~soring it; if commercial, what organizations are using it and for what purposes. She should check
the material of previous broadcasts from the same or similar
sources. She should know how to h elp the students find
references · to corroborate, develop, or disagree with the
material presented.2
Supervision
The effective use of the radio in the classroom will
be ' realized only with the co-operation of teachers and supervisors.

The teachers should feel that the radio is an asset

to classroom equipment.

They should strive to become inrormed

as to its possibtlities and endeavor to become proficient in
its use.

The supervisor should not inflict the radio upon

1 catherine Conrad Edwards, tt Education on the Air, n
Parent Magazine, XIII (November, 1938), 22.
2 How to Use Radio in the Classroom, 11 uthenticity.,"
A Committee of Teachers and Radio Educators in Association
with the Evaluation of School Broadcasts, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, National ssociation of Broadcasters,
ashington, D. c. (1940).
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the teacher as an additional burden to a crowded program requiring further teacher preparation, but suggest and direct1 ts acceptance,.
By discovering and -exploiting the individual examples
in which the classroom use of radio has been worth while; by
suggesting, casually, that the teacher look into the possibilities of certain radio programs; by bringing to -the
attention of all teachers, through teachers' meetings and
other means, the enthusiasm of a few teachers already familiar
with radio; by calling to their attention the manuals and lis
ings available on · educational broadcasts; by stressing outstanding current events to be reported on the air; and by
many other direct and indirect suggestions .that may stimulate
a teacher to ijvestigate for herself radio's educational
possibilities.
.
·

The tecrmique of supervision in the innovation of radio
might suggest the use of supervisory bulletins, teacher discussions, committees on study of radio use in the classroom,
demonstration teaching of radio instruction, individual conferences with teachers, professional reading of literature
dealing with radio, and research on radio problems.
logs may

?e

Radio

worked out under the direction of the supervisor

and posted in e a ch classroom to inspire teachers to utilize
programs occurring on the logs that might otherwise pass unnoticed.

The supervisor may determine and post the results

of the school's use or radio in the different classes.
Exhibits displaying the results of .work stimulated by radio
instruction may afford inspiring illustrations.

Radio note-

books may be used.

lMargaret Harrison , Radio i:ri the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 108.

..

'
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0ther supervisory proplems may be:
The _teacher who does not use the radio at all.
The teacher who uses radio badly.
The teacher who insists unnecessarily on supervising
all radio listening.
The teacher who does not supervise pupils' listening
closely enough to know what benefits (if any) they are receiving.
The teacher who never knows in advance the nature of
the specific program to -which the pupils are going to listen,
but merely tunes in 'The American School of the Air,' the
1 Da.mrosch. Concert,' 1 The Ohio Sch ool of the Air,' and so on.
The teacher -who does not avail herself of manuals,
listings of educational programs, notebooks, and other supplementary aids.I
Censorship
· .In dealing with the problems that attend the use of
radio in the classroom, the items of censorship must be considered.
the radio.

There -are many agencies that exercise censorship of
The most influential at present, perhaps, is

public opinion.
The greatest censor of all, though, is the great
American public with its righteouaness, 1 ts likes and di.slikes, its sectional jealousies, _its racial and religious
prejudice·s ,. 1 ts political beliefs, and its myriad individual
notions about what constitutes good taste and proper public
policy. 2
.
·

In the classroom public opinion is most effectively
generated.

The attitudes formed in the classroom have an

effect on adults in the home who also enter into the education

proc·ess of the child who returns from school imbued with the
1Margaret arrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. {1937), 132.
2 carroll () 1 Meara, "Not On The Air, 11 The 1',orum, LIII,

No. 6 (June, 1940), 301.
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principles taught.
of

a certain

The parents are the inQirect recipients

amount of the information and experience which

the child is receiving . l

A portion of our health instruction ,

correct language usage , and stressing of good manners is
carried back into the home .

And, since radio is so often a

family activity, increased discrimination on the pa.rt of our
students w.i ll result in better and more enjoyable radio programs for everyone in the family. 2
The censorship phase of the radio assumes many aspects .
There are always dissensions whenever the word arises.
Decided controver·sies exist between those who demand rigorous
censorship of the radio by the government and those who insist
that our guarantee of freedom of speech forbids direct censorship by the government .
In the United States there are 5,000 commercial radio

stations and 50,000 commercial operators of all classes .
Nearly 55 , 000 amateur opera.tors were licensed in 1939 . 3

Con-

sidering the vast numbers involved in this industry, it
follows that some Federal contro~ might be ne cessary .
Carroll 0 1 ?Yfeara4 says that we Americans are proud of

1 Hazel Gibbony ,

tl adio and the Elementary School Child,n
Educational Method , XVIII (January , 1939), 170 .

2 Loc. cit .
3 James

Lawrence Fry, An BC of the FCC, Federal Communications Comrnission (1940) , 10 .
4 carroll 0 1 Meara, uNot On The Air, n The Forum, LIII,
'.if o . 6 (June , 1940) , 302 .

- 34our Constitutional guaran;tee . of freedom of· speech ·b ut that it
does not apply before a microphone.

The radio imposes its

own code of censorship, largely in self-defense.

It will

lose its license if public clamor grows sufficiently loud .
Radi·o has become extremely cautious because it ca.n
af ford to offend no single consequential group of listeners.
• • • 'r he networks have 'their individual restrictions generally es~ablished for purely selfish reasons .
The progr~ms that go on the air daily have been 1 bluepenciled ' by censors until often the original structure can
not be identified. The blue pencil is wielded in the interest
. of morality, decency, avoiding of.fens e to anyone, network
policy , upholding prestige,· advertizers policy, and good
broadcasting con duet. l

All scripts of ~am.a , songs, and lectures must be
edited by censors before they are presented .

"The station

or chain releasing the program shares legal responsibility
for all statements and performances o·v er its facilities. " 2
This provision is most vulnerable in question of copy right infringement and libel .

The large networks maintain

extensive ·res e arch departments to investigate the originality
of unpublished musical or •dramatic material . 3
As far as the radio censors are concerned , the Peck I s

Bad Boy of the bus iness is ial ter inchell . His radio columns
contain so many bold, intimate statements about the personal
lives of celebrities that he is constantly vulnerable to law s uits , regardless of the accuracy of his statements . • . •

1 carroll 0 1 Meara, uNot On The Air , " The Forum , LIII,
No. 6 (June , 1940) , 305 .
2 Loc .

£.il .

3Ibld ., 302 .
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Hence, a.s long as NBC shares . the lia.bili ty. with ~ inchell and
his . sponsor, the network submits a ll his material to the
scrutiny of one or more lawyers who remain in the studio
throughout the broadcast.l
The classroom teacher should inform the student· of the
place · the national government holds regarding ce·n sorship of
radio.

The Federal Communications Commission, authorized by

the Communications Act 2 signed by President Franklin D.
Rossevelt, July 19, 1934, responsible directly to Congress,
is one of the most important governmental ~gencies existing. 3
Briefly the step that brought the body into existence
was the Act of 1912 that resulted from the sinking of the
Titanic and that inaugurated America 's first radio law. 4
It was the first time the Federal Government adopted the
principle of licensing privately owned facilities for public _
use.5 . This law remained in operation until 1926 when a
Federal Court decided that the Federal Gover_n ment · had none
of the rights it had assumed.

As a result,

In less than no time the air was any man 's meat and
every man's poison. Old stations jumped their wave lengths
and new ones climbed aboard whatever frequency they fancied.
1 carroll 0 1 ear a, "Not On 1rhe Ai:rt," · The Forum, LIII,

No . 6 (June, 1940), 305.
2 James La

ence Fry, An ABC Of the FCC, Federal Com·munications Commission (1940), 3.
3 Morris Ernst and

lexander Lindey, "Freedom of the
Air, n The Saturday Review of Literature, XXI (January, 1940), 3.
4 errill Denison, "Freedom Radio and the FCC., 0 Harper's

Magazine, CLXXVIII (May, 1939), 629.
5Loc. cit.
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For six months America's radio tuned into squealing bedlam
fr o~ which listeners turned in anger and disgust . l
Congress was petitioned to adjust matters and the
of 1 927 followed .

ct

This act was embodied with few changes, in

the Communications Act of 1934, which was made necessary
becaus.e of the limi tad number of radio channels available • 2
Unlike the movie,. press, and street corners that are
not re.stricted in numbers to people desiring freedom of speech,
the radio naturally limits its outlet .
The Commission can not by law really censor a radio
progr·am because,
Nothing in this -act shall be understood or construed
to give the Commission the power of censorship over the radio
communications or signals transmitted by any radio station,
and no regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed
by the Commission which shall interfere with the right of free
s peech by means of radio communications . 3
Stations are licensed to serve the "public i .n terest,
convenience , and necessity" according to the act.

Stations

f ail to receive renewal of their license if this observance is
neglected as was the case with a station in Kansas City
recently . 4

1Merrill Denison , "Freedom Radio and the FCC," Harper ' s
Magazine, CLXXVIII .(May , 1939), 629 .•
21.121g . , 630 .
3 James Lawrence

Fry, An ABC of the FCC, Federal
Communications Commission (1940), 10.
4rnterview with Vernon Reed, K. F. H. (June 23, 1940) . ·

-37There is at present a vicious conflict between conditions under which stations · are licensed by the Communicat:lo
Commission, and · conditions under which these stations are usei
in competition for commercial advertising. This result is a
complete invalidation of the present system of sta tion allocation and a severe limitation on any possible oppor·tunity for
freedom of speech on the air.l
·
Ther.e has existed also a spirit of contention between
the commercial and educational broadcasters.

uch effort is

being expended by government agencies to unite co-operatively
these two powerful influences in the radio field.
Henry Goddard Leach, editor of The Forum, says that
there must be rirmer authority in -ashington.

But this does

not mean that the United States need be as rigid as Great
Britain where the radio is a government monopoly financed by
taxes on receiving sets. ·
e are at the dawn of a tremendous opportunity to
quicken the minds of the people through the sound wav.es. Two
factors are necessary: patient private initiative and wise
government regulation. 2
·

Dr. Studebaker, United States Commissioner of Education,
states:
There can be .no basic disagreement between education
and broadcasters, but both must work together to achieve the
greatest possible measure of pub'lic service through broadcasting. Broadcasters enjoy the privilege of broadcasting only
because they assume a corresponding obligation of public service. Educators assist in making possible the American system

1 Howard 3. Evans, Radio Regulation and Monopoly, United
States Printing Office ( 1939), 2.
2 Henry Goddard Leach, n "ho OWns the
xcrx· (June, 1938), 321-23.

ir?" The :h,orum,

-38of broadcasting by inculcating an unde standing of, and ·
respect for, the American way of life.
.-

1

Likewise, I. Keith Tyler says that free radio must be
won and kept just as freedom of speech must be preserved. 2
M. E. Tracy writing on "Radio and the

onroe Doctrine"

says that ·if there is anything to be sold-.- be it merchandise
or government--Uncle Sam. is still the best salesman in · the
world.3

Should it not follow then that the radio, dispensing

to the whole nation beneficial or harmful values in every
phase of education, should be supervised by the Federal gover
ment?
Curtis Mitchell., editor of Radio Guide, opposing .
Federal censorship, states:
We can not escape the fact that the licensing power of
this little group of men employed as it has been with shortterm issuance of licens~s--has resulted in a definite government censorship of radio . • • • Recognizing that such a
censorship exists we must recognize further, that it becomes
more than just the radio-station manager's h.e adacl:ie. It's
everybody's problem--everybody born with a love of freedom an
a thirst for liberties which are our birthright.4
The control of the radio must rest where it always has
been--with the broadcasters themselves and with the public.
In this way no doubt much nonsense, much drivel, maybe even
lschool and Society, "commissioner Studebaker's Conception of Education Through Radio," LI ( January 2.7, 1940), 110.
2 r. Keith Tyler, Radio and Propaganda, Northwestern
·University Press (1939), 5.
.

3M.

E. Tracy, "Radio and the
History, XL ( November, 1938), 28.

onroe Doctrine, 11 Current

4 eurtis Mitchell, "Good Listening and the FCC, 11 Reprinted from Radio Guide {July, 1939), Censorship of Fear.
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subversive propaganda may come blaring into our homes, but to
avoid dictatorship of any kind we must trust fundamentally in
the. common sense of t~e American people to see that freedom o
speech is not abused.
·
On

the other hand we have the protesting agencies

declaiming the effects of the noisy, exciting programs that
children hear--programs that work havoc with the nervous syst
and cause sle~pless nights 2 --Gang Buster and Adventure drama
programs, that no doubt sell soap and cereals, but are detrimental to young children.

Pa.rent Teacher Associations and

Clubs ere organizing protea ts a.gains t such programs. 3
Then we have series moguls who have, through lack of
censorship and abuse of .freedom of the air, developed the
series .of one "Amos and Andy" program of ten years ago to

eighty-one series continued on the networks to-day.
million listeners audit these programs daily. 4

Forty

These programs

constitute the most highly paid advertisers on the air.

They

rank soap first ( $ 30,000,000 annually}; breakfast food, secon •
and drugs~ third.

Nlrs. Gertrude Berg who writes the nGoldberg1

series receives $2,000 per week.

Miss Phillips writes scripts

1 John P. Delaney, 'Radio rites a Code That Claims to
be Fair," America (November 25, 1939), 203.
·
2 vernon Crane,

0

Are the Programs They Like Bad for
.Them?" Parent• s Magazine (April, 1940), 32.
·

3n Exit

Shooting, 11 ~

(

June 24, 1940), 66.

4Katherine Best, Saturday Review of Literature (April
20, 1940), 11.
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for four serie·s and receives

9'4,000

weekly. 1

These are merely

two.examples of the countless writers who produce scripts that
are evidently approved, at least audited, by millions of our
American people daily from their 33,000,000 radio sets and
7,000,000 auto sets.2

The

ational Federation of

omen's Clubs 3 and other

omen's Clubs, in determining to combat this tide of daylight
radio drivel, have org anized a campaign entitled
Listening. u

I'm Not

Letters of complaint and threa.ts of boycotts are

directed to networks to check this "shocking a·f front to intelligence" offered in the n true-to-life 11 problem dramas that
occupy eighty-four per cent of the daylight time on the air. 4 ·
Regardless of the returns of the survey now in circulation by American Club

omen, classroom teachers are the most

powerful forces for developing good tastes.
the future censors of

erica--the public.

the class~oom will function in society.

Teachers train
Tastes formed in

Ultimately what con-

stitutes the likes and dislikes of an audience determines wha
goes on the air.5

Thus the radio in the classroom does have

lKatherine Best, Saturday Review of Literature (April
20, 1940) , 12.
2 John J.

eBoer, "Radio: Pied Piper or Education ,"
Childhood Education (October, 1939), 74.
3Katherine Best ,

.QE.•

cit., 12.

4Loc. cit.
5 Julius F. eebach, Jr.,
Education (June, 1940).

11 Did

You Like the Program,"

-41a direct bearing on censorship, for it strives to _d evelop
intelligent listening.
Developing Discrimination
Of all the problems that arise with the use of the
radio in the classr.oom that of developing dis.criminati ve
listeners is one of the greatest.

This momentous task must

be achieved almost entirely through indirect and informal
methods of teaching.
Irtdeed, the use of the radio in direc-t te a ching, in
contributing to subject matter 1s coming increasingly to be
recognized as less important than its function in fostering
pupil growth and development, in attaining the larger rather
than the more detailed object! ves of education. l ·
The in-school listening may be directed and supervised,
but the out-of-school listening, that is so tremendously
influencing our young people, must also be t ,a ken into account
by the· classroom teacher at every grade and ag e level.

le

have the best informed generation of boys and girls in our
classroom~ to-day that the world has ever seen 2 --even small
children are well informed, and their greatest source of
information of current affairs is the radio.

Classroom

discussions reveal that facts of history, art, literature,
science, and music given by students are mentioned oftenest
in connection with broadcasts.

But factual knowledge is

lHa.r,old Kent, ~Planning the Educational Broadcast,"
Education Method, XVIII {January, 1939), 169.
2 1. Keith Tyler, Radio's Function in Education, XVIII

(January, 1939), 149.
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not the only educational factor being exercised in the classroom- as a result of radio listening; tastes are develope~,interes ts aroused, appreciations deepened in all subjects.
Students must be led to discriminative listening.
The development of attitudes is especially significant
in radio education becau~e of the emotional and psychological
1

overtones 1 --influences ·that result from radio listening."l
Political, social, and economic propaganda, floods of

verbose sales talk, and quantities of inferior programs invade the air.

There are better programs on the air ·than ever

before but they are still in the minority. 2

A mass of unin-

spired music, of cheap melodramas, of meaningless quizzes,
and dull speakers are poured out from our stations daily.

It

requires training to distinguish the artistic, the lasting,
the aesthetic, the genuine from these mediocre miscellaneous
offerings.

Guidance is necessary to detect propaganda, to

seek for ~idden assumptions, and to recognize glittering
generalities.

Clever psychological sales appeals will attrac

the uninitiated consumer.

Apart from the home, it is only

the school that, without indoctrinating, can help the student
to interpret, to evaluate and to judge critically.
The influence of radio upon the out-of-school life of

lHarold Kent, np1anning the ducational Broadcast,"
Education Method, XVIII (January, 1939), 169.
2 r. Keith Tyler, Radio's Function in Education, XVIII

(January, 1939), 149.

- 43boys and girls is tremendous.

Statistics prove that they

listen for about two hours and a half· daily.l

Computing

classroom hours and out-of-school time, it was discovered by
comparison that the amount of time spent listening to . the
radio is equal to that spent in the classroom during the
entire year . 2

-fhich age_n t exercises the greater influence

ul-tima tely is questionable .
' e know that the tastes of the American people are
changing .

For example the public is demanding more serious

music in its diet.

More people are listening to symphony

orchestras and grand operas , and even with dance and swing
programs , standards of good and bad music are emerging .
great responsibility lies with the classroom teacher
in guiding the list·e ning of her students.

In the primary

grades the problem may be a class· discussion of programs
heard at home .

The teacher may approve a~d emphasize the

finer ones , correct distorted notions , and erect simple
standards for judging a program.

As

the child grows older ,

the teacher ' s problem should tend more and more toward help . i ng the pupil to ·develop critical standards ·ror judging
artistic excellence , intrinsic worth , and authenticity .
Studies of the radio listening habits or high school students
1 r . Keith Tyl er , Radio ' s Function in Education, XVIII
(January, 1939) , 150 .
2Tracy F. Tyler , nThe Place of the Radio in '. the
Teaching of English, n English Journal (May, 1940), 395 .

-44indica:te the need f'or widening the range of types of' programs
to which young people listen and for developing increasingly
mature standards for judging excellence •
. The problem of developing discriminative listening may
be assuaged by out-of-school listening definitely assigned
to individuals, to a group, or a class.

This must be done

tactf'ulli to encourage the student to want to listen to the
best programs offered; for, after all, the student will tune
in to his choice program when the assignment is finished.
Social studies classes listen to "America's Town Meetingot the Air" in many schools and enjoy class discussion
the f'ollowing day.

Science classes use 1•Men Against Death11

and report back to class.

"Cavalcade of America0 is fre-

quen t _ly utilized by upper grade pupils.

Primary grades often

listen to the "Singing Lady 11 heard over the radio at home. 1
There are countless programs given in the evenings
and over the week-end that are invaluable in enriching and
supplementing the course of study.

Important among these are

the2 "University of Chicago Round Table," the "Lux Radio
Theater,tt "The Merc.ury _Theater," with Orson
at iork,"
1
'

11

i:r1he Columbia.

orkshop, 11 ''The

elles,

11

Americans

orld Is Yours,"

The NBC Symphony11 under the direction of Arturo Toscanini,

and many others that will be listed in Chapter VI.
1 I. Keith Tyler, Radio's Function in Education, XVIII
(January, 1939), 150.
2

.

Ibid., 151.
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The impossibility of having all students listen to the
same program, due to home conf"licts, must be considered.
Some homes have no radio; again when some very fine pr-ograms
occur parents wish the children to have .free play out of doors
after school hours and consequently they resent indoor assignments.

The disadvantagel of deferred discussions is evident.

Much valu~ is lost when the material is not discussed while
it is fresh in the mind of the student.

This can be done

only in direct classroom listening that is followed by discussion.

However, the lesser benefits from home listening

are to be preferred to no out-of-school listening .
In summarizing the problems, the teacher should try
to make students sensitive to what the radio is doing to them;
to endeavor to have students free themselves from uncritical
acceptance; to help students become proficient in- eva~uating
programs as to content and performance by exposing them to a
variety of standards.

Each student will select according to

his own individual tastes and this method of selection will
prevent passive listening .

Teachers should expect students

to begin to choose programs on the basis of their standards .
The carry-over from selective listening must influence the
student in his present experiences, and integrate his home ,
school , and_ social activiti·e s if the school is to develop a
nation of discriminative listeners .
1 I . Keith Tyler, Radio ' s Function in Education, XVIII
(January, 1939), · 151 .

CHAP 'rER IV
RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE CLASSROOM_

Preparati.on
The skilful teacher knows that without planning, selecting, evaluating, and preparing material for supplementary use
in the classroom much valuable time may be wasted.

Most

educators will agree with Margaret Harrison 1 that the teacher
should have final authority in selecting the program according
to the pupils' needs.

The teacher knows what work the pupils

are covering and what _program will fit that need.

To find a

suitable program she may consult a Teacher's Guide or Chart
supplied by any of the leading broadcasting companies, or a
log arranged by a central committee in her own classroom.
The immediate classroom need may be for a program in a unit
of the fine arts· to broaden the cultural needs of the group.2
It may be to obtain the opinions of leaders in the fields of
industry, governnient, and politics, or methods for the way of
providing concrete illustration~ ~f principles learned tbroug
classroom study or laboratory experimentation.

Sources of

recent timely information may be needed to vitalize a project
or aid in solving a problem in a unit of the social studies
activities.

The need must be closely . allied to the program

1Margaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 42.
2 Loc. 1'll• .
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-47because isolation of unrelated listening is disastrous.
Preparation

for the broadcast may involve much planning

on the part of the teacher.

She should familiarize herself

with the form and content of the program and plan her approac
according·1 y.

She should determine what supplementary materia

is available in the form of books, bulleti~s, visual aids, and
other school equipment.

It

the program is designed to direct

pupil activity such as singing or rhythm work, note taking or
problem solving, the teache.r should lmow in advance from the
use of Teacher 's Manuals , pre-broadcast information folders,
reprints or broadcast -guides, what directions are apt to be
needed and how they should be followed.
The attitude ot the teacher i -s the most important factor

in determining the effect of the broadcast or the group especially in the elementary grades.

The class will in most cases

be as enthusiastic or indifferent as the teacher.l

R.R.

Lowdermilk2 in emphasizing t~e need for advanced

planning and preparation for purposeful listening asserts that
a "class sensitive to a need for' pertinent and specific data

would know exactly what to listen for."3

1 How to Use Radio in the Classroom, _"How to Prepare to
Use School Broadcasts," National Association o-r Broadcasters,
ashington, D. c. (1939).

Zit.

R. Lowd,e rmilk, "Teaching - i th Radio ,ti Bureau of

¥ducational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
1938), 3.
_
3R. R.

.Qll •

cit • , 2 •

Lowdermilk, "Preparing Classes for Radio,"

-48In the development of some uni ta of study a need' for the

re-examination of beliefs held by pupils may a.rise, and the
information to be given in the broa~cast may be desired to
substantiate a~ particular point of view or show where this
point of view is no-t sustained _by facts.

In this event, ad-

vance preparation for listening might be the expression of
contradictory opinions mutually held by .p upils.

Subsequent

program listenings will then take the form of a search for
specific facts which will either validate or negate opinions
held.
Listening for information in a new field will arouse
exploratory interests.

A basis for receiving, interpreting,

and evaluating new ideas might be made by reyiewing elements

of familiar experiences.
If radio listening is planned to show· application of
principles revealed in the laboratory, the purpose may vary.
It may show the utility value· of a geographical or historical
principle as applied -t o industry, to economics, to recovery,
or to international relations.

,

discussion and restatement

of the particular principles, together with their application, _
should prepare the class better to understand the forthcoming
-program.
Many radio programs a.re available which illustrate the
expression of the relationship between economic barriers and
world peace, the effects of economic policies on the wel.f are
of workers, and such combination of rhythm, accent, and melodic
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content as are conventionally used in music to express certain
moods.

·These programs used at the end of a unit of study are

a.ids in testing students' abilities to recognize principles or
g~neralizations which have been developed in _the discussions
and inquiries.
According to Lowdermilk,l from whom these .g eneral ideas
are taken, advance pr.e paration may be made by the use of Student

ork Sheets issued by broadcasting companies, by library

work in advance of the broadcast, by pre-tests in the classroom, and by articulation or integration of the program with
the school curriculum.
The amount and kind of preparation preceding the radio
listening lesson will vary with the type of program and the
~ge and background level of the group.

"The problem of prep-

aration for listening depends upon the individual . classroom
and on the interests and needs of the pupils. •2

Extensive

preparation would not be needed for a dramatization of

0

Alice

in \11 onderland" but it might be highly desirable for some historical program such as the First Constitutional Convention.
Formal or informal preparation depends upon the situation.
Teacher and pupils -must decide.
1R _.· R. Lowdermilk, "Teaching ·1th Radio," Bureau of
Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

(1938), 3.

-

2 Margaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 70.
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Any minor adjustments which will remove strain and make
listening more pleasant should have been made before the pro-gram begins. 1 Other factors to be noted are: providing a
well ventialted room, reseating children so that all may hear,
adjusting shades, placing the receiving set under individual
· control, appointing secretaries to take notes while the undivided attention of the class is given to what is being
heard. 2
With these elements entering directly or indirectly
into the preparation for receiving the broadcast on the part
of the teacher or pupil, the fact must be borne in mind that
merely exposing pupils to educationally important material
does not necessarily result in intellectual growth. 3
. Cantril and Allport wr !ting _of the preparation for radlo
in the service of the classroom substantiate this .statement:
The mere fact that a program is popular does not justify
its existence. It must likewise contain instruction that is
accurate and dependable, must dovetail into his growing store
of information, and be provocative of further thought and
reading. To assure these advantages the teacher should be
prepared with discussion, visual aids, and assignments to
support the enthusiasm each program genera~es.4
.. _ 1 How to Use Radio in the Classroom, National Associatiot;1 _0, Bro_~ dcas~ers, Washingtpn,. p. c. (1939).
2 nr. Roll9 G. Reynolds., Listening to Learn, "Use of ·
Radio in Education," NBC Public Service Features ( 1940) .
_3R. R. Lowdermilk, "Teaching with Radio," Bureau of
Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
( 1938), 3.

4Hadley C_a ntril, and Gordon Allport, The Psychology of
Radio, Harper and _Brothers Publishing Co., New York (1935~,
257.
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The technique to be used in participating in the progr
will vary with the preparation as the nature and type of mate-

rial used varies with the different programs.

ote taking

during the· program is attended with pros and cons.

Participa-

tion of educators who op-pose or support t his 1ethod of Experimental tend to show that pupils who take notes during broadcasts do not assimilate and retain as much of the content as
those who devote their whole attention to listening.

This was

found to be especially true of elementary school children
where lack of skill in w~iting and spelling made note-taking
a slow process.

The general opinion is that the student at

all levels should feel free to jot down notes during certain
types of broadcasts giving stati-s tica l or specific data.
Student

ork Sheets that accompany broadcasts may call

for activity during the progr am.

The type or· program requir-

ing activity on the part of the pupil is growing in use especially in the elementary grades.

The activity that accompm.ies

musical presentations has been used from the beginning, but
activity that requires tabulation of data, use of the globe,
maps and charts is found advantageous in the other subjects
. that are being used in the "Master Teacher" presentations
over the r a.di o to-day.

1 How to Use Radio in the Classr~om, National Association
of Broadcasters, Washington, D. C. ( 1939).
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Radio . lessons are an effective means of developing discriminative listening in our pupils, of helping them to gain
facility in drawing inferences from data, of re~exami~ing
facts for forming solutions of problems pointed out in the
preparation for the reception of the prog am.

The student

should have a motive for listening to each program.
Margaret Harrison writes in favor of the child concentrating upon listening during the program.
True listening may be an activity in itself. A child
who is listening to a radio program is just as active, in the
true sense of the word, as one who is drawing a picture,
making a map., building a sand-table dis play, or taking notes.
In this case, however ·, his activity is mental rather than
physical.
Radio appeals to one sense--auditory. Builders of
radio programs are trained to make the program comprehensible
entirely through the auditory sense. If a program has been
so planned, it should not be necessary to augment a child's
listening by making an appeal to any other sense, except as
the program itself calls for the use of other senses. Impose
physical activity friquently will distract the child's attention on the program.
On the other hand ·aldo Abbot 2 in his discussion of
Listener Participation says that the •wise educational broadcaster will use contests, essays, and every other worth-while
idea to enlist student interests; that the broadcaster must
also learn when to· pause so that the listener may participate
by note taking or other observances.
1Margaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 70.
2 Waldo Abbot, Handbook or Broadcasting, McGraw-Hill
Company, Inc . ., New York ( 1937), 235.

-53There is no question about listening itself being a form
of activity.

On

the other hand, there is danger in smugly

assuming that all broadcasts are eliciting mental acti~ity.
For the presenting of certain material, a selected form of
physical activity is extremely helpful.

Furthermore, if the

radio is to serve as a demonstration lesson it must do more
than "tell·."

As much as possible it .must approximate the

typical classroom situation and desired response.

Experi-

mentation with radio in the Cleveland schoois has shown that
mere passive listening, at least in the lower grades, is but
a phase of teaching with radio. 1
The best idea is for the broadcaster to have a group
of students in the studio with him where he can watch their
participation and thus time his d livery. Listeners are
frequently asked to repeat pronunciations of words, to answer
questions, or to draw pictures; consequently, the radio
teacher must learn to give adequate opportunity for this
participation. It is also wise to repeat essential material,
but this ~hould be done in such a way as not to bore the
listener.
Dr • . Rollo G. Reynolds, of Columbia University,3 intro-

duced an interesting plan of pupil participation into radio
reception in the classroom.

He suggests that the class

appoint and organize its own radio committees.

The Radio

1 ·illiam B. Levenson., "Teaching with Radio in Cleveland," ation's Schools, XXIV, No . 6 (December, 1939), 46. ·

2 aldo bbot, Handbook of Broadcasting,
Company, Inc., New York ( 1937), 235.

1cGraw-Hill

3nr. Franklin Dunham, "Broadcasts for Classroom Use, n
How Schools Can Use Radio, ational Broadcasting Company
(1940).
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Prog~am and Bulletin Board Committee would scan all sources
of radio programs available and post a list of programs in
advance.

The Radio Program secretaries would be elect~d to

take notes during the program in which the entire class is
not permitted to take notes.

A Radio Librarian would locate

in the library qr in th~ students' home-libraries books bearing on the subjects of the broadcast·s .

The Master of the

Machine has the all important duty of keeping the receiver
in good operating condition- and has the task of tuning in the
stations, where automatic tuning is not provided by dial control.

The Performance Committee sees to the condition of the

room during the broadcast and checks on the self-imposed
rules, regulations of conduct, and procedure during the listening _period.
Follow-up

ork

The follow-up work will vary with the type of program
and material presented.

No technique or method of utilizing

one program can apply to all programs.l
Dr. Franklin Du.nham2 says 't hat every program does not
need a preparatory lesson nor does each need a follow-up
less·on.

The teacher's judgment should be exercised to make

-sucll decisions in the case of special prograrr.iB.
1

Many program

.
Margaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 72.
2 nr. Franklin Dunham, "Broadcasts for Classroom Use,"
How Schools Can Use Radio , National Broadcasting Company
{1940).
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values are enhanced by discussion preceding and following the
broadcast but discussion is only one method.
necessarily need to occur in the classroom.

It does not
It may take plac

on the playground or during another apparently unrelated class
period.

One student may be stimulated to write a poem, enothe

to write an account of .the program, another to draw an illustration of the broadcast.l

These spontaneous follow-up

activities are more valuable than many class assignments.

They should logically and naturally grow out of the broadcast .
Purposeful listening will usually inspire this type of followup work.

It should be clearly felt by the pupils. 2

onotony ·

of set procedures should be avoided.
Good pedagogy regards application as one of the most
important steps in teaching; it can not be disregarded with
the ·classroom radio.

I.fa broadcast lasts fifteen minutes in

the elementary grades and from thirty to fifty in the high
school classes it usually should be followed by a period of
corresponding length for discussion, direction, or planning.
Some broadcasts may inspire:
Reading and research, writing of reports, collecting
exhibits, performing experiments, taking trips, dramatization
debates and forums, · or any classroom activity which might be
stimulated by any other means .3
·
lMargaret arrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 73.
2 r. Keith Tyler, Radio in the Service of Education,
Reprinted from Twenty-Sixth Annual 8choolmen 1 s eek Proceedings, University of Pennsylvania (1939), 238.
3 How to Use Radio in the Classroom, ational Associatio
of Broadcasters, vashington, D. C. (1939).
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~hen Student Work Sheets are used, directions given in
the Teacher's Manual or in pre-broadcast information should
be followed.

These sheets are sent upon request from ·the

station sp_onsoring the program.

They are of uni.f orm size and

may be clipped into a regular three-ring notebook for .use during the year.

Teacher• ·s Notes a.re of the same uniform size

and may be collated with the pupil material for teacher's use
at the desk, before, during, and after the program.l
Supplementary aids may be secured from many of the
educational as well as the national stations by enrolling
classes by sending the name and address of school and the
number in the class.

It is necessary to enroll the class in

each course for which materials are desired.2
·The Radio Council of Chicago public schools has prepare
a hand. book enti_tled

0

The Teacher and the Radio Program."

Council o.f experts avows that activities should be free and
~nformal, encouraging students to give reactions and expression to their inte·r es ts.

Development may, however, be guided

by class-committee or individual interests.

The teacher may

act as a friendly guide, aiding and suggesting in the accomplishment of the activitiea.3

lnr. Franklin Dunham, "Broadcasts .for Classroom Use,"
How Schools Can Use Radio, . National Broadcasting Company (1940
2 M. Reed hi te, 11 K1 SC School of the ir, n ·3 t. College of
Washington Bulletin to the Classroom Teacher~ --· ~940), _3 •
. 3 The Teacher and the Radio Program, Radio Council,
Chicago Public Schools (1940), 6.
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The Handbook specifies activities in the follow-up
period that may be co-operatively planned by students and
teacher:
The Follow-up Period
Activities should be free and informal, encouraging students
to give reactions and expression to their interests. - Develop
ment may, .however, be guided by class-committee or individual
interests. The teacher may act as a .friendly guide, aiding
and suggesting in the accomplishment of the activities.
Activities which may be co-operatively planned by students an
teacher:
TalkingGeneral
Panel discussion
Round Table discussion
Committee reports
Individual reports
Interviews
Telling stories
ReadingNewspapers
Magazines
Plays
Stories
Graphs
Maps
Supplementary books

Singing
Choral
Solo

DrawingIllustrating
Cartoons
·

ritingLetters
Stories
Scripts
Poems
Plays
Reports
Dramatizing- ·
Mock Broadcasts
Interviews
Discussions
Plays
Musical numbers
Plays & pantomimes
Original
Adaptations
Poetry
Choral
Individual
PlayingInstruments
Records or
transcriptions
Rhythm band
Creating music
DesigningCostumes
Scenery

Stencils
Block prints

Murals
Posters
ConstructingDioramas
Models
Marionettes and Puppets

SeeingPictures
Exhibits Movies
aps
Slides
Organizing-

VisitingMuseums
Industrial plants
Public ~orks
Broadcasting stations
1

Clubs
Trips
Discussion groups
out-of~school listening groupsl

It is suggested ·that each student keep an Individu-a l
Record Card of Activities or a Pupil

onitor 1 s Notebook with

a page for each program on which is listed the follow-up
activities resulting from each program audition • .

lThe Teacher and Radio Program, Radio Council, Chicago
Public Schools (1940), 6-8.

CHAPTER V
EXAMPLES OF RADIO PROOR ' -

In The Cleveland Schools
One of the outstanding examples of the successful use ·
of radio in the classroom is given us in the Cleveland schools
where teaching by r adio is no novelty.

BOE, the Cleveland school 'station , is an outgrowth of
more than a decade of experimentation. As early ·as 1925,
radio lessons in music appreciation were broadc ast. In 1929
arithmetic lessons, s ystematically organized and designed to
present phases of the local cours e of study, were offered.
The results of the radio lessons, both in music and arithmetic,
were sufficiently beneficial to warrant the extension of the
exp_e riment to include geography, English, and elementary science.
chools were, and still are, perfectly free to receive
or- reject any or all of the radio l essons. Of the subjects
mentioned, music has been broadcast regularly every year, and
the other four subjects regularly for three or more years each.
Other subjects which have been broadcast for shorter periods
are: art, health, safety , and soci a l studies.
Up to eptember, 1938, the radio lessons were presented
over the local commerci a l stations, which were generous enrugh
to grant approximately fifteen minutes a day of free time.
The years of experiment tion with radio teaching, however,
have indicated t h at a school-owned and operated radio station
was needed for the .most effective utilization of this new tool.

The opport~ni ty to experiment wit~ a school radio
station came in 1936 when, with a grant from the General ~ducation Board, t he Cleveland schools were enab led to apply for
one of the twenty-five broadcasting channels in the ultra-high
frequency band which have been made available to public school
systems by the Federal Communications Commission.
On March 30, 1938, t he Cleveland Board of ducation received a construction permit from the lt ederal Communications
Cow.mission authorizing it to proceed with the plans for
ST TIO
BOE.l
1

1 Char las H. Lake, uperin tendent of' Schools, 11 Brief
History," -- BO Radio Serves Education, Cleveland Public
Schools ( 1939).
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-so~
. ' William B. Levenson,l Supervisor of Hadio Activities for
the Cleveland Board of Education, points out the advantages of
'
such a. school station in special
service rendered that · can not

be overestimated.
l. It provides sile_nt periods .t o give time for pupil
activity or work, and for pupil-teacher re a ction to lesson.
2. It can provide ·s ufficient time to permit the presentation of a variety of radio lessons.
3. It can permit r adio sch edule to be adjusted to the
school schedule.
·
4. The length of the radio lesson can. be adjusted to the
·needs and ca.paci ties of the .learner.
5. The school can expect that the schedu l e will not be
changed. 2

Mr. Levenson3 furthe!' explains the equipment of the
Cleveland system which consists of 150 radio sets, one . for
each school.

These sets are constructed for ultra-high fre-

quency recepti on and are adjusted so t hat e a ch c;lassroom may
receive the programs from WBOE.
In the administration building four radio studios are
used in addition to a master control room, a transcription
room, a nd office space.

The supervisory ·a nd teaching staff

control the station thus reducing, the production studio staff.

In addition to the radio teachers, t he staff includes the
supervisor, schedule manager, chief engineer, two NYA announcers, and clerica l help. 4
1vwilliam B. Levenson, n Teaching With Radio in Cleveland!'

The Nation's Schools, XX;J:V, Mo. 6 {December, 193-9 ), 36.
2 Loc • ..Qll.
3Loc.

cit.• _

4 ~oc. cit.
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. The programs are planned in. the twelve elementa1"y and
six high school curriculum centers in Cleveland.

Each center

serves as a laboratory to develop superior technique in teach- _
ing.
H. M. Buckley, assi~tant Superintendent , declares:
The average teacher simply can• t be an expert in all the
subjects she has to tea.ch. Who in any school i -s equally competent in musi.c, art, history, scienc.e , and geography?
Now the radio brings to each room master lessons, the
work of many minds , the result of hundreds of hours of preparation and research. Radio teaches childr~en to concentrate,
to listen intently, to follow directions promptly. It stimulates interest and furthermore it introduces a new persona.li~y into the daily schoolroom routine.l
·
Thr ough experimentation in the studios the best methods
adapted to radio teaching have been determi ned.

The subject

matter most suited to the age, grade, and type of student has
been discovered, and the correct length of time for. a single
broadcast to prevent fatigue and mental exhaustion has been
approximated. 2

The curriculum centers also determine the

amount and type o.f pupil participation desirable or possible.
'I1he aim of: the radio teacher is to ere ate in the fullest

sense of the word a co-operative situation.

During the radio

program the activities of at least three individuals relate

1Karl Detzer, "Clevelanq. Makes It Four R's, 11
Digest (April, 1939), 6. Condensed from 1 iwanis.

eaders

2 William B. Levenson, "Teaching Vith the Radi o in Cleveland," The Nat ion's Schools, XXVI, No . 6 (December, 1939), 37.
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directly to one another:

the speaker, the classroom teacher,

and the pup11. l ·
Just as there is no one way to teach most effectively
in the · classroom but many ways, so t he radio lesson in Cleveland has assumed not one _form but many.
productions in the Cleve·land schools.

There are no chance
The programs a.re worked

out by expert teachers who assemble, .integrate, condense, rewrite, and adjust ideas a nd .fina lly test t hem through demonstration lessons in the laboratories until they are ready for
presentation. ·
ye__ar may pass between the incipiency of the program
and its presentation.

hat is not too much time to get sound-

effects ready, prepare printed instructions .for classroom
teachers, assemble . visual aids, pick the voice, and rehearse
the program.2

This is not a waste of time when the five or

six thousapd children who participate in · this direct method
of te a ching are considered.
Each progr am is transcribed for the convenience of the
teacher in helping slow pupils or those who may have missed
the .first presentation.

The s ame program may be used the

next year without additional research and labor if the experts
feel it cannot be improved.3

1 vlilliam B. Levens on,

land,

1

Nation's

11

Teaching Vi th the Radio in Cleve- ·
chools, XXVI, No. 6 {December, 1939), 46.

2Karl Detzer, "Cleveland Makes · ItFour R. 1 s," Readers
Digest (April., 1939), 8. Condensed from Ki anis.
3Loc. ill•
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Another fundamental consideration of Cleveland's staticn
is that in th~ loc a l experimentation the radio material is
planned deliberately for selected pupils in selected classroom
There is no desire to interest the non-school audience in the
average radio lesson:.

vTh.en such a desire is followed, a def-

inite s eries is planned around adult needs and "interests.

How

ever, non-school audiences are not excluded if they desire to
hear the progr am.

H.

· • Buckleyl writi ng on u Cleveland 1 s liew

Short Wave Radio Stat ion" say s that the _radio is certain to
become the mos t effective instrument of interpreting the_ work
of the school to the community.
"Furthermore since almost fifty per cent of our adult
population c·e _a sed its formal education at the sixth grade lev
adult educati9n is an important field :for radio. n 2
The Clevela.n d system does not elimi nate programs produced over. the national network or other educa tional stations.
11

The use of converters attached to the long -wave set, extra

radio sets; and t he· installation of a centr a lized sound system
make possible a variety of receptions ."3

Each school may

utilize by choice, program, materials · produced ov~r any other
station.

1 H. M.. Buckley, ttc1evelandts Mew Short Wave Sta.tion,n
Education Digest, IV (October, 1938), 32.·
21&.,g.

£ti.

3william B. Levenson, r, Teaching -vH th the Radio in Cleveland," The Nation's chools ., XXVI, No. 6 (December, 1939), 46.
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The great facilities . of . the networks offer radio presentations that the school can not and should not attempt to
imitate. Each type of radio service supplements the other • .
The progressive teacher will utilize each form judiciously.l
Educators have been watching for fourteen years the
Cleveland experiment with the use of radio for classroom and
instructional demonstration.

Many schools have licenses for ·

private stations . and are. beginning to produce their own pro-

grams by direct tea ching.
supplement regular lessons.

Hundreds of schools use radio to
Only large city _school syste~s

can afford the elaborate radio equipment of the Cleveland
schools.

Its first appropriation was

12,000 for transmission

and equipment, and -12~000 for . the 150 receivers and loud
speakers. 2
is paying

The citizens of Cleveland feel that the investment
. worth while dividends.

T-eacr1ers agree that the radio is improving the diction
of both faculty and pupils.

Students., anxious to be called

before the microphones· in school programs, strive for better
pronunciation.

Teachers take voice tests to qualify for radio

teaching.
There are free night classes by radio for parents who
want to brush up on their own three

1s

and there is a weekly

program for adults "Your School and You!' Child. u 3

1 illiam B. Levenson, ttTeaching iVith the Radio in Cleve-

land," The Nation's Schools, XXVI, No . 6 (December, 1939), 46.
2 H.

• Buckley,

11

Cleveland's ew Short ··ave Station," ·
Education Digest, IV (October, 1938), 33.
3Karl Detzer,

11

Cleveland
Digest {April, 1939), 8.

akes It Four ft ' s, ,, Readers
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Charles H. Lake, 1 Superintendent of Cleveland .Schools,
in cotnmenting on the progress of their use of radio in the
classroom says that letters have come from school systems in
all parts of the country indica ting a ·growing interest in the
services of _the radio for organized ·education.

Furthermore,

should the radio become the most remarkable invention of all
time for the communication of ideas, as it seems to promise,
it 1~ certain to merit a central place in any school system. 2
Early . in 1940,

w.

B. Levenson, director of Cleveland

Station WBOE, a_nd H. ltl . Buckley, assista;it Superintendent of
Cleveland schools, prepared the most comprehensive ·reports
ever issued by any educational broadcasting station.

The re-

port gives the details of construction and operation of the
station, including an analysis of costs and complete information about its program service.
The American School of the Air
The American School of the Air is the oldest, continuous,
daily series of nation wide broadcasts .for classroom use in

It began as a commercial enterprise in Feb-

United States.3

ruary, 1930.
l

It was conceived during the era of prosperity

.

.

Charles H. Lake, 11 Brief History, n WBOE Radio Serves
Education, Cleveland Public Schools (1939).
2 Loc • .£11.

3sterling Fisher, Columbia's American School of the Air,
Columbia Broadcasting System {1940), viii.
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and launched at the beginning of the depres~ion.

Sponsorship

was withdrawn at the beginning of the second semester, whereupon the Columbia Broadcasting Station took it over as a sustaining program.l

Then followed a period of experimentation.

Few schools were equipped with radios and few teachers knew
how to use the new medium-.

To-day nation-wide machinery pro-

duc·e s the programs over 112 of the 120 CBS stations in the
country.

This program reaching 200,000 American classrooms

with an audience of 8,000,000 boys and girls · has become the
world's largest classroom.2
survey completed in March 1940 showed that in the Los
Angeles area alone, 136,500 pupils in 3,900 classrooms use the
program five days a week . . Twenty-six other lands in the Western Hemisphere also receive the programs.

At present eleven

State· Boards of Education have officially adopted it as recommended material for their school curricula.3
Hundreds of Boards of Education in cities and towns lik
wise have endorsed the American School of the Air.

The Natio

al Association of Education has adopted the entire series as
its official national classroom radio project. 4

It was not

1 nr. illiam c. Bagley, 'The American School of the
Air,'' Current History ( pril ,, 1940).
2l&.!t_.

.tl:t..

3~. ~ .

4Loc. cit.
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until 1938 through the efforts of Sterling Fisher, _the Educational

irector of the Columbia Broadcasting System, that

permission for a teaching demonstration before the National
Association of Education was granted.

Bryd's

ntarotic Expe-

dition was the dramatization, with Admiral Byrd and some of
his men participating.

~he demonstration was so convincing

of the value of radio in the schools that the American

chool

of the Air has demonstrated at every NEA Convention since the
Sterling Fisher in developing the American School of
the

ir has tenaciously held and advanced the convictions that

official recognition should be obtained from educational
leaders in the country and that to develop efficient nation-

wide operations the system must decentralize its activities
and develop close every-day local relationship with superintendent·s , principals, tea chers and pupils.

His procedure

toward these objectives has been systematic.

He has created

a new type . of nation-wide Board of Consultants headed by

• C.

Bagley, author of many books on education, Teachers College,
Columbia Univ;ersity~

The Council is composed of more than

seven hundred members of the teaching profession and technicians of radio.

The co-ordination of these two groups is

made possible by Sterling Fisher.l
The purpose of the board is threefold: (1) to assist
in adjusting school schedules to a maximum use of the School
of the _Air; (2) to obtain reports on pupils' reactions and

lJournal of the National Association
XXVIII, No. 9 (December, 1939), 289.

of

Education,
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make recommendations on material to be included and techniques
to ·b e followed; and {3) to help in selecting student groups
for local participation in such programs as the Friday broadcasts in current events.

In the last year and a half, t he number of teachers

using the program has increased 300 per cent. 1 ·

·rn

order to serve the new international pur·pose, the

Columbia Broadcasting Sys~tem sends each country participating
an outline o:f the subjec·t s to be treated.

Committees appoin

by the various ministers of education ee.ndin material.

The

scripts incorporating this material are written in New ·York
and translations . in English or Spanish are sent to the various
countries who use them over public or private networks.

De-

sirable changes are made to fit local needs, but the essential
are the same for both continents. 2
The American S chool of the Ai~ has a striking appeal to
adult audiences.

RatiQSS reveal that 2,000,000 adults in the

United States listen every day.

The high entertainment value

of the programs in addition to the . select educational quality
of them attract adults who have missed educational backgrounds
and who wish to utilize the opportunity to glean the best in ·
modern thoughts.
In order that the programs may be effectively used in
the classr oom with facility and profit, an eighty-four page
ll)r. William C. Bagley, u The American School of the Air;'
History {April, 1940).

Current

2~. ~-
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Teacher's Manual and Classroom Guide is supplied free upon
request by the Columbia Broadcasting System.
ning there has

From the begin-

been a ·notable effort to fortify the broadcast

by published material made available to the listener.

·The

Manual cont~ins suggested lesson plans and appropriate reading and _references for the preparation, class-listening, and
follow-up work of each program.

'fhe presentations include:

history, art, poetry, literature, geography., music, elementary
science, vocational guidance, and current events.l
The American School of the

iris a typical example of

a national network serving the classrooms of the nation in
regular consistently planned programs that fit into the
curricula and courses of study · or the various schools.
On Friday of each week the pupils of New York publlc
schools· actually present the programs.

Mayor La.Guardia in

endorsing the movement said:
The city of New York is glad to participate in another
progressive step which promises to prove important in the
adoption of the modern device of radio to the services of
public education.Since the early days of broadcasting the city has been
alert, taking part in experiments in local broadcasts of
courses for the benefit of the pupils. It feels that it is a
logica l development that the largest school system in America
should now affiliate itself with the nation-wide broadcasts,
the American School of the Air co-operating with CBS in broadcasting weekly programs from the auditioning of various New.
York high schools. In this way the city 1 s own educational
broadcasts with a national and international _v iewpoint, bring
to pupils eminent personalities, important events, and quality
1Education by Radio, National Committee on Education by
Radio, V (Novembe.r 7, 1935).
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productions that should serve to stimulate their activities in
general ·and greatly broadef their experiences and understanding of the national scene.
.
A program for one week of 1939-40 from the Teacher's
Manual will show the sponsoring agencies and will give ·a .brief'
survey of the material presented:
The feek of the ~erican School of the Air
MONDAY

Frontiers of Democracy--Vocationa.l guidance and social studies.
Dramatizations based on the report of the National esources
Committee; studies on technological trends, and political,
economic and sociological implications of the machine age.
Presented in co-operation with the Progressive Education
Association. Manual material prepared -by Margaret· Harrison ,
Radio Consultant, Progressive Education Association. Script
writer: A. Murray Dyer. (Upper elementary grades and junior
and senior high schools) •...•.•...••.•••.••..•••••••••. Page l.
TUESDAY

Folk Music of America--Music and Literature. Fqreign origins
of American music; regional American music , past and present.
The Columbia Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra, Bernard Herrman
conducting. Presented by Columbia's Music Department in cooperation with the Archive of American Folk Song of the Lier
of Congress, The Music Educator 1 s National Conference, and The
National Eoucation Association. Manual material prepared by
Alan Lomax, and G. D. Uebe, Ohio State University Bureau of
Educational Research. Programs directed by Alan Lomax, Davidson Taylor, Assistant to the OBS Vice-President in Charge of
Programs, and illiam Finesbriber. (Upper elementary grades
and junior and senior high schools) ••••.••.•••...•..•• Page 15.

WEDNESD Y
New Horizons--Geography and science. Roy Chapman ndrews,
Director, American Museum of Natural Hist ory, and other noted
explorers on weekly visits to different halls of the geographical section of' the Museum . Presented in co-operation with
the American Museum of Natural History and The National Education Association. Manual material and scripts written by

lMayor LaGuardia, 11 American School of the Air, tt School
and Society, XLIX (February, 1939), 168~9.

-71Hans Christian .Anderson. { lementary grades and junior high
schools·) .•..•......•••... ~ ... ·•.••••••••.... -.•••.•••. Page 33.
THURSDAY

Tales from Far and Near--Literature .
:t odern Children'~- stories
of many lands, narrated .and dramatized, with famous authors
and storytellers as · guests·. Pres anted in c.o -opera tion with
the Association for Arts in Childhood, t he
erican Library
Association, the National Council of eachers of English, and
The National Education
sociation. Stories selected by the
Association for Arts · in Childhood, Radio· Committee: Bar,bara
Nolen, Story arade; Phyllis Fe nner , anhasset School Libraries; Alvina Traut, New York University; Florence Liss, Stratford venue School, Garden City, ew York . · mnual material
prepared by F'lorence Liss and Eleanor eakley Nolen. Script
Writer; • Murray Dyer . ( Elementary grades) ·..••••.•• Page 51.

FRIDAY
This Living orld--History and current events. Dramatizations
comrr1entary and forums on significant events in world news,
broadcast from the auditorium of a different ew York City
high school each week.
resented in co-operation with the
New York City Board of Education and The National Education
Association.
"anual material prepared by Dr . Harriet • Shoen,
author, and specialist in teaching of social studies.
eripts
and commentary by obert ura Smith, foreign correspondent,
newspap·e r editor, and playwright. {Upper elementary grades ,
and junior and senior high schools) .••••...••.....•. Page 67. 1
Programs for Classroom Use
Following are several sample . accounts of the utilization
of school broadcasts.

These are presented not as representing

complete or perfect specimens

or

radio utilization, but only

as suggestive examples of what was actually done by certain
teachers or certain schools.

1 Columbia's American School of the Air, The Columbia
Broadcasting System, Department of ~ducation {1939-1940),
iii-iv.
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EXAMPLE
Fifth Grade
Program
The Sign of Peace,• one of a series designed for elementary grades. The program was a dramatization of the events
in Argentina and Chile which led to the peaceful -settlement
of their difficulties and to the erection o-f the statue calle
1 The Christ of the Andes~ on the border as a symbol of peace
between the two countries.
1

Pre-Broadcast Activities
The subject was announced to the class several days before the broadcast, and discussion brought up the whole matter
of war and peace. Several 1 tems were selected which it seeme
important for the class to know about in order to enjoy the
program more fully. Pupils looked up material on these points
and pre~ented them in the form of reports during the period
just preceding the broadcast. Parts of their reading, writi
English, or library periods were used for this activity.
Reports were given on the following subjects:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

discussion of the meaning of certain words, such
as 1 arbitration, 1 •munitions,• etc.
A brief survey of the geography of Argentina and
Chile.
brief review of the history of the two countries.
Facts about the Statue.
The eague of Nations.
The orld Court.
The Pan-American Union.

Post-Broadcast Activities
The class had been asked to talk -over with their parents
the question of what the United States should do to avoid war,
and during the discussion after the broadcast opinions were
expressed on these, · as well as other. points.
1. The conquest of Ethiopia.

2. The invasion of China--the Panay incident. ·
3. The war in Spain.

4. The Monroe Doctrine.
5. The Pan-American Union.
6. The part munition makers play in war.
7. The effect of martial music and propaganda in time
of war.
a. The big navy question--could this country ever be
successfully attaoked?
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9. The League of Nations and the orld Court.
10. Fascism.
11. The question of isolation or co-operation as the
best foreign policy for this country.
12. Should · the United States protect foreign inveatments
in war zones?
Several days later a group of ch ildren wrote and presented in broadcast form a short play dr amatizing _events of
the war in Spain, and two boys asked for and received permission to hold a debate on the respective merits of isolation ·
or co-operation as tne foreign policy of this country.
Comment
he activities growing out of this broadcast a.re a good
example of the· integrating possibilities of radio. From the
point of view of subject matter, geography, history, civics,
English, reading, spelling, writing, dramatization, and public
speaking all entered in. A great deal of pupil research and
investigation was done, and an appreciation of such institutions as government bodies . and peace organizations, a new
interest in and a better understanding of several major social
problems, critical thinking about these problems, and tolerance toward each other's opinions were all developed to some
· Cllegree.

EXAMPLE B
Rural School, 1',ifth Through Eighth Grades_
Program
'Istanbul, a Decapitated Capital, 1 one of a series designed to supplement the work in upper elementary geography
classes. The broadcasts dramatized the travels of an American
family in foreign countries.
Pre-Broadcast

ctivities

Since the children had not been studying this pa.rt of
the world in their regular class work, it was necessary to
lay a rather careful foundation for .listening. Such activities
as these were found valuable.
1. Map study of the area in which t he scene was laid.
2. Appointing a committee to mark places in books where
information about the subject could be found. (Supplementary reading was carried on by children in
their spare time}.
·
3. Setting up an electrical stereopticon machine with
pictures of the region.

-744. Teaching the meanings of such words as 'Mohammedan, 1
1 mosque, 1 1 minar t, 1 etc.
5. The mother of one of the pupils had lived in Istanbu
as a child, so she was invited to listen to the pro~
gram with the class.
Post-Broadcast

ctivities.

1. During the discussion following the broadcast these
and other points came up:
Reasons for moving the capital
Reasons for the long dry summer
hy the Black Sea has bad storms in summer
hat effect the geography of the country has had on the
customs of the people
The Mohammedan religion
esternizing influences in the East
The Turkish Youth ovement
2. Several of the children read for more information on
phases of the topic in .which they were particularly interest
3. A collection of sample products of Turkey was made.
4. One of the children made a puppet dressed in the
native Turkish costume.
·
Comment
The program succeeded in giving the pupils the feeling
that Turkey was a place where real people 11 ved ra t _h er than
something on a map in a geography book. They gained some
familiarity with the customs of the country and a more sympathetic u~derstanding of its problem.
EX ' PLE C
eventh Grade
Program
dramatized story of the discovery of vitamins , B, C,
D, and G. This was .one . of a series intended primarily to
serve as -a factor in integrating classroom activities in different subject matter fields.
Pre-Broadcast

ctivities

Interest was first aroused by a discussion period several days before the broadcast during which the teacher mentioned several startling instances of the effects of various
kinds of food on human beings and animals as shown in the
relation of nutrition to such diseases as beriberi, scurvy,
and pellagra. The -children were encouraged to tell instances
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:rrom their own ·experience of the importance of the right kinds
of food ~ Some reading, reports to the class , and discussions
were. engaged in to make sure that the -c hildren _would be suff iciently familiar with the content of the program to appre- ·
ciate it .
Post-Broadcast Activities
I . Individual children re ad and reported to . the class
.on the following subjects:
a . Vitamins--What are they? How, when and by whom
were they discovered?
b. jhat is meant by the term 'ca lorie' in relation to
food?
c . Nutritional dise ases: pellagra., scurvy, beriberi.
d. The experiment of Sir Robert McCarrison in which
he showed that racial characteristi.cs may be due
to national diets .
e. The importance of milk in the diet.
f. Diet in the treatment and prevention of. tuberculosis .
g . Famous scientists and their contribution to our
knowledge of the relation of food to health.
h . The effect of mental states on digestion.
-2 . In the Home Economics class t he girls made a study
of balanced meals and reported their findings to t h e boys .
3 . The lunchroom supervisor was consulted and an article
written for the school newspaper containing such facts as how
the lunches are planned, the care exercised in selecting the
fo od , cost of operating the lunch room, and suggestions for
lunch room behavior .
4 . In the Art Room posters were made to hang in the
l unch room.. These contained suggestions -for healthful lunches
correct eating habits, the necessity for cleanliness, etc .
Comment
The successful way in which this program was used to
s timulate interest in the problem of food and its relation to
t he general health problems of children was possible because
of close co - operation between the Home Room teacher and spe- ·
cial teachers in home economics and a.rt. Thus three teachers .,
e a ch with different backgrounds and .different experiences
with the same children were able to plan together a series of
activities many of which had si gnificance beyond the· cla~sroom .
EXAMPLED
A proposed plan of utilization for an entire music
series in a platoon school .
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. A weekly series of radio music programs p1anhed by a
city school system for use in intermediate grades.
Pre-Broadcast

ctivities

1. Home Room

Pupils will read reference material to be . found in
books available in every Home Room. . These references
will include:
a . Stories of operas, oratorios, and suites
b. Stories of · the lives of famous composers
c. Other interesting stories relating to the music
heard •in the broadcast
2. Library

Pupils will read specific references directly
relating to the broadcast such as:
a. Development of instruments
b. Lives of composers and musicians
c. Stories of operas, oratorios, and suites
d. Information about musical forms
e. Information about the organization of ense~bles,
choruses, orchestras, bands, and other musical
groups
3. Auditorium

Pupils will listen to victrola records directly relating to the broadcast in order that they_may become
familiar with:
a. Types of music to be presented
b . Kinds of instruments to be played
c. ypes or voices to be heard
d. Organization of ensembles (duets, trios, quartettes, choruses, orchestras, and bands.)
Pupils will also discuss prepared materials pertaining to the broadcast.
4 . vlusic Room

Pupils will sing songs related to the broadcast
Pupils will. sing or hum themes for compositions to
be played in order that they may become familiar
with the content of the program
Pupils will discuss all necessary information for
enjoyment and understanding
Post-Broadcast
1.

ctivities

Home Room
Pupils will discuss very briefly their reactions to
the program and be allowed to write their personal
reactions -if they wish to do so

-772. Library
Pupils will be allowed to read books or periodicals
which they may desire as a result of interest stim~
ulated by this broadcast
3.

usic Room
Pupils will be allowed to learn new song material
requested as a result of this broadcast
Pupils will be encouraged to develop bet_ter listening habits at home
·
_
Pupils will .be encouraged to organize small . ensembles with the hope that they may be chosen to partic
ipate in a program of this radio series
Pupils will discuss:
a. fu anner in which the program was presented
b. uality of performance
.
c. Suggestions for improving future broadcasts
d. lays in which ·the class can improve their own
work

4. Art Room
Pupils will be encouraged to express their reactions
through any art media which they may desire such as:
a. Soap carving
b. Clay modeling
c. Finger color pictures, sketches, drawings, etc.

5. Auditorium
Pupils will discuss the broadcast:
a·. Content ·or program
b. uality of performance
c. ays of bettering the program
Pupils will be allowed to dramatize incidents which
they may desire _to.l
In English Classes
· In the classroom the activities of the radio that pertain to English are so extensive that it would be impossible
to treat them thoroughly in one top1:.c in this treatise.

ow-

ever, the writer can not pass over t _h e field without- giving·
some ideas of the trends and achievements in this worth while

1How To se Radio in the Classroom,_ National Associatio
of Broadcasters, -ashington, D. c. {1939).
I
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. "The National Council of English Teachers is preparing
a symposium to be called 'Radio and English Teaching' .nl
English teachers are finding so many profitable ways to- use
the r a dio in connection with the te a ching of English that to
enumerate them in de~ail ~ere would not be feasible.

However,

the general uses ·that tend to create stronger tastes for good
literature may be mentioned.
The school must be cognizant of its du~y to set up
standards of appreciation just as it has worked for years to
set up standards for reading· habits. The duty to establish
standards and to adjust those standards so that they are
applicable to what the student hears over the radio are justifiable demands.2
..
English teachers r~alize ·tha t the teaching of literature
· need not be limited to the classics which have been transmitted by means of the printed word.
Psychological studies reveal that people are less critical of thi ngs heard than of thi ngs read; people ar·e more
suggestible when the suggestion is spoken than when written;
radio has~ somewhat dulling effect on the higher mental
processes of the listener; he is definitely less critical,
less analytical, and more passively receptive when listening
to the radio than when face to face with the speaker.3
Had no psychological studies bee·n made, the effecti·v eness of radio salesmanship offers adequate evidence of its

1Max J. Herzberg, Chairman of Radio Committee,

ewark,
N. J., Statement in a letter to the author (June 17, 1940). ·
2

thur tenius, "Radio Uni ts and Courses in High
chool," Educational iethods, XXIV (December, 1939), 171.
3 Tracy Tyler, "The Place of Radio in the Teaching of
English.," Th English Journal ( ay, 1940), 395.
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influence.

English teachers may through · tactful methods ·dis- ·

co.ve;r the listening habits of students and their program

preferences.

Such findings present a challenge and a real

opportunity _for constructive work.

However, any tendency on

the part. of the teacher to i mpose on the students her standards of worth while programs will be detrimental to developin
appreciation and discrimination in her students.
be led to evaluate -and anal yze.

They should

The teacher may point out

selective programs for out-of-school and in~_school listening.

The NBC Series 1 Great · Plays', Orson Welles, the Lux
Radio Theater, the Columbia -or ks hop, and other programs of
this s ort have been of gre a t assistance to teachers who have
used them in connection with their English classes. The
series ' dventures in Reading,' one program which won a first
award at the 1939 Radio Institute in Columbus, Ohio, has
seldom failed to -interest pupils in reading the works of the
authors to whom they were introduced in the program.l
In some English classes, debates a nd original sketches
prepared by the students are broadc ast to t he remaining membars of the c l ass · and the productions are criticized for
content and effectiveness of delivery over the microphone. 2
The high school interview, patterned after the network
interviews, proves a helpful use .of classroom radio in some
English classes. 3 ·

student committee prepares the questions

for the interview from. w·ork studied in the · literature class.

lTracy Tyler, \l The Place of Radio in the '1 :eaching of
English," The English Journal (May, 1940), 399.
2 w. F. Himmelreich,

11

A l! odern School Makes the
Radio," School Executive (July, 1939), 14.
3 Loc. ~ -

os t of

-aoNo _previous preparation is given the students to be interview·ed; thus the .form of a panel, or group discussion is
assumed.l

Such ·a program furnishes ·a splendid diversion and

much test material becomes of special interest to the group.
· Columbia
drama.

orkshop presents each week a new · original

"The Fall of the _City," and n The House That Jack Buili

have already been hailed by some critics as great radio
classics.

Great Poetry is given weekly by Columbia's David

Ross, an eloquent interpreter.
The kaJsidoscopic ar.ena of the modern short story 1a
presented weekly by the Mutual Broadcasting · company in "Great
Short Stories 11 produced under the direction of the H.adio
Division of the Federal Theater .
There are countless other programs available, that the
alert English teacher will take into account in 'her teaching.
Many of these programs are mentioned iri Chapter VI.

The in-

numerable .11 Schools of the Air" each has its characteristic
,.

offering

ot

literature programs that would bear investigation

by English Teachers.
Manuals and

tudent

Many stations will supply Teacher 's
ork Sheets for direction in the use of

the English programs.
For an example of the program- offerings of one school ·
of the air., the author submits "American Literature" schedule
of the State · College of Washington, K SC Radio ~tation, 1220

lv,. F. Himmelreich, ttA Modern School Makes the Yiost of
Radio,'' School_Exe cu ti ve (July,_ 1939), · 14.
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Kilocycles.
STA'.I:·E COLLJ:OC¼E OF

ASHINGTON

KWSC SCHOOL OF THE AIR

RADIO STATION KV SC ·

1220 KILOCYCLES
~ER ICAl LITERATURE
Friday - 2:30-3:00

FEBRUARY 9-EARLY AMERICAN LITERATURE
"The Mayflower Comfact" --------------------Prose
.
"Benjamin Franklin ------------------------Dramatization
"Patrick Henry's Speech"-------------------Prose

FEBRUARY 10-PERIOD OF THE REVOLUTION
"The Declaration of Independence"--.--------Dramatization
"The ild - oneysuckleu by Freneau----------Poem
11 Caty-did11 by ~1reneau-------------~--------Poem
11
n The Lady ii th the Velvet Collar - - - - - - - - - --by ashington Irving------Dramatization

FEBRUARY 23-EAHLY YEA.RS 0:£4'1 INDEPENDENCE
uRip Van

inklen by \Vashington Irving------Dramatization

MARCH 1-SH PING AMERICAN LITERATURE

nThe

Spy" by Cooper------------------------Dramatization

"Thanatopsis" by Bryant--------------------Poem
0
o Fairest of the Rural Maidsn by Bryant---Poem
11 To A ·aterfowl 0 by Bryant-----------------Poem

MARCH 8-AMERICAN LITERATURE EST~LISHED
"The Concord Hymnn by Emerson--------------Poem
n Goodbye" by Elne·r son-- ---------------------Poem
11
Self-Reliance 11 by .Emerson--------~--------Essay
"The Humble-Bee" by Emerson----------------Poem
"The Fisher I s Soy" by Thoreau--------------Poem
11The Scarlet Letter" by Hawthorne----------DI'amatization

MARCH 15-EDGAR . LLEN POE
"Edgar Allen Poe" --------------------------Dramatization
"Annabel Leen by Poe-----------------------Poem ·
llTo One In Paradisett by Poe-------"'"'.--------Poem ·
11

The Bells" by Poe-------------------------Poem
"To Helen" by Poe--------------------------Poem
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. MARCH 22-EOOAR ALLEN POE, COl~TINUED

"The Tell-Tale Heart" by Poe----------------Dramatization
MARCH 29-CIVIL

Atl PERIOD

"Gettysburg ddress" by Lincoln-------------Prose
"Letter to General Hooker" by Lincoln-------Prose
"Farewell to the Army of Nort hern Vir•gihia"-----.
~-by Robert E. Lee------------Prose
u
.
"
.
Ode
to
Charleston
by __________________________
Henry Timrod---------Poem
nuncle Tom's Cabin"--..;
_
--by Harriet Beecher ~towe--------Dramatization
APRIL 12-CIVIL Tvlaii. ·PERIOD, CONTINUED

"Lowell: A Self-Portrai t 11 by Lowell---------Poem
n hat r. Robinson Thinks" by Lowell------·---Poem
"To the Dandelion" by Lowell-----------------Poem
"
.
.
.
The Courtin 1 tt. by Lowell
---------------------Poem
n Typee" by Herman l\tlel ville--""'.----------------Dramatization
APRIL 19-" HE POETIC PROF.ESSORn, (LO GFELLO -~)
n

·
Hiawatha l by Longfellow--------------------Poem
0
-n The Psalm of Life by Longfellow-----------Poem
nThe Buildersn by Longfellow----.;.-----------Po~m
"The Skeleton in Armortt by Longfellow-------Poem
n A Ballad of Trees and the Mas ter 11 ___________ ..;. __
--by Lanier---------------Poem
nThe Stirrup-cup'' by Lanier-----------------Poem
11
The Marshes of the Glynn° by Lanier--------Poem
uThe Mocking Bird" by Lanier--------------- -Poem
n A Man U thout A Countrytt by
ale-----------Dramatization

APRIL 26_; 11 ThE Q,UAKErt POET11

,

(

HITTIER)

"A lvian -1 thout A Countryu by Hale---------- -Dr amatization

nsnowbound" by hittier-----------------..;.---Poem
"The Baref6o t Boy" by hittier------ --------Poem
n Ichabodn by Whi ttier--------'."9------·--------Poem
"The Eternal Goodnessu by Whittier ----------Poem
0
0ur Masteru by Whittier-- ------------------Poem
11
School Da.ys 0 by mi ttier-------:..-~---------Poem
MAY 3-"THE HUMOROUS

PHYSICIAN 11

,

(HOLMES)

"Old Ironsidesn by Holmes-------------------Poem
The Autocrat of the Break:t'ast Table"------------by Holmes-------- --------Dramatization
11
The
Cham.bared
Nautilus"
by Holmes---- ------Poem
11
The Deacon's IV1as terpiece" by Holmes--------Poem
11
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"The Last Leaf" by Holmes-------------------Poem
"The· Height of the Ridiculous" by Holmes·----Poem
"I'm Nobody" by Emily Dickinson-------------Poem
"There is no Frigate Like a Book"----~---------.
--by Emily Dickinson--------Poem
" The Bee u by Emily
.
. Dickinson----------------Poem
.
.
"To Make a Prairie" by Emily Dickinson----- -Poem
"I Never Saw a Moor' by Emily Dickinson-----Poem

MAY 10-CLOSING YEARS
ttseein' Things" by Eugene Field-------------Poem
· t'Li ttle Boy Blue" by ·Eugene Field-----------Poem
11
An Old . Sweetheart of 1Vline 11 by Riley--------Poem
"The Rag gedy Man" by Riley-.;.-------------- --Poem
"hen the Frost is on the Punkin"---------------~by iley-----·---Poem
"Little Orphant Annie" by Riley-------------Poem
"The Luck of Roaring Campu by Harte---------Dramatization
MAY 17-THE END OF THE CENTURY
"Posson Jonen by George • Gable------------Dramatization
11
Mammon and the Archer" by 0 -. Henry---------Dramatization 1
In

usic Classes

If the radio has done nothing else for the American
people than raise the standard of appreciation of good music,
it has repaid the expenditure of time and money .

Before the

war we had only seventeen symphony orchestras in the United
States; now we have 270. 2 ttTheir ent.h usiastic supporters are
critical and discriminating." 3

e show promise of developing

lu American Literature, u State College of -ashing ton,
KWSC School of the Air, 1220 Kilocycles, Radio Station KviSC.
2 Doran K. An trim, " Music Master to Mi llions, u Readers
Digest, (April, 1940), 79. Condensed from Rotarian Apri l , 1
3Loc. cit.
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into a nation of true music lovers .1

The great mas.terpieces

by skilled artists are available to the rich and poor alike

through the medium of the radio.
Perhaps the Music Appreciation Hour by Walter Damrosch
has been more influential than any other musical program. 2
It has encouraged unnumbered individuals, old and young, to
develop an unsuspected musical talent.3

This non-cornm:ercial

program which is in its t we l fth season, enters 60,000 schools
weekly and is heard by 6,000,000 children~4 · The Hour that
started on a network of t wenty-six stations, now has over 104?
The success of this music lesson is largely due to the
personality of the seventy-eight year old veteran music master
and his way with young people.
for thirty-five years.

He has been giving concerts

His concerts, explaining music, gave

NBC the idea of presenting music to schools:, and as it was the
first outstanding success, so it has continued to be one of
the very finest of all music lessons available to schools today for classroom work.

1 alter Damrosch, as told to Raymond P .. Sloan,

11

Six
Million Children Listen," Nation's Schools, XXIV (December,
1939), 34.
2 Doran K. An trim, "Music Master to J/J.illions, n Readers

Digest (April, 1940), ?7. Condensed from Rotarian April, 1940.
3Loc •

.Q.U.

4 Loc. cit.

5 Ibid., 79.
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There are many other very fine musical programs available· to schools as indicated in Chapter VI, but the

11

Music

Appreciation Hour" is perhaps the oldest and has enjoyed the
greatest success; hence, the author makes special mention of
it as one of the most outstanding offerings for _ classroom
utilization.
No other subject has been so extensively and consistently taught in the clas-sroom by the use of radio as music.
It promises to continue its offerings_ of invaluable masterpieces and artists to the classrooms of the world.
Two other outstanding achievements in music are the
symphony orchestra under the direction of Maestro Arturo
Toscanini and the Saturday afternoon broadcasts of Grand
Opera direct from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House
in

ew ·York City. 1

Both programs are presented over the

Nationa~ Broadcasting Network .

The serious music and great

artists have attracted a wide and enthusiastic audience
numbered in the millions .

1 David Sarnoff, Radio .in Education, An Address at the
Seventy-fifth Annual Convocation of the University of the
State of New York (October~l3, 1939).

CHAPTER VI

BADIO PROGRAMS AVAILABLE TO SCHOOLS
Forums
hen we consider the fact that the radio as an instru-

ment of mass communication is scarcely two decades old, there
is reason to be encouraged by the sense of public responsibility which has motivated the treatment af controversial
public issues in radio forums and discussion _programs •

. In a democracy, right choices are most likely to be
made in the light of free discussion of all the alternatives
proposed, discussion in which every side may have its say,
and every ma.n the inviolable right to seek the truth and act
upon it without .fear of reprisal or concentration .c amp. 1
·This is · the democratic way that seeks expression through
forums of discussion that provide opportunity for coosidering
common pro~lems.

These forums supply a common denominator

for seventy-si.x million adults on a level of political and
economic literacy for a medium of public affairs and national
interests.

One of the duties of the teacher in the use of classroom listening is to encourage and develop in the student the
power of .independent and critical reflection, the sense of
relationship, the knowledge of what constitutes evidence, and
l
.
Paul H. Sheat~, Forums on the Air, Fed~ral . S~c~rity
Age~cy, Washington, D. c. (1939), 7.
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the capacity to make a judicious evaluation of policies and
programs.l

An excellent aid in accomplishing this faculty is

to exercise it by auditing demonstrations of give and take
forum or round table discussions presented over the air.

The

torum ·is growing rapidly in popular radio presentation.
The following list _of programs reported by some of the
states in a survey does ·n ot include nearly all of the radio
forums conducted to-day, but it does give a comprehensive
idea

or the type of programs being produced -t hat may be

utilized for in-school and non-school listening.
A LIST OF PROGR

CITY",

ST TE

STATION

ALABAM

Birmingham----------- BRO
CONNECTICUT
Stratford------------ ICC
GEORGIA
tlanta-------------- -sB
HA AII
Honolulu--~--- --------KGU

S REPORTED

NAME OF PROGRAM
Sunday Forum of Birmingham
Publi.c Forum
Georgia Public Forum -of the Air
Journal's Editorial Hour
Y.M.C •• Forum

ILLD OIS

Chicago-------------- .BBM
Evanston-----------~Peoria--------------- BD
INDI A
Indianapolis--------- IRE
Terre Haute---------- BO

Bull Session
Student Opinion
Northwestern University
Reviewing Stand
People I s Forum
Editorial of the Air
Teachers Talk It Over
Get It Off Your Chest
Terre Haute Town Meeting of
the ir
Parents and Teachers Speak

· 1Paul H. Sheats, Fory,ms on the Air, Federal Security
Agency, ashington, D. C. (19~9), 9.
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IO A
Des Moines------~---KSO-KRNT

The American Scene
Drake International Relations
Club
Drake University Presents

KENTUCKY

Louisville----------YHAS- LAP Behind the Headlines
MASSACHUSETTS
New England Talks It Over
Boston~------------- BZ
New England Town Meeting of the
WAAB
Air
Holy Cross College Forum
Worcester----------- ORO
Holyoke orkers Fo um
Holyoke------------ ... SPR
MISSISSIPPI
Y.M.c.A. Forum
Vicksburg---------~-WQBC
MISSOURI
Public Forum .
Springfield---------KGBX
NE

YORK

Buffalo------------- BEN
Brooklyn------------ CNW

New York------------ JZ
WEVD

WHN

QXR

MAC

QXR
Schenectady---------WGY
Syracuse------------WSYR
Utiea--------------- IBX

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville----------- ffiNC

Charlotte----------- BT
Gastonia-----------~ GNC
OHIO

Akron--------------JV
Cleveland-----------,GAR

Buffalo Town Meeting
Forum of the Audience
Talking over the News
Youth Meets Government
New York University Round-Table
Fx'ee Speech Forum
University of the Air Forum
Shaping Public Opinion
Foreign Affairs Forum
eekly Editorial Debate
New York University Forum
Adventures in Ideas
American Forum
Propaganda Behind the News
Town Meeting of the Air
Amending the Constitution
Town Meeting of the Air
Kiwanis Round Table
Youth Speaks
Know Your Government.
Mars Hill Round-Table
Carolina Radio Forum
Gastonia County Community
Radio Forum

Columbus------------ OSU

Peoples' Forum
The Voice of Ohio
City Club Forum
Democracy in Transition And

v·coL

Columbus Town Meeting, Inc.

hat's Ahead
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OKLAHOMA

Family Life Radio Forum
. OREGON
Portland Forum of the Air
Portland------------KEX
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown-•~--------WCBA- SAN Inter-Collegiate Student
Forum of the Air
Philadelphia and Suburban
Philadelphia-------- FIL
Town Meetings
Hungry Club Forum
.Pittsburgh---------- 8
Inter-Church Council of Milton
Sunbury-----~-------WKOK
ASHINGTON
Just Conversation
Longview--------~---KWLK .
Court of Publie Opinion
Seattle---~---------KIRO
· KOMO
Seattle Speaks
EST VIRGINIA
Parkersburg Co~nninity Forum
Parkersburg---------WPAR
WISCONSIN
Following Congress
Madison-------------WHA

Norman--------------~~AD

Major Network Forum and Discussion Programs
New York-- JZ-NBC Blue ·Network--America's Town Meeting of the
Air. WABC-Colu.mbia Network--Lyman Bryson's Peoples'
Platform
. Chicago-- MAQ-NBC Red Network--University of Chicago Round
Table
Washington, D. c.--WOL Mutual Network--American Forum of the
·
A1r 1
Tri-National Broadcasts
The Columbia, the Mutual, and the National Broadcasting Systems present the Radio Calendar.

It is a bi-annual

publication listing .educational radio programs that have been
care:fully culled :f"rom the nation-wide schedules on the basis

ot technical excellence and have proved in their production
the soundness or their value as classroom aids.2

The calendar

1PaU:l H. S_h eats, Forums on the Air,... The.. F,eq.~r.a.l Radi_o
Education Committee and u. s. Office ot Education Federal
Security Agency, ashington, D. c. (1939), 41-42.
211 Air from the Air, 11 Journal of National Educational
Association,_.. XXVIII . (December, . 1939), 247.

-90lists sustaining programs only.

RADIO CALENDAR
Spring--1940
All Programs Listed as Eastern Standard .Time
MONDAY

Morning

*9:15--9:45 Frontiers o:f Democracy, NEA Brogram-CBS
11:00-11:15 The Pay Envelope--MBS

Af'ternoon

12 :30--1: 15
· 2:00--2~30
3:45--4:00
4:00--4:30

Evening

7:00--7:15 Fulton Lewis, Jr., news--MBS
10.:30--11:00 National Radio Forum--NBC Blue

National P1arm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
Adventure in Reading~-NBC Blue
Between the Bookends--NBC Blue
Curtis Institute o:f Music--CBS

TUESDAY

.Morning

*9:15-~9:45 Folk Music of America, NEA Program-CBS

National Farm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
Gallant .American Women--NBC Blue
Panamericana--MBS
Between the Bookends--NBC Blue
Of Men and Books--CBS

Afternoon

12:30--1:15
2:00--2:30
2:45--3:00
_3 :45--4:00
4:15--4:30

Evening

6:30--6:45 Kaltenborn Edits the News--CBS
7:00--7:15 Fulton Lawis, Jr., news--MBS
8:30--9:00 Mozart Concerto Series--MBS
9:30-10:·oo Meet Mr. Vieeks--NBC Blue
10:15~10:45 Americans at ork--CBS

WEDNESDAY
Morning

*9:15--9:45 New Horizons, NEA Program--CBS
11:45-12:00 Rutgers Homemakers' Forum--MBS

Afternoon

12:30--1:15
1:30--1:45
2:00--2:15
3:45--4:00
4:15--4:30

National Farm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
Story Hour--MBS
Music for Young Listeners--NBC Blue
Between the Bookends--NBC Blue
Highways to Health--CBS
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7:00--7:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:15
11:15-11:30

Fulton Lewis, Jr., news--MBS
Public Atfairs--CBS ·
Pageant ot Melody--MBS
The Next Step Forward--NBC Red

THURSDAY

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

· *9:15--9:45 Tales from Far and Near, NEA Program-CBS
11:45-12:00 Medical Information Bureau-- BS
12:30--1:15
2:00--2:30
2:30--2:45
3:45--4:00
4:15--4:30
4:30--4:55

National Farm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
How Do You Know?--~BC Blue
Moments with Famous Composers--MBC
Between the Bookends~-NBC Blue
Adventures in Science--CBS
Medi"cine in the News--NBC Blue

6:30--6:45
7:00--7:15
8:00--8:30
9:30-10:30

Kaltenborn Edits the News--CBS
Fulton Lewis, Jr., n wa•-MBS
Story of Am.erican Diplomacy--MBS
America's Town Meeting of' the Air-NBC Blue
10:15-10:45 Columbia Workshop--CBS

FRIDAY
Morning

9:15~-9:45 Thia Living orld, NEA Program--CBS
ll:45•-12:00 Radio Garden Club--MBS

Afternoon

12:30--1:15 National Farm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
2:00--3:00 Damrosch Music Appreciation Hour-NBC Blue
3:45--4:00 Between the Bookends--lBC Blue
4:15--- 4:30 Men Behind the Stars..;;-CBS

Evening

7:00--7:15
. 7:30--8:00
8:30--9:00
10:30-10:45

Fulton · Lewis, Jr., news--MBS
Yesterday's Children--NBC Blue
Sinfonietta-~MBS
Story Behind the Headlines--NBC Red .

SATURDAY

Morning

10:15-10:30 No School Today--NBC Red
10:30-11:00 Bright Idea Club--NBC Red
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Morning

(Cont.)

10:45-11:00 The Child lirows Up-~NBC Blue
11:15-11:30 This Wonderful World--MBS

Afternoon

12:00-12:25
12:00-12:30
12:30--l:OO
12:30--1:15
1:30-~2:00
4:00--4:30
5:00--5:15
5:00--5:30

Evening

7:00--7:30 People's Platform--CBS
7:30--8:00 Art tor Your Sake-;..NBC Red
9 :30--10100 Symphonic Stl'ings--MBS
10:00-11:30 NBC Symphony Orehestra--NBC Blue
10:15-10;30 Public Affairs--CBS ·

American Education Forum--NBC Blue
Country Journal--CBS
Let's Pretend--CBS
National Farm and Home Hour--NBC Blue
University Lif'e--:MBS
Bull Session--CBS
Magic Waves--NBC Blue
The Human . Adventure--CBS

SUNDAY

Morning

Afternoon

9:30-10:00
9-:30-lOiOO
10:30-11:00
11:15-11:30
11:30-12:00
11:30-12:00

Wings Ovel' Jol'dan--CBS
Sunday Drivers--NBC Red
March of Games--CBS
Reviewing Stand--MBS

The Southernaires--NBC Blue
Music and .~erican Youth~-NBC Red

12:30-12:45 American Wildlife--MBS
12:30-;..l:OO On Your Job--NBC Red
1~00--1:15 Pilgrimage of' Poetry--NBC Blue
2:oo~-2:30 Democracy in Action--CBS

2:00-~3:00 Great Plays--NBC Blue
2:30--3:00 So You Think You Know Music'l--CBS
2:30--.3 :00 University of Chicago Round Table-NBC Red ,
3:00~-4:30 New York Philharmonic 8ymphony--CBS
4~30--5:00 The World Is Yours--NBC Red

Evening

7:00--7:30 The . orld This eek--CBS
8:00-~9:00 American Forum of the Ail'--MBS

*The American School of the ir will be heard in the·
Central Standard Time Zone at 2:30 P.M.; in the Mountain
Standard Time Zone at 1:30 P.M.; and in the Pacific Standard
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Time Zone at times that can be learned from the various loeal
stat.i ons. 1
Nature ·S ketches by Radio
Dr. Raymond Gregg, a renowned naturalist, presents a

series of nature studies over NBC Red Network -on _Tuesdays
from 1:30 to 1:45 P. M.

Dr. Gragg, six years a teacher and

school executive followed by seven years of nature study in
the National Park servi_ce in the South, East, and West, is
well equipped to interpret the great out-of~dool's tor his

listeners in or out of the classl'oom.
By means of NBC Short Wave Pack T:ransmitters informal
wayside chats of teacher and student are pl'esented as they
encounter absorbing subjects on their hikes about an outdool'
wonderland high in the Colorado Mountains.

In the series

which began April 2, 1940, Dr. Gregg had the co-operation of
pupils from Estes Park School and, at the conclusion of the
school se-m estar, field trips were conducted with parties of
youngsters enrolled in the Junior Natur.e School in Rocky

Mountain Park.

The pl'ograms are intended to stimulate

interest in nature as a recreational outlet -_ and to establish

a challenge to further exploration in the various fields of
nature science during tb.e summer vacations. -Teachers will

profit by listing this series on thei:r log of

n Programs

Available."
. . 1Ra.dio Calendar, lt1re_e-Ado,ress, t~ Am.erican Association
of School Adniinistrators, 1201 Sixteenth St. Northwest,
Washington, D. - C• . ( 1940).
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PROGRAM TOPICS
1940

THE WINTER WORLD • • • Discussion of plant and . animal
adaptations for winter surv:tval • • • the action of :frost
and winter conditions upon the soil.
SKELETONS OF TREES • • • Discourse on deciduous streamside
trees which line the rivers and streams of the Park.

A LAKESHORE WALK • • • Visit to Mary's Lake, with talks about
waterfowl • • • cliff swallows • • • and aquatic biology.

LIFE ON A GRANITE POINT • • • Discussion of igneous rock,
weathering, and life on a granite promontory.
MUSEUM ANIMALS • • • Visit to Headquarters' Museum, with talk
on Mustelid and Rodent animals displayed in habitat surroundings.
EMERALD TREES • . • •

Study of coniferous trees (pines and

firs).

MOUNTAIN BIRDS • • • Discussion of common birds of the
:Mountain Zone.
NATURE'S BOUQUETS • • • Study of spring wildflowers of the
open fields.
STREAMSIDE COLOR • • • Study of wildflowers along the
stream course of the Thompson River. ·
FRIENDS AND ENEMIES IN NATURE • • • Discussion of parasitism,
mutual dependence, predation, and other ecological relationships in plants and animals.
A

VISIT TO THE ARCTIC • • • Trip to the snow-covered summit

of Trail Ridge, with flowers springing from the fringe of
snowbanks and Alpine birds flying about the open patches
of meadow above timberline.

THROUGH A MOUNTAIN MEADOW • • • Visit to meadow flower beds,
nests of Brewer Black birds and nome of myriad insect .life.
A VISIT WITH THE BEAVERS • • . • Inspection of a colony with a
beaver house more than forty-five feet long and twelve feet
high; discussion of the life habits of the beaver.
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THE SHADY TRAIL • • • alk along the .fern-lined Fern Lake
Trail, with its rich resource or shrubs and flowering herbs
and nesting birds.
TREES, FIRE AND THE ELEMENTS • • • Visit to timberline, where
fire or years ago combined with the force of elements· to
produce grotesque effects upon tree life.
LIFE AT BEAR LAKE • • • Birds, mamals and plant life on the

shore of Bear Lake, lying above 9,600 feet in elevation,
at tha foot of the Front Rangerpeaks which rise 3,000 feet
higher against the western sky.
·
UNSEEN LIFE • • • Story of roots, underground rootstoc_
k s,

burrowing animals and life within the soil.
LIFE IN AN ASPEN GROVE • • • Discussion of birds, insects,

fungi and plant life within an aspen grove.

FISH AND IDGS • • • Visit to a fish hatchery, with discussion
of hatching methods and visit to breeder pond with large
fish.
.

FLOWERS OF THE SUMMER'S END • • • Late season wildflowers.
COUN'f HIS LEGS • • • Discussion of insects and arachnids.

TOJdORRO I S PLANTS

. .

• Discourse on fruits and seeds.

FOOTPRINTS OF ICE • • • Story of the glaciers.
MAN AND THE MOUNTAINS. i . Story of Indians and Pioneers in
. the western mountains •
.
NBC Service to Schools

Dr. James Rowland Angell, President-Emeritus of Yale
University, NBC Education Counselor, says that our great networks have done an admirable pioneering job in producing

educational programs, that they have firmly established the
tew working formulae that we have.

The programs designed for

1Nature Sketches by Radio, NBC Red Network, Tuesdays

l:~ij~~i:45 P.M., ELT.
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a wider audience than that of the classroom a.re better suited

to students ·listening than more restricted and f~rmalized.
broadcasts, although there .are some programs decidedly · exceptions to this statement.

In the following program are listed outstanding public
service programs, both for school-listening and for out-of-

school listening.

Since .Dr.

ngell commended this program,

it is included although there is some overlapping with the
BBC Educational programs.
SUNDAY

Music and American Youth

11:30

-12:00 Noon--NBC Red

Concerts by student vocal and instrumental groups
illustrative of the work in music instruction being
accomplished in our American schools and colleges.
Also featured a.re talks by the nation's leading music
.educators. The series, now in its seventh consecutive
broadcast season, is prepared with the co-operation of
the Music Educators National Conference.
Vernon Crane's Story Book

12:00-12:16 PM--NBC Red

Modern tables and fairy tales are written and related
by Vernon Crane, young actor-author. Primarily for
young listeners, this Sunday morning series is rapidly
becoming more popular with grown-ups as well.
On

Your Job

12:30-1:00 PM--NBC Red

These weekly dramatizations about American workers and
their problems, based on research by Frank Ernest Hill
of the American Association for Adult Education, have
proved so helpful to employees that the original series
has been extended. Dr. Harry D. Kitson, edi t ·o r ot
'Occupations' magazine and professor of Education at
Teachers College, Columbia University, is regularly
heard on the broadcasts which are presented in cooperation with the National Vocational Guidance Association. Reprints of the scripts are available at
Columbia University Press {10¢ each).

-971:00-1:15 PM--NBC Blue

Pilgrimage .o f Poetry

In his · broadcas ·t s each week trom the homes of America's
best-loved poets, Ted Malone brings to .his -listeners
descriptions of the e_n vironments which influenced the
writers of America's remembered poetry. Human interest
stories concerning the poets themselves., their homes
and their personal belongings, and reading-a from their
works add to this delightful quarter~hour. 4 list of
the poetry shrines_ to be visi tad has been prepared for
distribution. Also available is Ted Malone's Album to
Poetic Shrines--c·o lumbia Uni vel'si ty Press (25¢ each).

2:00-3;00 PM--NBC Blue

Great Plays

This is the third season of NBC's •Great Plays,' a
series which traces the development of the drama from
Athens to Broadway. Twenty-eight important works from
each significant period in .the history of the art form
have been scheduled for the 1939-40 season. A comprehensive study manual prepared by Blevins Davis., containing notes on the historical, social and literary
background of each presentation is available for the use
of' all listeners and especially .for students and teachers1
{ Columbia University Press--25¢ each).

The

4:30-5:00 PM--NBC Red

orld Is Yours

The Smithsonian Institution, the Office of Education of
the u. S. Department of the Interior, and the Works
Progress Administration co-operate with NBC in the
pre~entation of this series. Interesting tac~• concerning the world we live in gathered and authenticated
by the co-operating agencies, are dramatized.
For
weekly· reprints, write to The World Is Yours, ashington, D. C ~ ( 10¢' each).

MONDAY
Adventure in Reading

2:00-2:30 PM--NBC Blue

Designed for classroom listening, this series brings to
the attention of young people the pleasure in good reading. The scripts dramatize the lives of famous authors
and tell how their important works came to be written.
Selections are from the lists for junior high schools
compiled by the National Council of Teachers of English.
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Between the Bookends

3:45-4:00 PM - (Daily)'--NBC Blue

Ted Malone, whose 'Pilgrimage of Poetry' is heard on
Sundays, continues his in.formal week-day series of
poetry and book discussions. Much of the verse he
reads on this program . is written and contributed ·by
listeners.
Science on the March

7:15~7:30 PM--NBC Blue

The progress scienee has made is discussed in language
for the layman in ·this series of talks by Dr. Forest
Ray Moulton, noted astronomer and secretary of the
American Association for · the .Advancement· of Science.
Monthly magazine with four to five scripts are available
at Columbia University Press (10¢ each).
National Radio Forum

10:30-11:00 PM--NBC Blue

Questions of interest to the nation are explained by
the men in ashington who are working on answers to
these problems. Opponents as well as proponents of
proposed legislation are presented, thus giving the
listener an opportunity to hear both sides. 1 The Washington Star' is arranging for the speakers for the
eighth year of this forum series.
TUESDAY

Gallant American

omen

2:00-2:30 PM--NBC Blue

The important part women have played and are playing
in the manifold activities of .Am.erioan life is revealed
in these half-hour dramatizations. The U. s. Office of
Education co-operates with the ·w omen's Activities Division of the National Broadcasting Company in the planning and presentation of this program series. For
reprints, write Gallant American omen, · ashington,

D. C.

Meet Mr. Weeks

9:30-10:00 PM--NBC Blue

Edward Weeks, ninth editor of the 'Atlantic •onthly, 1 .
brings te light the human side of letters during the
series of interviews and discussions.
Foreign Language Programs

(Daily) 1:00 PM-1:00 AM--NBC
Shortwave
NBC 1 s shortwave stations WRCA and WNBI, operating daily
on 21,630, 17,780, 9670 and 11,780 kilocycles, broadcast

-99in Italian .from 1:00 to 2:00 PM; German from 2:00 to
3:00 PM; French, 3:00 to 4:00 PM. Programs in Portuguese are heard from 4:00 to 5:00 PM; Spanish from
5:00 to 7:00 PM and 8:00 to 10:00 PM. On WRCA at 9670
kc., Spanish broadcasts from 11:00 to 1:00 PM; on WNBI,
6100 kc., from 12
to 1:00 PM. :Many language teachers
find these programs useful for assignment in connection
with classwork, as they are fine illustrations of those
languages in actual use.
- WEDNESDAY

2:00-2:15 PM--NBC Blue

Music For .Young Listeners

A course in music appreciation for young listeners is

conducted by Mary Van Doren, under the auspices of the
Junior League of Toledo; Ohio,· and the Toledo Museum of
Art.
9:30-10:00 PM--NBC Blue

NBC Radio Guild

Network radio's oldest and best-known drama group returns to the air for another season of outstanding
presentations. Their repertoire includes adaptations
of the classics as well as modern plays written especially for the radio.

10:30-11:00 PM--NBC Blue

Adventures in Photography

Episodes in the history of photography will be enacted
on this new series designed as a service to America's
camera enthusiasts. On each program Herbert c. McKay,
noted authority and author on photography, will share
his knowledge with radio listeners, answering questions
and presenting information of use to those who follow
this popular hobby.
THURSDAY

Ideas That Came True

2:00-2:30 PM--NBC Blue

Milestones in America's soeia.l and economic history
are dramatized on this series to t~ace the development
of the democratic idea and ideals in the United States.
Dr. Rollo G. Reynolds, principal of Horace Mann School,
is narrator again this season. Student's worksheets
and Teacher's manuals are available at Columbia University Press {worksheets, series of 13 for 10¢; teacher's
manuals 10¢' each).
·

-100Medicine in the News

4:30-4:55 PM~-NBO Blue

A new public service feature produced with the co-

operation of the American Medical Association and
dedicated to the conservation of national. and individual
health.
America's Town Meeting of the Air

9:30~10:30 PM--NBC Blue

Foremost forum of the air for the past five years, this
series is of particularly vital interest to all Americans in these momentous days. George v. Denny, Jr.,
president of Town Hall, New York, serves as moderator,
introducing the prominent speakers who debate civic
questions for the .first part of each broadcast. The
debaters answer impromptu questions put by the Town
Hall audience during the remaining minutes of the program. In more than 1400 homes, halls, schools and
churches throughout the country, organized Town Meeting
groups gather each week to listen and continue their
own discussions .after the conclusion of the broadcast.
The Town Hall Advisory Service regularly issues bulletins, reprints of talks, discussion manuals and other
material to assist these groups in the planning of their
programs. Reprints are available at Town Hall, series
of twenty-six for $2.50
FRIDAY
NBC Music Appreciation Hour

2:00-3:00 PM--NBC Blue

Pioneer radio program for schoolroom listening, the
NBC .Music Appreciation Hour resumes its twelfth season
under the direction of Dr. Walter Damrosch. Explaining
the beauty and significance of the masterworks, Dr.
Damrosch assists his young listeners in the development
0£ an understanding and an , appreciation of the world's
fine music.
orksheets ( 10¢' a set) and teacher I s guides
(5¢) are available at Columbia University Press.
Torch or Progress

6:00-6:15 PM--NBC Red

Dr. Edward Howard Griggs, whose broadcasts last seasqn
won widespread popularity, is heard in another series
or talks on history. Dr. Griggs relates the story· of
man's progress from primitive times to the present.
Reprints are available at Columbia University Press
(10¢' each).
·
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7:45~8:00 PM--NBC Red

aves

A new science series which deals with the latest development in the realm of radio and television. Dr.
Orestes H. Caldwell, editor of •Radio Today,' is .
presented in authoritative discussions, wi'th dramatizations by Gerald Holland.

The Story Behind the Headlines
Cesar Saerchinger, veteran foreign correspondent and
noted observer o·f European affairs, presents the history
behind the news story of the week. He is aided in his
research by the American Historical Association • . Reprints are available at Columbia University Press {lOi
each).
SATURDAY

Bright Ideas Club

10:.30-11:00 AM--NBC Red

Ideas- for putting leisure time to profitable and
pleasurable use are exchanged on this new series by
young people. It has won the immediate acclaim of
parents and teachers everywhere.

The Child Grows Up

10:45-11:00 AM--NBC Blue

Katherine Lenroot, Chief of the Children's Bureau of
the United States Department of Labor, offers advice on
the rearing of children. Miss Lenroot speaks from the
NBC ~tudios in Washington.
Milestones in the History of Music

12:00 Noon-12:30 PM-NBC Red

This is the second season of a series which traces the
development . of musical composition from the Middle Ages
to the early Nineteenth Century. Dr. Howard Hanson
presents these programs from the Eastman School of
Music.
American Education Forum

.or.

12:00 Noon-12:25 PM-.NBC Blu·e

Grayson N. Kefauver, dean of the School of Education, Stanford University, directs discussions of
problems in education. Eminent American educators
participate in these programs which are of primary
interest to all school teachers.

-102Calling All Stamp Collectors

1:15-1:30 PM-~NBC Red

Presented in co-operation with the National Federation
of Stamp Clubs, news and other information important
t~ philatelists is broadcast on this series.
2;00-5:30 PM--NBC .Blue

Metropolitan Opera

Tb.is ·is the eighth -year in which NBC has pr·esented
exelusively the Saturday matinee performances of the
Metropolitan Opera -Company. Thrilling music played and
sung by the world 1 .s finest art is ts is broadcast direct
from . the stage of New York's historic Metropolitan
Opera House.
7:30-8:00 PM--NBC Red

Art for Your Sake

A new series devoted to art appreciation presented by
NBC and the National Art Society. Dr. Bernard Myers
of New York University, well-known critic and lecturer,
discusses great paintings and serves as commentator
during dramatiza.tions of the lives of the masters.
Color reproductions of famous painti ngs are offered on
the broadcasts-- _1.00 per set or "4.00 for entire
series of 64 reproductions with lessons.
rite:
National Art Society, 30 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Arch Oboler's Plays

9:00-9:30 PM--NBC Red

Critics, drama teachers and students continue to find
Arch Oboler's plays extremely provocative. His series
has been extended indefinitely.
NBC Symphony Orchestra

10:00-11:30 PM--NBC Blue

Arturo Toscanini has returned to direct the great NBC
Orchestra for his third season. More interest than
ever centers in the Maestro's present series because it
encompasses a complete cycle of Beethoven's symphonic
works. l

A orld Radio University

In 1935 the World

ide Broadcasting Foundation was

launched with headquarters in the University Club in central

~Listening to Learn, NBC. Servic~ to _School.a .D~y by Day
( 1940).
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Short-waves, or high frequency waves, unlike the
customary local broadcasts, travel completely -around t _he surface of the earth with the ease of sunlight.

homes of the people of the world.

They reach the

Into the sparsely settled

areas where educational ·opportunities are limited, the WRUL
radio waves oan bring the highest learning of our American
colleges.

People everywhere are linked together by this new

invisible thread.

In the United States alone there are now

more than eight million home receiving sets equipped with
short-wave dials.

In _Europe, even before the outbreak of

hostilities more than two million of these receiving sets wer
in daily use.

In Latin America also

receiving sets equipped for short-wave reception can receive
broadcasts from stations like WRUL.
Dlring the past year alone, WRUL has received letters
froa grateful listeners in more than fifty different countrie

and from every section of the United States.
The following program indi,c ates the type of material
used in this presentation.
Brief Program Features Guide for the Summer 1940

News and Current Events •
.American Editorial Opinion Digests in English, French,
Italian, and German. Daily.

.

. .1 cutting Across Poli ti cal Bounds, World Wide ·Broad-

casting ~ounda~ion, University Club, Boston, Massachusetts,
United States, America (1940).

-104World News in Basie English. · Daily.

Fulton Lewis, Jr., ashington News Analyst. {Courtesy of
the Mutual Broadcasting System.) Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays.
World News Dispatches.

Every

eek Day.

Musical Programs.
Symphoni~ Concerts, recorded music chosen from the Masters. ·
Musicale of light music. Every V~eek Day.
Music for a Summer Evening. Tuesdays.
Music for the Dinner Hour. Every week day evening. Language and Miscellaneous Programs.
The Poetry Corner. Fridays.
Pathways to Peace. Sundays and Fridays.
Modern Radio Course. Mondays and 6l''uesdays.
Czeco Slovak Goodwill Programs. · eek days.
Programs for Latin American Listeners (In Spanish).
eek days, except Saturday.
.

T~is program was especially designed to cultivate understanding between the peoples of the nations.

It is

suggested for intellectual out-of-school listening during the
entire year.

The Feature Programs in English occur at two

o'clock in the afternoon and may be used for classroom use.
Another unique program in the schedule is
Elementary Course" conducted by 'Dr.

c.

11 Modern

Radio--

Davis Belcher.

Typical NBC Educational Programs .
The programs in the following list are especially
recommended for assigned listening; that is, for supplementar
listening and reporting on programs that occur outside of

.. . .
_ ,1The World Wide Listener, Wor,l_d Wide Broadcasting .
Foundation, Univ~rsity Club, Boston, Massachusetts, United
States of ·America (1940).
·
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school ·hours.

Such programs a.re cultural and develop the

finer visions and ideals because they are based on intellectual standards that are at the same time highly entertaining.
· Programs
Especially Recommended for Assigned .Listening
PUBLIC AFFAIRS ·

ART
Art as Life

National Art Society
LITERATURE
Peqple Who Have Lived
Edward Howard Griggs

America's Town Meeting of
the Air
University of Chicago Round
Table
National Radio Forum
PSYCHOLOGY

Book Reviews
Joseph Henry Jackson

Human

Between the Book Ends
Ted Malone

The Child Grows Up
U.S. Children's Bureau

DRAMA

Nature in Action
Harold D. Lasswell

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Great Plays
Blevins Davis

On

Arch Oboler 1 s Plays

Get Ready for Tomorrow
Phi Beta Kappa

NBC Radio Guild
Original Radio Dramas
HISTORY
Story Behind the Headlines
Cesar Saerchinger
MUSIC
NBC Symphony Orchestra
Arturo Toscanini
Metropolitan Opera
New Friends of Music
Westminster Choir
Paulist Choristers

Your Job
Dr. Harry

D.

Kitson

SCIENCE
The World Is Yours
Smithsonian Institution
Science On the March
Dr. Forest Ray Moulton
Science in the News
Dr. Arthur H. Compton
Frontiers of Geology
Geological Society of
America
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HEALTH

MUSIC (Cont.)
Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra
Philadelphia Symphony
Eastman School usic
Music and American Youth

Your Health
American Medical Association
EDUCATION
American Education Forum
Dr. Grayson Kefauver

our American Schools
National Education Association 1
NBC SUSTAINING PROGRAMS
A few of the representative programs which have been

broadcast by the Company at its own expense are listed below.
It is interesting to- note that a considerable number of these
programs have been on the air for long periods, some of them
since the formation of the Company.
MUSIC .
METROPOLITAN GR

DOPER --Since December, 1931 (direct stage).

EAF GRAND OPEF{A COMPANY under direction of Ceaare Sodaro.

Program, which was carried by six stations, began March 31,
1925.

PERFORMANCE OF 1 F UST 1 --Broadcast January 21, 1927, from
Civic Auditorium in Chicago. This was the first nationwide transmission of Grand Opera.

SYMPHO IC MUSIC--Broadcasts by leading symphonies, such as
the Boston Symphony, Minneapolis, Rochester, Chieago, St.
Louis, etc. Since 1927.
NBC MUSIC GUILD--Since October, 1934.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL ON THE AIR--81nce January, 1934 • .
1How Schools Can Use Radio~ National Broadcasting
Company {1940).
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NBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA--The •f irst full-time symphony orchestra
e·s tablished by any _American broadcasting company began ·its
first season in 1938. Maestro Toscanini directed eleven
concerts during the 1937-1938 season, and sixteen during
the season of 1938-1939. Other world-renowned conductors
have also led this symphony orchestra in regular weekly
programs.
EDUCATION
THE· 'ORLD IS YOURS--Sponsored by U. S. Office of Education ano

· Smithsonian Institute. Strange and interesting facts a.bout
the world in which we 11 ve • Since June, 193&.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO ROUND TABLE--Sponsored by the University
Broadcasting Council. Informal discussion of re asons behind
current happenings. Since October, 1933.

ADVENTURBS IN READING--Dramatization of the lives of authors
and readings from their masterpieces. Selections from reading lists compiled -by the National Council of Teachers of
English. Since April, 1938.
MUSIC APPRECIATION HOUR--Series of concerts conducted by Dr.
Walter Damrosch which are devoted to instilling in young
American listeners a grea ter understanding and enjoyment
of music. Since October, 1928.

THE STORY BEHIND THE HEADLINES--Sponsored by 'fhe American
His tori cal Ass.ocia.tion. Cesar Saerchinger, noted commentator, interprets the significance of important news.
Since arch, 1938.

WINGS FOR THE MARTINS--Sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education and Parents-Teachers Association. Dramatized series
of the problems which the everyday American family taces
with its children in school. ' Since November, 1938.
SCIENCE ON THE MARCH--Sponsored by the American Association
tor the Advancement of Science. :or. Forest ?,ay Moulton,
noted astronomer ·, describes the knowledge . that scientists
have accumulated about the world·. Since January, 1938.
AMERICAN EDUCATION FORUM--Sponsored by American Education
Forum Committee. Series devoted to outstanding experimental colleges in the field of general education. Since
October, 1935.
·
LIVES OF GREAT MEN--Dr. Edward Howard Griggs of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences describes how great men have
influenced the course o:f civilization. Since October, 1938.
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MUSIC

&
ERIC
YOUTH--Sponsored by usic Educators National
Conference. Series illustrative of the musical work being
done in American schools and colleges. Since arch, 1934.

OUR
ERICAN SCHOOLS--Sponso:red by National Education. ·Association. Educational problems and objectives are dramatized
and explained on this series. Since January, 1932.
SCIENCE EVER HERE--Sponsored by the American ssociation for
the Advancement of Science. Plant and animal life is investigated and explained by Dr. Carroll Lane Fenton, author
of children's science books. Since October, 1938.
IDEAS THAT . CaME TRUE--The romance of the development of
present-day methods of communication and travel are dramatized by Dr. Rollo G. Reynolds, principal of Horace Mann
School, Columbia University, in this social science series.
Since November, 1938.
YOUTH EETS GOVERNMENT--Sponsored by Brooklyn Institute of
Arts & Sciences and the New York City Board of Education.
Problems of local government are discussed by city officials
questioned by high school students. Since February, 1939.
SCIENCE IN THE NE s--Sponsored by the University Broadcasting
Council. Dr-. Arthur H. Compton, world-famous scientist
and . Nobel prize winner, explains the significance of great
scientific advances to laymen. Since October, 1936.
GET RE DY FOR TO ORRO --Sponsored by United Chapters of Phi
Beta Kappa. Presents distinguished speakers on specific
phases ·of modern training. Since April, 1939.
FRONTIERS OF GEOLOOY--Sponsored by Geological Society of
America. Describes the importance of geology as a science,
an aid to industry, and a factor in international affairs.
Since April, 1939.
RELIGION
RADIO PULPIT--Since October, 1924.
NATIONAL VESPERS--Since 1927 (Dr. Harry Emerson Foedick).
THE C TROLIO HOUR--Since March, 1930.
RELIGION IN THE NE S--Since November, 1933.
SUNDAY VESPERS--Since 1934 (summers).
HIGHLIGHT& OF THE BIBLE--Since August, 1934.
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MESSAGE OF ISRAEL--Since ·october, 1934.
CALL TO YOUTH-~Since November, 1936.

TIME FCR THOUGHT--Short Talks on practical religion.
October, 1937.

·Since

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS, AND DISCUSSIONS
OF SUBJECTS OF PUBLIC INTEREST
MEETINGS OF THE FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION were broadcast as
early as November, 1926, and have continued until the
present. ·
NATIONAL RADIO FORUM--Pros and cons o.f national problems discussed by government leaders. Since 1932.
AMERICA'S TO fN MEETING OF THE AIR--National and international

questions discussed by authoritative speakers.
1935.

Since May,

FEDERAL HOUSING ADivIINISTRATION--Tbree series presented to
. familiarize the public with this agency's purpose. 1934 to
1939.
SOCIAL SECURITY--Addresses by government officials on Social
Security ct. Since 1936.
AGRICULTURE
NATIONAL ·FARM AND HOME HOUR--{Since July 8, 1929). This daily
feature is a combination of national farm news, educational
talks, music entertainment and special features, presented
in co-operation with the United States Department of Agriculture and various farm organizations. NBC fur•nishes
music and entertainment, while the Department of AgricultUl?·E
provides fifteen to twenty minutes of informative material
each day. This information specifically relates to various
agricultural regions throughout the country. The program
includes market reports and subjects of interest to women
living on farms.

DRAMA
SHAKESPEARE--Between November, 1926 and February, 1927, the
first three months of the Company's history, Hamlet, Romeo
and Juliet, and Othello were among the dramatic per.formancea
broadcast. Since then many different Shakespearean series
have been given.

-110RADIO GUILD--Since 1928.
contemporary plays.

Well-known classical dramas and

EUGENE O'NEILL PLAY CYCLE--1937.
INA CLAIRE PRESENTING PLAYB--1937.
PULITZER _PRIZE PLAYS-~1938 • .
GREAT PLAYS--Presentation of the greatest dramas that have
been written throughout the ages. Endorsed by 48 S~ate
· University Departmen·t s of Drama and English, and many
other organizations. Since February, 1938.

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND--1938.
ORIGINAL MICROPHONE PLAY SERIES--Since October, 1937.
iOMEN I S PR OORAJ.13

LET'S TALK IT OVER--Interviews devoted to women's accomplish~
ments and interests. Subject matter includes home, family
and club activities, as well as artis_tic and intellectual
pursuits. Since November, 1935.
WOMEN IN THE MAKING OF AMERICA--Sponsoned by the Federal
Theatre Radio Division. Dramatizations of the lives of
pioneer American women, including a three-minute interview
with a present-day prototype of the woman dramatized.
Since May, 1939.
ALM KITCHELL 1 3 BRIEF CASE--What radio means to mothers,
homemakers and club women, practically and culturally, is
the subject matter of. Alma Ki t :chell 1 s informal chats.
Since October, 1938.
GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS-- spirited symposium on
the paramount issue of public interest for the month, as
it af'fec·ts women. Each broadcast conforms to the slogan
'Adjusting Democracy for Human elfare. 1 Since July, 1933.
CHILDREN 1 S PROGRAMS
VERNON CRANE'S STORY BOOK--A series .of modern fairy tales.
The young author of these stories is an NBC discovery whose
whimsical satires are enjoyed by grown-ups as well as chil¢!;.'en. Since May, 1939.
RENFREW OF THE MOUNTED--The enthralling story of the Canadian:
Mountie who always 'gets his man,' has been transferred
from the pages of the I American Boy' magazine to this radio
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program by its famous author, Laurie York Erskine.
January, 1939.

Since

MALCOLM CLAIRE--Mr. Claire presents his own versions, original
stories and simple interp~etations of history in such an
interesting style that he numbers young and old among his
listen era. Since July, 1935.
COAST TO COAST ON
BUS--Children of the NBC Junior Radio
School give songs and -dramatic sketches. Since 1934
when it succeeded the. 'Children's Hour, 1 which began in
1926.
OUR BARN--Madge Tucker, the Lady Next Door,--and her children.

Since September, 1929.

ANIMAL NEWS--Children's own stories about their pets.
July, 1935.
ALICE REMSEN--Songs for children.

Since

Since May, 1936.

NO SCHOOL TOD Y--Jolly Bill, Fields and Hall, News for children, with music for safety. · Since September, 1938.
PEABL:E:3 TAKES CHARGE--Adventures of two nine-year-old twins

who go to live with their great uncle whose butler, Peables,
becomes their great friend. Since October, 1938.
HEALTH

YOUR HEALTH--Health questions from both the individual and

community viewpoint are presented in dramas taken from
re.al life. Conducted by Dr.
• Bauer, Director of the
Bureau of Health and Public Instruction of the American
Medical Association. Since November, 1933. ·

SAFEGUARDING YOUR FOOD
D DRUG SUPPLIES--Broadcast under
auspices of United States Food and Drug Administration.
Since 1933.
INFANTILE PARALYSIS PROGRAMS--Since 1933. 1

. 1 Broadcasting in the Public Interest, National Broadcasting Company, Inc. (1939), 72-80.
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CHaPTER VII
sou CES OF r l41 0R1V1 Tiu

Teacner Training
Before the radio can be used effectively in the classroom there must be preparation for its use.

The radio will

not replace or supplant the teacher, a s was feared at its inauguration, but it will demand the trai ning of teachers in
the use of this valuable aid.l

[any coll eges, realizing the

issue at hand, have establishe d laboratory courses designed to
train teachers in the effective use of radio in the classroom.
A recent report gave a figure of 336 educational institutions
ta-aching courses in radio.2

The number is probably much

greater to-day because of the fact that radio in educat ion
made more progress in 1939 than in any year previous, and
countless summer -school schedules in 1940 contained radio
courses in their curricula.
ister Bernard,

o.s.B., 3 writing on education by radio,

states that universities and colleges have been leaders int
phase of education; that in 1933, 180 courses in radio broadcasting were offered by institutions of hig her learning.
1 carl Ailenzer, 11 The University Program, 11
XXIV (December, 1939}, 41.
2 Loc. cit.

a...;t...i __o__·n__•__s_____________..,.

.....

3sister Bernard, o.s.B., t Education by Radio," Catholic
School Journal (February, 1940), 37. _
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phenomenal gr-o wth in other curricula rarely ever approaches
this expansion.

This · is indicative of the growing use of

radio in education.
According to

enzerl the colleges in their courses place

emphasis on,
(1) CU.ltural--building an appreciation and understanding_
of radio as a social, economic, political, educational, and
cultural force in the life of the nation. . (2} Non-vocational-- ►~
looking forward to the need of citizens who will become community leaders or candidates for public of'f'ice and will
occasionally use the radio. {3) Educationa.1--~eveloping
ability to use such programs in the classroom.
In a recent survey it was found that most· of the courses
offered do all these things to a greater or less degree 3 --It
is a question of emphasis.
In many colleges a course is offered for teachers and
administrators in the use of radio in elementary and high
school classes.

These courses deal with problems .of control

and production, and the technique of teaching.

Transcriptions

of actual radio broadcasts a.re an·a ly'zed, and demonstrations
with classroom teachers presenting programs are observed.

A

complete study of programs available is made and the correlation of material from the fields of science, literature,
social science, music, art, health, and current events is

1 carl Menzer, n ,r he University Program,u Nation's Schools

XXIV (December, 1939), 42.
2 Loe. ~ .

3H. L. Ewbank, 11 Radio Courses in Colleges and Uni versi ties, 0 Institute for Education by Radio, Education on the
Air, Tenth Yearbook, ( dited by J. H. MacLatchy), Columbia,
Ohio: Ohio State University (1939), 154._
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The use of such material in supplementing and en-

riching the work of the classro·om teacher is demonstrated.
All student and teacher aids, such as work sheets, manuals,
guides, and book lists ar·e examined and applied to the . lessons

discussed ·and observed.

In several teacher training courses

special attention is directed to the subject of deferred
values that accrue from assigned or home listening.

News

broadcasts that offer special world events taken at the scene,
sports, broadcasts by great personalities, and radio drama are
evaluated.

Opportunities for making programs, constructing

schedules, and writing scripts are given in the various
training courses.l
Methods vary in the different institutions offering
training in the use of' radio.

Fo~ example in the Teacher's

College, Kearny, Nebraska, a laboratory is maintained, pupils
attend regularly, and the teachers use the pupils in preparing
and pres~nting broadcasts. 2

For ·1nstructional purposes int

school the Speech Department co-operates.

The speech instruc-

tor gives all directions in the ·radio technique of good recap'
tion, the
use of sound effects, and the selection of material&

1Rollo G. Reynolds, "Radio An Instrument of Classroom
Instruction," Teacher's College, Columbia University (Bulletin)
Summer Session (1940).
2 Calvin T. Ryan, "Training Teachers to Use Radio," The
_Nation's Schools (December, 1939), 38.
-

3Loc. cit.
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t the University of Texas a course is offered during
the summer session.

The objectives are:

'110 help teachers become aware of the importance of radio
and to use it intelligently in their teaching; to give teacheras
an understanding of the part which radio will play in the life
of a ·student after he leaves school; to give teachers, supervisors, and superintendents some assistance in planning and
producing school programs for broadcasting over local radio
stations; to familia.riz_e the teachers 1th the problems of
using radio in the classroom and with the results of such
experiments; ani to give information about equipment _for its
use in schools.
-

The courses offered in a number of colleges and universities are described in detail by Mr. tl . L. Ewbank in the

Tenth Yearbook of Education on the Air from a report of a
work-study group.

It is found in these reports that in most

cases basic courses in speech must precede all work done in
radio. 2

The universal need of training in this new agency, which
perhaps influences American life more than any other phase of

the school program ;:>eyond the funda~ental processes, is felt
by educators who arrange courses to embrace this training.

Some leaders in education are still unimpressed as to the
value of the radio in the classroom; therefore they lack sufficient animation to inaugurate its use.

On the other hand,

many administrators in school systems are demanding that
prospective teachers be taught the i mportance of radio as an

lH. L. Ewbank, 'Radio Courses in Colleges and Universitles,11 Institute for Education by Radio, Education on the
!!£., Tenth Yearbook, (Edited by J. H. MacLatchy), Columbia,
Ohio: Ohio State University (1939), 154.
2

.

Ibid., 158.
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instructional agency and ·the -means of using it to the best
advantage in the classroom. 1

As this demand grows the pres-

sure will give impetus to more training of teachers.

This

training will inspire teachers in the use of the radio with
personal joy that will inevitably radiate to her students in
the classroom.
Teachers who go out from colleges trained in the use of
radio will . know what values can be obtained from it; they will
be better equipped to teacn discrimination in the selection of
programs, and to use more intelligently valuable educational
material offered for ~lassroom use. 2
Radio

o:r-kshops

Closely allied with training for radio is the rather
recent development of the workshops in connection with radio
courses.

11 over the United

tates in both the high schools

and colleges radio workshops are springing up. 3

a

They serve as

laboratory to give expression to the multitude of talented

students who seek employment with networks or in-school broadcasting studios •

college degPee, or its equivalent, and

1 illiam I. Painter, "Systematic Use of Radio in Education," School Board Journal (November, 1938), 3.
2 calvin T. Ryan, ·"Training Teachers to Use Radio, _' The
Nation's Schools (December, 1939), 38.
3George Jennings, 1 Workshop .hich ·•orks, t1 Chicago
School Journal, XXI {March-April, 1940), 226.

-117radio experience are t wo prerequisites for -those who seek a
place f.n the radio industry • 1
training is offered.

In the radio workshop such

Many students become profes s iona~ radio

actors, producers, sound-men, writers, engineers; or t hey
learn to q·ualify for any of the myri ad openings that radio
offers the talented individual. 2

In some schools the work-

shop operates in the school proper and serves to give direct
expression to classroom activities. 3
Chicago schools maintain a central workshop extending
opportunities to students of all high schools.

llin the y,e ar

1939, 1200 students wer e contacted, many of them auditioned,
and employed on commercial programs~4
Some workshop activity is carried on through the public
address system in the school; other workshops operate through
the courtesy extended by the local sta tions.
the student

11

In either case

learns by doing'' the most desirable skills in

English, writing, and speaking.
fascinating to pupils.
more than a fad .

The-activities are extremely

Teachers recognize the workshop as

The work is a , direct approach to- the field

of radio listening.

It develops more critical and discrimina

ing listeners f:rom those who engage in the work.5

The student

1George Jennings, "A v· orkshop V-hich ·orks," Chicago
School Journal, XXI {March-April, 1940), 226.
2 Loc. cit.
3 Loc •

.Q.ll.

4 Loc . cit.

Radio

5Ruth Nettrercott and Donald E. Bird nThe High. Scb.ool
orkshop, Educational Method, XVII! ( pril, 1939), 176.
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has an · opportunity to write scripts, cast, -act, direct, produce; to plan sound effects; to select and "clear" appropriate
music; to play an i nstrument or si ng; or to carry on any of
the other activities involved in broadcasting_.

The student

may not op·erate the transmitter, the control room, or the
n sound

wagon.''

The latt-er are largely routine or mechanical

rather than creative or · artistic. 1
Some schools regard the workshop activities as extracurricula, others as a regular course in drama and speech.
Still others devote a month in English classes to the writing of scripts and work before a microphone.
makes students program-conscious.

The self-criticism

They learn the technique

o-f presentations and appreciate the expenditure in time and

effort required by network productions for the public. 2

The

diction and enunciation practised in the workshop _afford
valuable training that carries over .
Nowhere is clear and intelligible diction more necessary
than in broadcasting. The radio reveals the weaknesses of
those broadcasting and it makes the listener particularly
sensitive to the characteristics of a good speaking voice .
While ef"fective speaking is something to strive for on all
occasions , the radio can be of great value in emphasizing this
impor t ant activity in which every one engages . 3
lTracy Tyler , "The Place of" Radio in the Teaching of ·
English , " The English Journal (May, 1940), . 394 .
2Ruth . ethercott and Donald E. Bird, "The High School
Radio Workshop , " Educational Method , XVIII (April, 1939), 176.
3George R ~ Champlin , "Communication
Schools, XXIV ( 939) , 47 .

i thin," Nation 1 s
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Voice qualities a.re discovered and evaluated by transcriptions that offer reproduction of the voice for analysis

and study. 1
The colleges and high schools who use the workshop find .
it a valuable experimental laboratory for teachers and students.

It is a laboratory device for gaining information and

extending · classroom experiences.
Organiza tiona
The following organizations have material that offers
information valuable to teachers in using the radio in the
classroom~

American Council on Education,
744 Jackson Place,
·
ashington, D. C.
George F. Zook, President.
Sponsors annual national conference on radio education in
co-operation with other educational organizations. Conducts
investigations and research.
Bureau of Educational Research,
Ohio State University,
·columbus , Ohio •
. Charters, Director.
Research and service under direction of I. Keith Tyler.
Issues The News Letter, informational bulletin on radio,
movies, and press. Issues The Ohio Radio Announcer, listing of recommended radio programs for use by Ohio schools.
Mimeographed and printed materials on educational use of
radio, particularly in schools. Conducts annual Institute
for Education by Radio. Center for exchange of information
on radio education research ente.r prises being conducted
throughout the country. Has Radio Work Shop under directio
of Meredith Page.
1Ruth Nethercott and Donald E. Bird, "The High School
Radio orkshop," Educational IVethod, XVIII (1939), 176.
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486 Madison Avenue,
Hew York, N. Y.
Helen Johnson, Director, American School of the Air. Programs for schools broadcast a half-hoUI' daily during the
school yea:r. Teachers' Manuals distributed upon request.
eekly mimeographed listing--For the Student--of educational
and cultural programs mailed upon request.
Sterling Fisher, Director of Talks.
Department of Superintendence,
National Education Association,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N• • ,
ashington, D. c.
Published Radio Calendar of educational programs.
The National Education Association broadcasts a weekly
series of programs, Our American Schools. ·
Federal Communications Commission,
ashington, D. c.
T. J. Slowie, Chairman.
Body for control of communications, including broadcasting,
members of which appointed by President of the United
States.
Women's National Radio Committee,
113 ~est 57th Street,
New York, N. Y.
Publishes Radio Review--comments on ·radio programs.

National Advisory Council on Radio in Education,
60 East 42nd Street,
New York, N. Y.
Has broadcast various series of educational programs. Publishes, through University of Chicago Press, pamphlets,
program informati'on, reprints of radio material, proceedings of annual conferences, and so forth. Excellent radio
in education library.
National Association of Broadcasters,
National Press Building,
ashington, D. c.
James Baldwin, Managing Director.
Organization of commercial broadcasting stations.
National Association of Educational Broadcasters,
Harold A. Engel, Secretary,
University of isconsin,
Madison, · isconsin.
Organization of university and college-owned broadcasting
stations.

National Broadcasting Company,
30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, N. Y.
Franklin Dunham, Educational Director.
NBC Music Appreciation Hour, conducted by alter Damrosch,
broadcast one hour a week in four series. Instructor.ts
Manual (25¢) and Student's Notebooks ( 10¢ each) for each
of Series A, B, C, and D.
NBC Educational Bulletin, monthly publication of advance
listings of educational programs broadcast through both NBC
networks, mailed upon request.
Judith aller, Midwest Educational Director,
National Broadcas·ting Company,
Merchandise Mart,
Chicago, Ill.
Educational and Cultural Programs from Chicago Stations,
listings of selected programs broadcast over NBC stations
in Chicago, mailed upon request.
Arthur Garbett, est . Coast Educational Direct_
o r,
National -Broadcasting Company,
111 Sutter Street,
San ltrancis co, ·Calif.
Information and material on NBC West Coast programs.

National Committee on Education by _Radio,
One Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
S. Howard Evans, Secretary.
Publishes monthly information bulletin, Education by Radio,
which is. mailed upon request.
National Congress of Parents and Teachers,

60 East 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y.
Distributes materials on its child development and parental
education programs.
National League of Women Voters,
532 Seventeenth Street, N. W.
ashington, D. C.
Voters Service, a bulletin of radio information and prog~am
listings, mailed upon request.
U. 8. Office of Edu·c ation,
Department of Interior,
Washington, D. C.
Compiles and distributes radio education information through
printed and mimeographed materials. Several bulletins on
school use of radio.
William Boutwell, Director ot the Educational Radio Project.
Broadcasts educational programs on national networks.

-122- Educational Radio Script- xchange furnishes non-c-ornmercial
groups with radio scripts for educational rebroadcasting or
school use. Publishes bulletins, supplementary materials, _
a,nd various manuals on broadcasting technics.
Federal Radio Education Committee,
Office of Education,
Department of Interior,
ashington,· D. C.
John • Studebaker, Chairman.
An advisory group made 'up of representatives fr_om various
organizations interested in radio education.
Detroit Public Schools
1354 Broadway, Detroit, Michigan.
Board of Education, Dayton, _Ohio.
Cleveland Public Schools,
Cleveland, Ohio.
R. G. Jones, Assistant Superintendent in charge of radio
programs.
Radio Committee, ·
National Council of Teachers of English,
Max J. Herzberg, Chairman.
eequahic High School,
Newark, N. J.
Materials on radio program appreciation.
Rochester .School of the Air,
Board of Education,
13 Fitzhugh Street South,
Rochester, N. Y.
_
faul c. Reed, Supervisor, Visual and Radio Education.
Broadcasts programs for Rochester Schools. Issues advance
schedule of programs and bulletins to teachers.
Scholastic Radio Guild,
250 East 43rd Street,
New York, N. Y.
Free leaflet describing plan for high-school broadcasters
and list of radio plays available to student broadcasting
groups.

Teachers College of the Air·,
George Peabody College for Teachers,
Nashville, Tennessee.
Broadcasts tor teachers.
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u. s.

Department

Washington, D.

or

c...

Agriculture,

Morse Salisbury, hadio Director.
University Broadcasting Council,
University of Chica.go, Chicago, Illinois.
Allen Miller, Director. EVD Unive~sity

or

the

ir,

Station WEVD, New York, _N. Y.

The r is cons in S·chool of the Air,
Station HA,
adison, isconsin.
School broadcasts sponsored jointly by State Department of
Public Instruction and state-owned station H4. Bulletin
available.
Station KFDY, State College, Brookings, South Dakota.
Station KFJM, Univers.ity of North Dakota,
Grand Forks, .N . D.

Jason Quist, Radio Program Director.
Station KFKU, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
Station KOAC, Oregon State System of Higher Education,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Luke L. Roberts, Manager.
Station KSAC, College of Agriculture and applied Sciences,
Manhatt~, Kansas.
Station KUSD, University of South Dakota, Vermillion,
B. 'B. Brackett, Director.

s.

D.

Station KWSC, State College, Pullman, ·as•hington.
Station

·B

, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana •

• A. Knapp, Chairman, University Radio Committee.

Station CAD, St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y.
Harold Bergman, Manager.
Station CAL, St. Olaf College, Northfield,
Martin Hegland, Director.

innesota.

Station

CAT, South Dakota College of 1ines, Rapid City, s. D.

Station

ESG, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Station

El, St. -Louis Univ~sity, St. Louis, Mo.
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Station -HA, State of tisconsin, Madison, ·1sconsin.
H•. B. lcCa.rty, Program Director.
Station 1IAZ, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y•
• J. illiams, Director.
Station ILL, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Josef F.. right, Director.
Short Wave Station · IXAL, orld- ide Broadcasting Foundation,
Boston, assachusetts. ·
Walters. Lemmon, President.
Station WKAR, Michigan State C.o llege, East Lansing, Mich.
Robert J. Coleman, Director.
Station WLB, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Station · NAD, University of Oklahoma,
T. M. Beaird, Director.
Station ·or, State . College of
• I. Griffith, Director.

• and

orman, Okla.
i.

Arts, Ames, Iowa •

Station OSU, Ohio State Uni•v ersi ty, Columbus, Ohio.
R. c. Higgy, Director.
Statio·n WRUF, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
Major Garland Powell, Director.
Station SAJ, Grove City College, Grove City, Pennslyvania.
H. • H~mon, Director.
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Fannie • !Al.nn, Professor of Education, in charge
Audio-Visual Education.
Winter course in Audio-Visual .Education.
Summer course in Audio-Visual Education, in co-operation
with Dr. Cline M. Koon.
Station SUI, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Ia.
Carl Menzer, Director.
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
Course in continuity writing with experience in broadcasting, under joint sponsorship of Department of Technical
Journalism and Department of Public Speaking.

New York University, New York, N. Y.
Hadio ·ork Shop, Division of General Education. Laboratory
courses in script writing, acting, and producing.
·
School of Educa-tion. Course on radio in the classroom for
teachers.
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Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Summer course in Audio-Visual Education.

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Radio Work Shop. Laboratory work in radio techniques.•
Under I. Keith Tyler, Research Associate, courses in · use
of radio in the classroom.
st. Lawerence University, Canton, . N. Y.
No regular courses, bu~ students are given opportunity to
participate in radio work of university sta tion CD.
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.
Practiee in techniques of broadcasting.
University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
Classes in radio broadcasting.
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
Laboratory work for students.
University of aryland, College Park, d.
Summer-school course in radio education.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, ~ieh.
Course in broadcasting technique, with practice at station
JR, Detroit.
University of Southern California, Los angeles, Calif.
Opportunity for students to gain experience in writing,
announcing, and producing programs and to operate equipment.
University of isconsin, ad.ison, · is.
Training in the techniques of preparing and producing
broadcasts •

University of yoming, Laramie, yo.
Training in techniques of preparing and producing programs.
ayne University, Detroit, ich.
Courses and laboratory work in Radio Technics, Preparation
of Radio Programs, and Radio Speeoh.l

1 argaret Harrison, Radio in the Classroom, New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1937), 231-240.
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Our teacher training institutions and our workshop

laboratories give profitable instruction that prepares new
teachers for the field of classroom radio, but teachers aJread
in service ·need help.

There are many general sources of in-

formation the teacher may find helpful in planning the broadcast.
The Movie and Radio Guide is a weekly periodical which
gives classified listings of radio programs ·a week in advance.
special section called ''Listening to Learn" is devoted to
notes about education~l programs.
All daily newspapers have a radio section which lists
the time and station of programs carried locally.

A special

radio column sometimes gives desc~iptions of various programs.
Some Sunday newspapers submit classified listings of programs
for the entire week.
Pamphlets and bulletins are . sent free upon request :from
all the national broadcasting stations.

Most educational

stations and state educationa l ~apartments are eager to supply
helpful teaching material for classroom use.
The national _broadcasting companies supply local statio
with seasonable material for free distribution at all times.
By calling at the offices of KFH, KANS, and KFBI,

ichita

Stations, the writer received material for this dissertation
on the use of the radio in the classroom.
The Institute for Education by Radio publishes a yearbook containing a collection of speeches and discussions
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given at conferences of educators and broadcasters.

The book

is published annually by Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio. _ It was first published in 1930.
The University of Chicago Press publishes uEducation By
Radio" a s·imilar collection of conferences . edited by Levering
Tyson since 1931.
Some very extensive radio bibliographies have been published recently.

The writer especially recommends for

teachers the one prepared by "The Educational Radio Script

Exchange" and issued June 1, 1940, by " The Federal Radio Education Committeen with the co-operation of the Unit,ed Sta.tea
Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, Washington, D.C.
I. Keith Tyler has prepared '1Sourees of Material For
Radio Education" 1940 that has beem issued by the Bureau of
Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
that will be sent free upon request.
The National Education Asso"ciation of the United States
Research Division of.fers "Recent References on the Use of
Radio in Elementary and .Secondary Schoolsn published April
1939.
A complete list of "Listener's Aids 11 available is pub-

lished by NBC.

The Northwestern University published a bibliography of
general references f9r "Visual Aids and Radio Educationu for

the summer session of 1940.
The Teacher's College, Columbia University, New York,
supplies teachers with a bulletin of

11

Suggested Readings on

-128Radio in Education" 1940.
Tracy-

F. Tyler, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education,

Uni varsity of Minnesota, is the - author of a

11

Syll a bus - and

Reference List" for a course in Radio for Teachers, Supervisors,

and

Ad.minis trators.

This publication contains one of

the most extensive, practical, and systematic lists of references found by the author in collecting material for this

study.
The

Detroit Schools _S tation

WMBC,

publishes

an

"Infor-

mation Bulletinn offering aids to teachers and pupils on the broadcasts outlined for each semester.
Manuals and teacher's bulletins contain bibliographies

of general and specific information regarding broadcasts.
Reprints of discussions, questions and answers _together '
with listeners I comments and bibliography fi'om:

Amerioa•s - Town Meeting of the Air",~ -_ e __ p~~lished by the
Columbia University Press:

New York.

Science on the March. ._,is a M_¢ nthly Magazine containing
reproductions in full of scripts used during the month •
. Story Behind the Headlines , c,9~tains mimeographed copies
of actual broadcasts with Cesar Saerchinger's radio talks on
history that lies behind an event of to-day.
The Torch of Progress __ Qontains mimeographed copies of

scripts used by Dr. E. H. Gregg, noted lecturer and author.

Great Plays _is a drama guide prepared for the radio
audience by Blevins Davis as an aid to the apprec~ation--' of
the dramatic masterpieces which are broadcast.

-129Pilgrimage of Poetry. is . a supplement to Ted M-a lone' s
program on poetry.

It· contains photographs or the homes of

America 1 s poets and human interest stories about the poets;
also a comprehensive bibliography.
The last six sources of information may be ·obtained
from Tb.e Columbia University Press:

New York, 2960 Broadway •1

It is · impossible to list here all the sources of information discovered by the author in planning this _chapter.
A number of the outstanding ones have been mentioned; the
supplementary bibliography will contain an extended list
offering further sources of information.

1 r. Keith Tyler, ''Sources ot Materials for Radio in
.
Education," Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State Univer
sity Press, Columbus, Ohio (1940), 3.

CHAPTER VIII
F1UTURE TRENDS

Television
hat new radio wonders will be perfected, and what they
will do for society in the next few years , a.re beyond conjecture .

Each advancement will have its direct or indirect in-

fluence upon classroom procedure .

Current writers off·er many

interesting possibilities for the development of the radio .
In 1935 Major Edwin Howard Armstrong, who is a professor
of electrical engineer_ing _at Columbia University, · publicly
predicted that by his method of transmission it would be
possible to broadcast simultaneously over a single atation
multiplex signals such as those of television, telegraphy,
telephone, and facsimile . 1

Cert~inly it is no fantastic dre

to envisage the well-equipped classroom of 1950 with a single
master receiving set from which can be produced at will , sight
sound, or print ._
Emil H. Anderson writing of the probable use of television says:
Think of the convenience of sitting in a classroom looking at a television receiver and seeing an exhibit at a
museum being televised , at the same time hearing an explanation of what is being seen. It is like seeing a moving picture
11 Technical Changes in Broadcasting," Education by

Radio , IX (June-July, 1939) , 24 .
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However, the receiver can be placed in any convenient spot in
the classroom; neither a dark room nor -a special screen is
required. 1
·
- Gilbert 3eldes, Columbia 1 s director of television programs says:

The great t hing about the invention . of television is
that it lets us contemRlate things as they are. The effect of
reality is tremendous. The great t hing to preserve is sense
of actuality. • • • hat production techniques will be re·
quired, what elements of entertainment to catch the attention
will have to be learned, none of us knows. But we do know
that there is nothing that stands between education . and the
complete report of actuality which televis.ion can give. 2
Television would give to the classroom radio another
appeal to the sensory aids--the visual.

Imagine the delight

of a student group seeing and hearing in the classroom, the
president's inauguration., or an address of any other eminent
personage; experiencing the production of a grand opera, a
world series, or some other outstanding event.

It will prevent the nation's becoming "ear-minded" as
Guy

ontrose Whipple expresses it.

He

says that many of our

American youths live in a world of sound to a greater extent
than was ever possible before.
Future generations may become indifferent to listening
experiences that are now pleasurable or exciting. Ve may turn
into creatures so ear-minded that we shall find much of the

1Ernil H. Andersen, "Radio in the Future, u Chicago

School Journal ( ay-June, 1940), 294.

·

2 Gilbert 3eldes, " Television in Education," Education

(June, 1940), 655.
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accumulation of cultural and educational machinery useless.l
In the adoption of television this tendency will be a
shared experience of the visual-auditory senses.
Television will demand better writers,· musicians, actors,
and scenic designers--it will call for a whole generation of
artists.
.
The thing at hand is a Hew industry: no fading and no
natural static in television.
.
Frequency Modulation
Another phase of radio that has recently evoked much
comment in the educational and commercial fields is the frequency modulation or "staticless 11 radio that has ncome into
its own," 3 as Don Fink states it, in recent months.
Radio broadcasting is getting set for a major revolution
One out of every seven
stations in the United States has a1r·e ady stated its desire to
erect a Frequency Modulation transmitter and to operate it
simultaneously with its standard set.4

in its method of doing business.

According to Emil Andersen5 frequency modulation has the
following virtues:
{l) It reduces the effect of all kinds of disturbances
such as static, electrical noises, and background signal interf"erences . (2) · Low power stations can provide greater
1 Guy Montrose

hipple , 11 Future of Radio, n Thirty-eight
Yearbook, Published by Professor Lyman Bryson, Public School
Publishing Company, Columbia, Ohio. (1939), 345.
2 Dri ver

Lindley, "Before Your Very Eyes, n Readers Digest
(May, 1939), 3.
3non Fink, "Frequency Modulation, hat it is and ·-hat
it May Mean, 11 Aviation (June, 1940), 46.
4 Loc . cit .

5Ernil H. Andersen, "Radio in the Future," Chicago
School Journal (May-June, 1940), 298.
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service. (3) Because of greater discrimination of receivers
using the syste~, it is possible to have the stations at rel~
atively close geographical locations - without interference .
( 4) ~requency modulation allows a wider range of audio~
frequencies to be tra~smitted; this makes possible a higher
fidelity of program transmission, which is important in the
transmission of music.l
·
· · · ..
The Federal Communications Commission has recently
granted a license to stations to operate transmitters using
the frequency modulati on system of broadcasting,2 but . on an
experimental basis only .

However , this year- may . see the new

system in operation on a commercial basis as · soon as the commission a l locates the frequencies and establishes rules governing frequency moduiation operation . 3
It is estimated that several years will be required
before frequency modulation will be in a position to provide
full c·ommer c ial service comparable to a tandard broadcasting .
as we have it to-day .

It will take some time for 1isteners

to have appropriate receivers,4 although "receiving sets will
be on the market soon at a price of about $ 100 . ' 5

1 Emil H. Andersen , "Radio in the Future,t• Chicago
School Journal (May- June, 1940), 298 .

2 Loc . cit .
3Loc.

ill ·

4 Loc . cit .
5 Education by Radio,
(June-July , 1939) , 24 .

11
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Facsimile Broadcasting
.Frequency modulation makes possible simultaneous broadcasting of facsimile and sound.

Your facsimile recorder can

·be printing at full speed, and so long as you are tuned to
the same s ta ti on you . c a11 be li·s teni ng to the same program.
Continuous aronnd-the-clock facsimile broadcasting becomes
possible; new uses for.facsimile as a printed supplement to
sound broadcasting programs can be develope.d. 1
Transmission by facsimile program is now being carried
on by some of our regular broadcasting stations on an experimental basis between the hours of six A. M. and midnight.
Pictures and news-prints are transmitted.

By use of a trans-

mitter located centrally having a receiver in each school,
remotely controllad~ copies o:f supply bulletins could be sent
to all schools, saving the expense of mailing .

If a last

minute c~ange were necessary in program time for an in-school
radio program this information could be sent quickly to all
the schools • . Supplementary material for any broadcast could
be sent to each classroom the day the program is going to be
on the air .

Special announcements could be received in all

the schools within a short time of . their writing . 2

There are

many oth er uses and advantages of the fa.c·s imile broadc.as t that

1samuel Lubell , "Comes the Radio Revolution,tt he
Saturday Evening Post (July 6, 1940), 19 .
2 Einil • Andersen, "Radio in the Future,n Chi cago School
Journal (~ay-June, 1940) , 294 .
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no.doubt will be employed in connection with the school broadca.s t in the future.
U_l tr a-High l4requencies
other decided contribution to th& classroom use of the
radio is the new short-wave channel set aside by the FCC for
the use of schools.

The waves take on the character of light

waves; that is, they travel in straight lines .

1

her-ef ore,

coverage is limited to the horizon visible_ from the top of the
trans:mitting antenna.
obtainable is possible.l

marked improvement in the coverage
These ultra-high frequency waves are

absolutely devoid of man-made static interferences.

This is

especially noticeable during an electric storm; reception is
as good then ·a s on a clear winter evening .2

Only a small

amount of power is required for complete coverage.
The advantages of school use of these ultra-high
frequenc_y-w aves are obvious.

11 inherent limitations for

school use of commercial stations would be removed .
would be no commercial announcements.
devoted to lesson material.

There

11 listening could be

rograms could be presented at

the most convenient hours to fit the school schedule and be
repeated during the day if necessary.

number of schools

have already availed themselves of the use of thes-e channels
1 Emil H.
dersen, "Radio in the Future,tt Chicago School ·
Journal ( ay-June, 1940), 295.
2 Loc. cit.
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reserved for schools.

Cleveland and New York are successfully

progressing with this methodl which pr;mises a vital contribution to the future class r oom of countless schools .
Recordings
The use of recordings of radio programs is growing
rapidly.

ome schools have installed instantaneous recording

equipment so that programs offered at hours inconvenient for
school listening can be recorded on phonograph discs for use
at a la.tar time. 2 · Many educators are requesting a program
service that will supply records for instructional use, for
some of the finer educational series are presented onee and
lost forever from lack of reproductive recordings.
It is not visionary to expect t hat in the near future
the finer programs will be available to schools at a reasonable cost through the use

or

recordings.

Many advantages

_would be. gained from their use • .
1. Each broadcast could be pre-au .. i ted by the teacher•
planning to use it so that appropriate study aids could be
prepared in advance. Knowing, beforehand, exactly what topic.a
were treated in the program, the teacher could not only prepare his class more carefully for listening, but he could
also anticipate the possible effects of hearing the program
in terms of pupil motivation, comprehension difficulties, and
the like.
2 . Schools could be furnished in advance with syllabi .
covering each of the recorded-program series available for

lHarold ' . ent, t'The Educational se of Facsimile
Ultra-High 1'1requencies and Recordings , " Education on Air,
Tenth Yearbook , Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,(1939),
253.

2R. R. · Lowdermilk, "Teaching Uth Radio," Bureau or
Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, _
(19 38), 12.

-
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school use. This would enable each school more wisely to
select the specific program series best adapted for supplementing instructional materials availab1·e locally.
·
. 3. Each teacher would be able to repeat any given program whenever desirable. Thus, a program used to introduce
a unit of study might again be used in summing up the work of
the unit. Any program might also be repeated for the benefit
of students who were absent at the time it was first presented.
4 . It would materially facilitate the work of .evaluating
the outcomes of teaching for the teacher to be able . to reaudit each program. Specific points of emphasis in radio
programs may be missed at the time of broadcast, or .t hey may
have been forgotten by the time the teacher is ready to construct his tests for evaluating a unit of work, but the use
of recorded programs would obviate this difficulty.l
The process of making recordings is simple, the cost
low, the quality of ~ecordings high .

By means of a disc six-

teen inches in diameter running at thirty-three and a third
revolutions per minute, a fifteen minute program may be recorded on one side, giving a half-hour program on the disc at
a cost of about three dollars . 2
Records can be made that instantly play back; hence,
· the name

u instantaneous''

recordings.

It is the opinion of many educators that ultimately,
the substantial and permanent ~se of the radio in the classroom will be through recordings because of the advantages
pointed out above by R.R. Lowder~ilk in his discu~sion of
"Teaching

1th Radio.'

1R. R. Lowdermilk, "Teaching With Radio," Bureau of
Educational Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
( 1938), 12.

2 Einil H. Andersen, 0 Radio in the Future,° Chicago ·
School Journal {May-June, 1940), 297 .

CHAPTER IX

FORECAST OF L~ADERS IN THE FIELD
Just what place the radio in. the classroom will occupy
permanently in the future is still, perhaps, not even envisioned.

The reader has probably formed some opinion as

this account was _ perused.

The writer has formed hers.

We

can best form our opinions with the aid of those who are
leaders in the field of radio.

This chapter, _theref'ore, is

largely a reproduction of the statements of those who are
qualified to make pre.die tions.
Quotations from letters sent to the writer, in response
to a request for the personal opinion regarding the place of
radio -in the classroom of the future, will be given.
I. Keith Tyler, Staff Director of the Evaluation of
School Broadcasts at the Ohio State University, Columbus,
makes the following statement:
Your request for the personal opinion of Dr. Charters, .
relating to the place of radio, wa.s referred to me for reply.
I cannot pretend to speak for Dr. Charters, but my own opin~
ions may be of some value to you.
In my opinion, the radio should take its place along
with books, blackboards, field trips, motion pictures, slides,
still pictures, and maps and charts as important means for
giving children educational experiences. I believe that
classrooms suffer the severe handicap of being dominated by
a single means of giving experience, i.e., reading. This not
only limits the educational possibilities of the classroom
but in addition makes the acquiring of reading skills more
difficult, because words take on meaning for children only
when the children have a rich background of Gther types of
experience.
I believe, · there.fore, that in the future radios will be
commonplace in all classrooms and that in addition schools
-138-

-139will have extensive libraries of recordings _to be played wl:en
they contribute most to the child's developing experience • .

H. Clay Harshbarger of the State University of Iowa
wrote the following: ·
In ·reply to your request of July 29, I must say that
frankly I don't know just what place the radio should occupy
in the classroom in the futUI'e. Its place in the classroom
is dependent on a number of factors such as the individual
classrooms themselves·, the radio broadcasts, and the time
elements.

I am rather inclined to believe that perhaps radio will
not play so large a part as many people suspect. ·vvhen the
moving pictures first came into prominence in educational
fields, it was thought that perhaps they would pl'ove of significant importance, and yet -their influence has not been
overwhelming by any .means. Perhaps radio may follow a similar outcome.
I am sorry that I cannot be more definite in answer to
your questions, but I am not sur~ as to just wHat will be the
place of ·radio in the classroom of the future.
Martin Hegland, Director of Radio Station WCAL, the St.
Olaf College Radio station, Northfield,Minnesota, briefly
express~s his ideas in the following letter:
In reply to your . inquiry, regarding my opinion as to the
value of radio in the classroom, I may say that our station
has done nothing ·in particular in this direction, so that my
opinion would not be worth very much. I may say in general,
however, that it appears to me that the radio is capable of
very large uses in the class-room, provided the radio programs
are accompanied by syllabi and follow-up material. ·we do not
yet, I believe, fully realize the possibilities of this means
of communication, but certainly 1~ would seem possible that it
can be made large use of in connection with formal education.3
1 1. Keith Tyler, Staff Director of the Evaluation of
School Broadcasts, Ohio State University, Columbus (July 31,
1940), Letter.
2 H. Clay Harshbarger, State University of Iowa, Letter
( July 31, 1940).
3Martin Hegland, Director of Radio Station WCAL, Northfield, Minnesota, Letter (July 11, 1940).

-140Garland Powell, Director of

RUF, "The Voice of Florida"

State and University Radio Station of Gainesville, Florida,
#,

indicated various factors that will influence the place radio
will occupy in tb.e future classroom.
It · is difficult to predict· with any degree .o f accuracy
the exact trend o_f education by radio in the classroom. Undoubtedly there are great possibilities in the future for
radio lectures in the classroom directed toward a specific
·age group and class, and discussing a specific subject - The
success of our Music Education Programs, about which I spoke
to you in a former lette~, bears out this. statement. Our
Speech, a lecture series which we transcribed for use of other
radio stations, and which was ideally suited for classroom
participation also, is another example of the practicability
of education by radio.
An importa~t factor which must be considered in a dis~
cussion of education by radio in the future is the allocation
of a generous · portion of the recently developed high-trequenc
band for the exclusive use of educational radio stations. Th
ef'fectiveness with which this band will be used by educationa
stations, however, is at best merely a matter .of conjecture.

Other than to say, then, that the future will hold many
opportunities for classroom radio education, and that experience has ehowh that radio lectures may be successf'ully
direct~d along specific lines to a specific age group in the
.c lassroom I h9idly feel justified in expressing a more definite opinion.
.
Frank E. Schooley, Director of Radio Station

ILL,

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, specifies the unexcelled use of' radio as a supp~ement to certain subjects.
In my humble opinion, the only place that radio should
occupy· in the classroom is as the supplement to the teac.h er.
I do not believe that radio will ever take the place of the
classroom teacher.
·
As a supplementary aid to teaching, I think radio is
unexcelled in the fields of' current economic, social, and
political sciences.

1Garland Powell, Director of WRUF Radio Station, Gaines
ville, Flo_r ida, Letter ( July 24, 1940) .-
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In my own mind there is grave doubt as to the ultimate
usage which the school should make of the radio as a teacheraid, Le., as ·a direct-to-the-class room instrumentality. I
see no reason why electrical transcriptions may not eventually
be used for elassroom teaching aids where radio now attempts
to give this service. 1 ·
...
illiam D. Boutwell, Chief, Division· of Radio, Publications and Exhibits of the Federal Security Agency, U.
Office of Education,

s.

ashington, in response to the request

for his personal opinion regarding the future of the radio in
the classroom referred the writer to an article he wrote that
was published in School Life Magazine in April 1940. 2

The

Article is entitled ~Twenty-Two Rungs of the Radio Ladder" in
which he builds by twenty-two systematic steps a radio in
every school.
A few quotations from the article will give Mr. Boutwell1s plan for the radio which is indirectly pertinent to
its use in the classroom. ·
Congress envisioned for our Nation a strongly decentralized radio system in the United States. This is the sense of
the law of 1927 setting up the rules by which the publicly
owned wave lengths may be used by licensed operators. Thus
most of our 815 radio stations ·are expected to render a service as local as a l~cal newspaper.
·
Yet I believe that I am correct in saying that no local
station is adequately staffed to create a battery of highgrade local community service programs. For this reason, the
local station manager must rely more and more on local institutions for his local program resources. He turns to the

1Frank E. Schooley, Director of Radio Station : IL.L, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, Letter (July 25, 1940).
2 William D. Boutwell, Chief, Division of Radio, F'ederal

Security Agency, ·U. s. Office of Education,
Letter ( July 12, 1940).

ashington, D.

o.,
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and other eiv1c groups.
Having a local radio stat ion is almost as impor~ant as
having a post of.f'ice. Station managers and civic leadEtrs
alike are becoming more aware of -the preciousness of their
heri ta.ge of the ether and are organizing their x-esourees to
make maximum use of local radio wave assignments for the
maximum benefit of local citizens. This is the democratic
way of using radio; this is -the Amel'ican way. To promote thi
development, the United States Office of Education stands
re_ady to ·loan without ch~ge any of the 513 scripts in our
Radio Script Exchange; to supply .free manuals of production
and sound effects; and to answer inquiries on other sources
of help. The Office of' Education and the rederal Radio Education Committee stand ready to advise., to counsel., and assist
station managers and civic· and ·e ducational leaders as they
work to extend the frontiers of radio service.l
Mr. · Boutwell writing on "Trends in Radio11 in School
Life says:

I see the radio with competent staff assistants becomi
a standard pB.!'t of American school systems--the director as
important a factor as the dr amatic teacher or the music
teacher. I see schools using radio in the classroom as a
motivation f'or English, public speaking, music and many other
studies. I see radio integrating these studies. · I see., in
the future, important training centers springing up wher~
radio in~truction with competent teachers will be given.

Dr. F. L. Whan of the Department of Speech and Dramatic
Art at the University of Wichita offered an interesting fore~
cast:
You recently asked me for a statement concerning the
'Future of Radio in the Classroom'. Although no prophet, I
believe that I may safely offer the following.
1Wil~iam D. Bou twe 11, t1 Twenty-Two Rungs
.
Ladder," School Life ..,( Apri·l, 1940) •

of .t he

Radio

2 illiam D. Boutwell., ".Trends in Radio, u _School Life.,
XX.IV (May, 1939), 204.

-143It seems to me to be a waste of time to try to visualize
the specific wa ys in which radio will be · used in the classroan
twenty years hence. No one could foresee in 1920 t hat -radio
would play a major role in transporting pictures to the press,
in keeping the public informed of new,s evente, or in• doi ng any
_one of the things it accomplishes to-day. A few individuals
may have guessed that radio will play a major role i n ~ormal
education in the future is not doubted by any well informed
person to-day.
Visual education is fast becoming an accepted part of
our educational progr am• . Radio is much cheaper, much more
demanding of the · imagination-, much more .elastic, much more far
reaoh·i ng as a unit. Vvith formal education fa.st becoming
standardized by law, with individual units in one school
approximating individual units in another, the possibilities
of radio classroom teaching grow.
t present the majority of
radio wavelengths are in the hands of commercial interests;
the rest are in the hands of wealthy educational units.
1th
the development of '-Frequency Modulation', the problems of
interference and cost a?ie greatly lessened. ownership of an
inf'inite number of inexpensive, but highly efficient, rad:b
broadcasting stations becomes possible.
The educational s ystem is one of tremendous expense.
Over a million teachers are paid from tax sources. At present
it is impossible to employ well trained and efficient teachers
for all schools or all units within a school. Radio, with
its far reaching voice, its -elastic medium for presenting information, its ·opportunity to stimulate the imagination , its
~pportu~ity to present information interestingly, offers a
possible solution to a part of the problem of expense· and inefficienc in our school system.
e may expect much experimentation with radio by school
systems during the next few years.
t the annual meeting of
broadcasters in- Columbus, Ohio, last April, commercial and
educational radio interests greed that a drastic revision of
school methods, due to radio~ is in the offing.
am afraid this won 1 t aid you much, but I 8lll confident
.
that I am not overstating the case with the above. 1
I

s.

Howard Evans, secretary of the National Committee on

Education by Radio, One Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. submitted the following:
1 Dr. F. L. ·han, University of -Wiqhita, Letter (August
4, 1940).

-144This will acknowledge your request asking for my personal opinion about the place ·radio should occupy · in the clas
room and a for·ecas t of its probable use· in the classroom of
the future. I am very happy to do this, although I want you
to be assured that my opinion may notbe accepted in ·all
quarters.
·
As ·r see it, radio recordings will be used more widely
than radio, itself. The recordings will put on wax the finest ·
speeches that have _beeri made over a period of time and reports
of outstanding events.· They can be used by each class at the·
time most convenient for .the teacher.

This does not mean that radio itself will be unimporta.nt. It has several very distinct things _ to contribute. In
the first place, it can bring · contemporary events into the·
classroom. The voices of -national leaders can be made alive
in the classroom at the time they are making history in any
part of the nation. {2) The best teachers in any school
system can be made a.v a.ilable by radio to all pupils. This is
very important from the point of view of improving methods of
teaching. (3) The radio with the assistance of visual materials can create a stimulating situation in the classroom.
As I see the radio of the future, school systems will
have their own broadcasting stations primarily because the
load of educational programs will be so heavy that commercial
stations can not be asked to carry the~. The system of Frequency Modulation, which was described in the June 1939 issue
of Education by Radio~. wi_l l be used as will facsimile transmission _to ca:rry printed messages from the broadcasting studio
to the classroom. Facsimile can be broadcast simultaneously
with the progr~m. I see programs varying in length according
to the subject ·treated. Some programs may be ten minutes and
others eighteen, others twenty-five. The station may be sile
for definite periods of time during which the pupils ·are car
ing out instructions given over the air. :visual materials,
such as charts and maps, will ,play important parts in the
broadcast. Pupils will listen to not more than one radio
program a day and. probably not more than three per week. Much
of the rest of their work in the classroom will be related to
these programs.

The nearest approach to the thing ·I have in mind · has
been achieved by the Cleveland Public schools over their
station BOE.l
- 1s. Howard Evans~ secretary of National Comrrd ttee on
Education . by · Radio, . One Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.,
Letter - ( July 15, 1940)
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Josef F. Wright, Director of Station WILL, Univers"ity
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, offered the following:
Because we· have never broadcast co:urs es for uti-liz a tion
in the classroom, I am a poor one to whom to go _for comments.
I have attended many conferences· where the subject was discus••~ and have witnessed many demonstrations. I have not
up to this time becom~ enthusiastic over the procedure; the
reason, I presume, is because I ani not an educator in the .
·teaching sense of the word. It strikes me that utilization
of a broadcast in -the -classroom requires a vast amount of
advance preparation~ printed material, etc., and I -w onder if
it is worth it.

I have the thought _that 1Bn years from now, such outside
helps for the teacher will be on records, for undoubtedly
there are many good programs broadcast--but why should they
be lost the minute they go over the air? Therefore I think
we will have such programs tested and recorded, sent to state
or central distributing libraries, and then loaned to the
schools year after year.
I am sorry that I can not be of more help. 1
In the absence of Mr. Reed, Director of the Department

· ot Visual and Radio Educe. tion, Rochester, N. Y., Jeanette
Bernstein, secretary to Mr. Reed, makes the · following statement:
In an editorial comment in March 1939 issue of The Phi
Delta Kappan _Mr •. Reed expressed an opip.ion about the place
of radio in the classroom as follows: 1 Radio listening in
school can contribute to the development of boys and girls
only if' -it has some meaningful relationship to their needs
and interests. Radio listening must be planned for in advance
and integrated closely with other classroom learning activities.• · He commented further, 'Radio is but a means of communication. Radio broadcasting is an art and radio listening
can be an important educational experience. Because of the
significant applications that education is already making of
this modern instrument and because of the challenging implications of what is yet to be done with .radio, no person

1 Josef F. Wright, Director of Station WILL·~ University
·or· il"iinois, Urbana, Illino;i.s, Letter ( July 15, 1940).
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in-t erested in education can ignore 1 t.
standing and intelligent use of it.•l

All should seek under-

• I. Griffith, Director of Radio- OI, Iowa State
.College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, ·Iowa, says:
e · believe that radio will continue to be a factor in
classroom instruction and that its use will supplement rather
than supplant the teacher.
·
It· has been my pleasure to witness quite a few classroom demonstrations and I have not found that there -is any
magic in the ue.e of radio nor . is anything accomplished that
could not be accomplished in a classroom without radio with
an equally skillful teacher.
hether classroom radio is a
success will depend on the type of instruction that is given
by radio. One ot the chief difficulties is arranging the
schedule so that the radio ma·t erial may be available at a
time when the material. fits the local school program. I
have been attending a series of conferences held in Columbus·,
Ohio, each summer. I suspect that you will be able to secure
through your 'ichita library copies of . the book entitled
"Education on the Air.• The eleventh book is not yet off the
press, but under separate cover I am sending you my personal
copy of the tenth book and will appreciate your -returning it
wi t _h in the next two weeks. There are some verbatum accounts
of classroom discussions ang many other things that I believe
will be of interest
to you.'
.
H~ Coleman Ash, Program Director of KFB-I, ..i ·chi ta, Kansas, offers the following with regard to the future of the
radio:
The part -that radio will play in the classroom in the
future, is in my estimation a very definite one.
lready in .the larger cities, a definite time has been
set aside daily for -the instructions given by supervisors
from a central studio for music classes, and this procedure
will undoubtedly be broadened to include many other subjects
and features.

lMr. Reed, Director of the Department of Visual and
.
Radio Education, Rochester, N. Y., Letter from Jeanette Bernstein, secretary to Mr. Reed, (July 15, 1940).
2 ·• I. Griffitt.a;, Director of Radio-WO!, Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa, Letter _( July 18, 1940).
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come directly into the class rooms from radios and that history classes depend considerably on information derived from
the use and knowledge of radio and radio programs.
There is no doubt that the radio 1..s here to stay, and
like e·very other proven .industry, such as · telephone, telegrap
newspapers ·, etc., the great American educational institutions
will undoubtedly make th~ most possi~le use of it.
It would be very hard for any person to predict •j ust
what the future held for radio in the educational system,
because it has a1r·eady changed the world much in the ways of
living.
A person listening in a great hall to a speech will not .
hear the last word as soon as a person 3,000 miles away will
hear it on the radio, that is~ great _change to a few years
ago.

Anyone would be safe in saying however, that whatever
might be predicted in the way of incorporating the future use
of radio in classrooms, would not be too far fetched. Even
a Jules Verne version might be justified in being taken.l
_Luke L. Roberts, Manager of Radio· Station KOAC, Corvallis, Oregon, states:

I am personally a confirmed believer in the worthwhileness of properly planned schoolroom programs. ·
Though such programs in themselves can never teach, ·they can
be valuable additions to learning provided that there has been
proper pre-broadcast preparation on the part of teacher and
pupils and proper post-broadcast activities.
I am sorry · that I can not provide you with more helpful
data of a specific nature.2

Vernon E. Reed, Program Director and Production Manager
of Station KFH,

ichita, makes the following remarks regar.d -

ing radio education:
1 ;a. Coleman Ash, .. Program Director of KFBI,

Kansas, Letter (August, 1940).

·

-ichi ta,

2 Luke L. Roberts, Manager of Radio Station KO~C,
Corvallis, Oregon, Letter (August 21, 19~0).
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In answer to your request for a statement concerning
the policy of Radio Station KFH in matters educational may I
say that KFH has always maintained a heavy _educational progra
I feel that a · lot of these programs as well as educational programs from other stations have not created the
desired results. I have studied the subject thoroughly and
it is my conviction that the value of a · strictly text book
style of presenting educational programs is largely lost. It
-is difficult for schools everywhere to suit their time to the
broadcast time; therefore few schools can take advantage of
these brqadcasts ·during school hours • . It 11 my opinion that
educational p~ograms should be presented at a time when
everybody can listen and should be presented in such a manner
as to be entertaining as well as educati·onal--in other words
sugar coat the pill.
We are outlining a new program for this school season
that will perhaps bear the title 'Wichita. Schools on Parade.•
Du.ring the half hour broadcast e~ch week we will dramatize .
the progress of educational facilities including dramatic
backgrounds of those responsible for the advancement of educational methods. Also outstanding talent from the various
schools--grade, high school, and university--will be used.
We hope to carry 'The American School o the . Air' programs again this year, Monday through Friday. 1

w.

A. Bonwell, Professor of Visual and Sensory Aids,

Univer.s ity of Wichita, offers his opinion _in the following
statement:
The future of radio in the classroom 1s · dependent upon
its recognition as an educational tool in tne school curriculum. In the hands of a creative teacher it promises much,
while in the hands of others it may prove a modern and interesting consumption of valuable time.
That radio broadcasting is a dynamic new social force
is demonstrated by its use in advertising, political fireside
chats, and the dissemination of propaganda as se·e n in . the
dictator _ruled sections of the world. ·one of its major forces
lies in the fact that programs are designed for listeners and not for readers. Not only are concepts more readily
1vernon E. Reed,· Program Dire.ctor and. Production :Manager,
Radio Station KFH, Wichita, Letter (August 10, 1940).

-149assimilated .by listeners but the range and number o:f listeners
is greater than among re a ders. Also less -energy is expended
in listening than in reading. There is also great appeal in
the human voice and advantage in the opportunities f ·o r drama- ·
tizatfon or concepts: the broadcaster . wishes to develop in the
minds of his listeners.
·
Users of radio in the classroom must bear in mind that
radio can be utili~ed ,from the poin t of view of both a consumer and a producer. With the growing number of programs
available, skillful teachers may well adopt their teaching to
those progr ams which fit into their curriculum. Many concepts
may be quickly and clearly made available to pupils·. Pupils
may be stimulated to discussion of world conditions. Greater
use of radio to develop appreciation of art and music is
possible _. Possibilities . are unlimited provided that the
teacher plans well enough that the program have purpose rather
than it become a mere listening period.
Radio for the- producer orfers several values for the
classroom.
1. Pupils may develop their cre a tive . ideas and dramatize
them before the microphone.
·
2. There is an incentive for the development of voice
and delivery.
3. The above features to-gather with other factors aid
in the development of personality.
4. By the use of radio pupils may aid in interpreting
the school to the community.
5. Certain types of l essons and material may be broadcast f'rom a local or school station to the various class
groups in the community.
·
In short I believe radio in the classroom will be
limited only by the ingenuity of teachers and the willingness
of the school and patl'ons to support its use. 1 ·
·
Other opinions solicited and promised have not arrived
to date.

They, therefore, are regretfully omitted from this

thesis.

1 • A. Bonwell, Professor of Visual and Sensory Aids,
University of Wichita, Letter (August, 1940).
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